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the largest percentage of the milk-fat into the 
cream ? On these points also a large number of 

tely conducted tests have been made, the
by the dis-

(Sbitoriaû■J THE FARMER’S ADVOCATE 1 HOME HOT!e accura
most important of which 
tinguished investigator, Kreusler. The following 
table shows the volume percentage of cream ob
tained at different temperatures, the temperature 
being kept constant during the continuance oi

What is the Best Temperature for 
liaising Cream?

were
WILLIAM WILD. EDITOR AMD FBOPMMTOR.

AGRICULTURAL JOURNAL PUBLISHED
Hi THE dominion.

A
TUB LEADING Of all the conditions recognized in dairy prac

tice, that of temperature is of the most practical 
importance, apd it has given rise to very exhaust
ive experiments and a great deal of controversy.

With reference to the range of temperatures, 
practically concerned with those between 

32° and about 80°, the former being freezing 
point, at which cream cannot rise, and the latter 
being about the highest that is ordinarily at
tained in the milk room. There are three con
ditions involved in the temperatures at which 
the cream rises : (1) as affecting the volume of
cream ; (2) the percentage of fat in the 
(3) the percentage of fat in the milk which finds 

If one thing is better
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the tests :

j
we are Length of time of setting expressed in hours.

0° I
ID 13628168H

12.3210.4310.3135 11.89
10.827.8639

7.30 9.41110.03 
8.48 9.6510.15 
8.83 9.20 9.92 
8.60 9.26 9.37

43 9.91I 46cream ; 50
69

8.708J9368
7.3577its way into the cream, 

known than another it is this, that the lower the 
temperature, the thinner the cream ; or, the 
higher the temperature, the denser the cream, 
and the thinner cream naturally has a greater 
volume and a less percentage off.it. Although 
these facts have been universally observed by the 

different systems of setting, yet they 
confirmed by accurately conducted experiments. 
The investigator Tifferand, for example, raised 

at the following temiieratures, under the 
condition that the temperature remained exactly 
the same from first to last during the continu- 

of the experiment, and the following tables

]. 86 6.31

Here it is also shown that the higher the tem
perature at which the milk was set, continuing 
at the same temperature for the stated number of 
hours, the smaller is the bulk of cream—with 

few trifling exceptions, which may be at-
■ H

ivery
tributed to lack of exactness in making theOur Monthly Prize Essays.

CONDITIONS OF COMPETITION.
1 -No award will be made unless one essay at 

least comes up to the standard for publication.
ments^oncfseifess'and conforanity^wiU1 the^i ulrjeeb 

joyed few educational advantages.
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the month in which the essays appear. Second
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have been
observations.

Let us now take the same table, but instead of 
giving the percentage volume of cream, we will 
give the percentage of fat which was found in 
the cream, the cream having been analyzed for 
this purpose, and the results will also closely ap
proximate the butter yield :

Ire cream

i3y
ance
show the different temperatures and the percent- 

volume of cream obtained at each tem-
■sa

age
£

perature : ________________

Percentages of 
Cream.

3
Length of time of setting expressed in hours.

».
ES'Temp.

(Fahr.)
Percent’ ge 
of Cream

Tem.
(Fahr.)

112 13664 76 8840 5210 288fc-

12 28 13.97 
11 57 11.92ll4.35 
11.94 14.31 1 .07 
12.8813.2410.27 
12.9715.2517.61 
14.97 17.3120,45 
17.8919.79 
20.271 
22.51'

18.6420.36 
20.18 22.00 
21.2623.22 
23.9125.28

15.2115.1316.6516.29 
15.43 16.16 17.57 18 36 
17.4l!l7.3718.2919.65 
17.07|18.51 
18.6519.8721.12 23.05

14.5-----16.
9.8----- 11.3
5.5—-6.

19.
14.5 20.09Our prize of $5.00 for the best original essay 

the Management of the Orchard, has been 
rded to Kenneth Sutherland, Ingersoll, Ont. 

in this issue.

12.8 19.78 21.3111. 24.9728.848.on 16.13
It is thus plainly seen that the higher the 

the lower the volume of cream.
awa
The essay appears

A prize of $5 will be given for the best original
Occupation for

temperature
This is caused almost entirely by the greater 

[«ration of water under the high tem- 
lTactical creamerymcn have come to

These tables show that both the cream and the 
butter fat continued to increase for 136 hours (5 
days and 16 hours) ; the blanks indicate that the 
setting cannot lie continued long at high tem
perature. The l ist table shows that the higher 
the temperature the greater the jiercentagc of 
butter fat in the cream. Although from these 
tables calculations can be made to prove the ad
vantages of the higher temperaturos, yet in order 
to make the experiment scientifically accurate, 
the third factor, viz., the percentage of the milk 
fat which finds its way into the cream should be 
ascertained ; and this may be determined by

essay on Poultry Farming 
Farmers' Wives and Daughters. Essays to be 
handed in not later than June 15.

A prize of $5.00 will be given for the best 
Country Life.-----Essays to be

as an eva
perature.
the conclusion, anti many still entertain the same 
opinion, that cool setting of the milk is the more 
profitable than netting under a warm teiniJvifc 
ture, because a greater bulk of cream is thereby 
obtained ; but this observation by itself proves 

thing that has any practical value. There 
two other factors which must be found before

be drawn, viz., (1) the

[
3R original essay 

handed in not later than July 15.
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practical conclusion 
percentage of butter or butter-fat in the cream, 
and (2) the jiercentagc of fat which remains in 
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Iiength of time of setting expressed in'liours.

.
8 16 38 40 52 64 76 88 112 136

48.0 56.9 
50.4 52.5 
50.3 63.3 
53.9 58.7

4\3 58.7) 63.9 66.7 
61.0 67.4 71.7

761 81.1 
78.2 83.6 

73.2 74.8 78.9 82.2 
75.0 79.9 8321
75.6

30.3 42.1
28.6 43.8 
36.3; 42.6
38.3 46.3 57.3 64.4
43.6 55.01 66 4 -.3.1 
55.0 61.11

63.3 67 4
65.5 70.3 
67.0 72.6 78.9 81.6

53ioi
5631
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This table is the real practical one and proves 
beyond doubt that the higher the temperature 
the greater is the percentage of fat removed from 
the milk to the cream, the result also being ac
complished in a much shorter time.

The cause of these effects is not far from reach. 
It lies in the condition of the casein of the milk, 
and connected therewith, the greater viscosity of 
the milk serum at low temperatures. In other 
words, the denser the liquid the greater is the 
resistance offered to the ascent-of the fat globules, 
and the thinner the liquid the less is the resist
ance. The higher the temperature the thinner 
is the fluid through which the globules [>ass 
when rising. These conclusions, however, have 
reference to equal jieriods of time in setting ; 
should add that the milk will keep longer at low 
temj«> ratures, so that when time is a factor, more 
profitable results may perhaps be obtained 
times by setting at low temperatures.

Such are the results of investigations made in 
Germany, but our Canadian dairy authorities 
are ruled largely by a set of dairy philosophers in 
the United States. Investigators on the contin
ent of Europe draw their conclusions from prac
tical tests, while it is the tendency of the 
American philosophers to lay down theories, 
make deductions therefrom, and then attempt to 
establish them by experiment. The danger in 
the latter method is, that when the dairyman 
once bears the reputation of being a philosopher, 
he finds himself strongly inclined to twist the 
experiment into conformity with his theory.

The Americans started their investigations 
the theory that the temperature during 
rising must be constantly changing, because 
thereby the differences between the sjiecific 
gravities of the butter fat and the liquid through 
which it passes becomes widened. It is true that 
flic fat rises because it is specifically lighter than 
the water and the other constituents of the milk, 
the sjiecific gravity of fat being 93, that of milk 
1031, and that of the fat free solids 1.6.

we

some-

on
cream

The
American theory assumes that the fat, under the 
influences of heat and cold, expands ami contracts 
luore than the water or the other constituents 
of the milk, so that by lowering the temjierature, 
thereby widening the differences between the 
sjiecilic gravities, the cream will rise more rapidly 
and perfectly. The German investigators take 

igni/aiiee of this theory, it being utterly lost 
in the tact that the resistance offered by the

analyzing the whole milk and the skim-milk. 
The practical question becomes still more com
plicated from the fact that it is only necessary to 
know what is the most profitable temperature for 
setting the milk, but also the most profitable 
length of time.

Let us now utilize the first table again, both 
the whole milk and the skim-milk being an
alyzed, in order to show the jierccntage of the 
milk fat, at the stated temjierature and times, 
which passed into the cream :
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The Soil Exhaustion Controversy.
We publish in another column a letter from 

“Subscriber ” in reply to Mr. Shaw. In justice 
to the latter gentleman, we feel it our duty to 
state that we have received two letters from him on 
the subject, and it is just that we should exjdain 
why we have not published them. IV bile we 
are desirous that none of our readers or corre.s- 
I «indents should be wronged in any particular, 
yet we must also, in justice to ourselves and our 
readers, guard against being imjiosed ujion.

Mr. S. ajqieals to our sense of justice, and 
imjdoringly desires us to jiublish his communica
tions in full. We struck a sentence out of his 
letter in which he named a certain Government 
jmblication wherein his jiajier on “ Robbing the 
Land" is published in full. He insists that we 
should give “Subscriber” and our other readers 
an ojqiortunity of studying his [wiper. While we 
have informed “Subscriber” of this fact, yet we 
refuse—and have always done so—to give free 
advertisements to the-so-called agricultural litera
ture of the Government, for two reasons, viz. : 
(1) that a great deal of the literature is falsely rc- 
jKirted, and (2) ever, if it were correctly reported, 
it would contain a great deal of worthless and un
reliable information which no farmer should read, 
except juobably those who arc involved in agri
cultural booms. We might even assign a third 
reason, viz., that we don’t wish to encourage 
such jiublications on the ground that the exjiense 
is a burdensome tax ujion our farmers. Why, if 
we named the said publication, many farmers 
might jiroeure it and might even believe in the 
doctrines jireached by Mr. S. and his confederates.

In the second jilace, he urges that the main 
issue is our proof of the charge that he is a con
federate of the Government, while we contend 
that the vital question is, can the fertility of the 
soil be maintained or restored by returns from its 
own resources ? Nobody needs the said Govern
ment rejiort to see that this is the issue, for he 
rejieats the declaration in his article which 
published in our last issue. If he had given his 
recijie for restoring fertility in the way lie 
lions, we would gladly publish it in the interests 
of our readers and of all mankind, and would 
freely advertise him as the greatest benefactor of 
humanity. With reference to his being a confed
erate of the Government, he stated (as published 
in our last issue) that if lie were a confederate, he 
“ would not be ashamed of the connection," and 
in a subsequent letter he says he has never been 
a confederate of the Ontario Government, “in any 
other sense than in the main being in sympathy 
with it."

Now these statements jirove to our minds that 
this question is not one of great urgency, although 
we are willing to take it up in its natural order. 
His conduct in his writings indicates to us that 
his first desire is to get a free advertisement for 
his article, or for Government literature, as the 

may be, and secondly that lie wants to evade 
the main issue. If lie is an agricultural authority 
he must know that history, science, and practice 
are against his theories, and we susjiect that he 
has recently had his eyes ojiened to this fact. If 
he is in sympathy with the Government, he 
should by all means confederate with it in’ the 
imposition of its theories ujion the agricultural 
community. The fact of his jiajier on “ Robbing 
the Land" now being a jiart of the Government 
literature, is surely amjile proof that there was 
a confederacy existing between him and the 
Government on the land-robbing question ; the 
remaining articles of confederation isanother issue 
We are strongly inclined to the belief that this 
confederacy had its source in the interests of a 
Jiack of live-stock sjieculaters ; but if the per- 
jH-trators of the boom jilead ignorance as the 
cause, then we will not feel disjiosed to «et into 
a wrangle. 0

denser state of the fluid under low temperatures 
is too great for the adojition of the cool setting 
system. It is generally admitted that at high 
temperatures the milk should be set in shallow 
vessels ; but the American dairy pliilosojihers 
also talk about deep setting at low temjie ratures, 
which is absurd according to the Kreusler experi- 
ments above quoted. There is jirobably nothing 
more scientific and jiractical than the old shallow 
juin system which our farmers’ wives used many 
years ago, which many of them still use, and 
which all would still use were it not for the over
bearing conduct of our dairy jihilos-iphers.

There is another noteworthy jioint connected 
with the changing temjierature theory. The in
vestigator Prandtl found that changes of tem
jie ratures during the setting of milk jiroduced a 
retarding influence on the rising of the .cream, 
owing to the presence of currents in the liquid. 
From the facts and principles already laid down, 
the conclusion may lie drawn that the temjiera- 
ture of all jiarts of the milk should be kept as 
near the same temperature as jnissible ; and in 
the Kreusler tests this rule was strictly observed 
by immersing the vessels in water liaths at the 
stated tenijKiratures.

Another Word about the Soil Ex
haustion Question.

A eorresjiondent criticises us for insinuating, 
as he thinks, that the manure should not be 
credited to the stock in making statements of the 
debits and credits. In our editorial article (jiage 
137), to qhicli he refers, we were sjieaking en
tirely of summer conditions, when the grass 
eaten by the cows was not, and could not lie, 
debited, and consequently it would not be fair to 
credit the manure. The subject is a vast one 
and volumes could be written on it, so the reader 
should stick closely to the conditions and notask
us to unduly lengthen our articles by rejieatedly 
urging precaution against jiossible misapprehen
sions. Winter conditions are quite another ques
tion ; the food can then be charged against the 
stock, and then, of course, the manure should be 
credited.

we

men-
\\ e thought all our readers could

easily see this jioint.
Another eorresjiondent does not believe that 

the value of the fertility sold from a grain farm 
amounts to $368.93 yearly, or $162.66 from a 
dairy farm, as stated in the same article. He 
concludes that science must be wrong in making 
such high estimates. All we have to say in re-' 
jily is that science has nothing at all to do with 
these values ; it is the practical farmers who 
establish the juices of the constituents of soil 
fertility, and not the scientists. If farmers 
sistently {lay 18 cents per lb. for nitrogen, Scents 
for phosphoric acid, and 4 or 5 cents for jiotash, 
scientists cannot prevent them, and when far-

Jier-

case
mers agree to pay less, then of course the figures 
rejiresenting the loss of their soil fertility will 
also be less. These constituents have market
jirices just like other articles which farmers 
chase.

pur-
Tliese jioints are worthy of profound 

study by all farmers who aim at excellence in
their profession.

Prof. A J Cook says he has rejieatedly proved 
the efficacy of a strong solution of soft soap for 
the ajiple-tree bark-louse, if applied in early June 
and again three weeks later. The trees put 
new vigor when cleaned of the insects. Prof. Cook 
uses a cloth and scrubs the trunk and main 
branches by hand; or a stiff brush may be used.
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thod is being worked here in Norfolk county. 

Mr. John B. Carpenter, the proprietor of “Madde 
Farm,” and also the winner of the gold medal, 
was one of the first to inaugurate this plan, and 

The programme of the day being called, the I jj jlas been satisfactory to him tod his tenants, 
President read the following jiaper on the above as far as I have any knowledge. As to the per- 

, . , , Vr T R Fryman I cent the owner realizes on his investment, thatsubject from the pen of Mi. J. B. Freeman, | jg by the quajit,y and productiveness of
M. P. P. I the soil. From observation, I have no hesitation

It has been said that the strength of nations is I jn saying that the percent would be quite as high 
in proportion to their skilful cultivation of the I under the “ share and share alike ’’ system as any 
soil. In the necessity fi r cultivating the earth other. It has this to recommend it, and that 
for subsistence social order commenced. At an I ÿ ; 1 have never known a tenant but who had
early date we find the master and his slaves, or I enough at the end of the year to pay all expenses
serfs, engaged in husbandry ; the slaves doing aBd leave him higher wages than he could get as
the labor, and—for their share of the products of I an ordinary farm laborer, even in the years that 
their toil—getting the bare necessities of life. I crops were poor and prices low, and in good years 
As civilization progresses the relation of master he has quite a surplus above all expenses. The 
and slave changes, and we have landlord and I rent means just one-half of the year’s crop, and 
tenant. Happily for this country of ours the re- I this seems to divide the value of the land and 
lation between land-owners and tenants has I the value of labor more justly than by any other 
been one of mutual good will, and we, as Can- | method, 
adians, can take a national pride in the know
ledge that the heart-burnings, distress and crime „
that cast their dark shadows upon other lands I The system of renting farms described in Mr. 
are no part of our heritage. I Freeman’s paper being new to the members of

No human arrangements are lierfect, and no I yle (^ncii little was said by way of criticism,

to evade, and the closer together you bring the well, providing responsible tenants could be 
interests of the owner of the soil and the one that I secured who were competent and reliable in mak- 
tills it, the better for each. Their interests I . purchases and sales. The discussion was, 
should be mutual. The landlord has certain I 6 1
duties that he owes to his tenant, and the tenant ,
is responsible for certain duties to his landlord^ I bers related what they knew about tenants tod 
We have drifted past the days when the tiller of renting farms, the main object seeming to be

I »• appertaining of Hi. condition of tan™» *»d

vexatious tenures have been swept away, im
provements have been made in the laws of the 
old countries to lessen the friction tietween the 1 $500 a year as rent for 100 acres, 75 being
owners and the tillers of the soil. I do not wish clearcd> bl,t he did not think he Was making a
si^dy^iire’orthis vexeil problem,'but'to content respectable living, although he (the tenant) 
myself with some of the methods for dealing seemed to be able to jiay his rent, 
with this question at home. r John Kennedy stated that he had a tenant on

The fair rent of land is somctiuies estimatc at ^ Ja„d_50 acres clearcd-and he
one-third of the value of its products, but there I ou ,
is no fixed rule other than that which prevails in received $300 a year as rent. The tenant paid 
all other business transactions, that each Jiarty I tile rent regularly and seemed to be doing well, 
makes the best possible bargain for himself. In I ,pjie tena„t tapped 300 trees and made a good 
some of the older counties in Ontario a share 
and share alike ’’ system prevails, and has been 
found to give general satisfaction to the contract- hail no right to the bush beyond the timber he 
ing parties. The tenant buys one-half interest I required for fire wood, and there was no grass in 
in all the stock and farm implements, arriving at he bush the trees being too thick, 
their value either by mutual consent or through 
the services of competent parties in whom they President Leitch said a tenant or owner should
have confidence. Then the tenant contracts to make $ioO out Qf molasses from 300 tapped trees, 
work the land in a good and husbandlike man- ,pbe up brought $1 lier gallon in the London 
„ "* kb? market- Title ,«m did „„t to** th. I.W

working the land, to keep fences and buildings which would require two men for an average of 
in ordinary repair, the landlord to find the ma- aboUt; three weeks. Two hundred dollars was 
terial. The landlord jays one-half of the taxes, id l a high in his section for 100
and in some instances, half of the road work, I , u »and’ half of the threshing. Then the receipts acres, the soil being light and the market facili- 
from all sources of produce and stock are equally ties not being extra. A good tenant could make 
divided between landlord and tenant. Any re- I money at that figure. If he (the President) 
pairing to implements or new machinery is jaid wanted to rent a farm he would look out for a
minor^bülsTcaTteresetti^d8by the parties in- good sugar bush and good orchard of at least two 
terested. or three acres, which he would calculate on for

Now, as to results : First, it does away with I paying the rent, and there was also a great ad- 
the inability of the tenant to j>ay rent, as he 1 
nays in produce. If the season is an unprofitable 
one for farming, the landlord shares in the loss factory, 
of crojis, and no stock that is really needed by j„ answer to a question by a member, John 
the tenant is forced to be sold to pay rent: gelme(jy stated that it was also customary for

toS*loVS “tab .if tk «h. tenant ta „ ,h. ta,„ ,„d ».

surplus of the year, if a good one, and if a poor statute labor.
one, sometimes it means ruin. Then, it is John O’Brien stated that it required a first 
clieajier for the tenant, as he has all the advan- j tenant in his section to make money at jire- 

well stocked farm for less outlay of | ^ price8 of farm producta.

Mr. Hawkshaw, who lives half way between

ojie rations may be sent in at any time during the 

summer or autumn months.
RENTING FARMS ON SHARES.

me^farmer»’ ©lube.
I Dominion Farmers’ Council.

[This Council meets on toe third Thuradiay of ®very
be addressed to the Secretary, W. A. Macdonald, 
London, Ont. The Council has now onhand pamph
lets containing its Constitution and By-laws, with 
an account of Its origin, also pamphlets containing 
a form of Constitution and By-laws suitable for 
Farmers’ Clubs, which will, on application to the 
Secretary, be distributed free to all parties having 
in contemplation the organization of clubs. Lacto- 

sent free to amalgamated clubs. 1

*

* scopes
■r The regular monthly meeting of this Council 

was held on the 19tli ult., President Leitch in 
the chair.

*

A ROYAL RAILWAY COMMISSION.
Letters were read from Hon. John Carling, 

Minister of Agriculture, and from Mr. M. S. 
Lpnergan, Secretary of the Royal Commission 
Railways, stating that, jtursuant to the request 
of the Dominion Farmers’ Council^ a meeting of 
the Royal Commission would bcfiield in the city 
of London, on Saturday ‘and Monday, May 21st 
and 23rd.

After some discussion, arrangements were made 
for gathering witnesses from the city and sur
rounding districts for the jmrposc of setting forth 
the grievances of farmers, shipjiers, etc., in mat
ters pertaining to railways, and as to the desira
bility of establishing a permanent commission for 
regulating railway freights.

CAPITAL INVESTED IN A STOCK FARM.
A communication was received from Mr. W. J. 

Biggins, Secretary of the Granton banners Club, 
stating that a committee of five members had 
lieen apjiointed, pursuant to a request of the 
Council, for the purpose of drawing up an esti
mate of the capital invested in 
the neighborhood of Granton, county of Huron. 
The estimate was read before the Council as

d. - <DISCUSSION.on

*•

H

r
9

less, of a side issue, in which the mem-more or\

their ability to jiay rent.
John Wheaton stated that a neighbor of his

V

stock farm in1.1
1

follows :
Land (100 acres) $6,000 ; dwelling house, 

$1,000 ; barn and outbuildings, $1,000 ; 18 steers 
coming three years old, $630 ; 3 cows, $105 ; 3 
yearlings, $60 ; 3 calves, $30 ; 2 working horses, 
$350 ; brood mare (Canadian draft), $250 ; colt 
or filly, $100 ; 2 jiigs, $10 ; self-binder, $150 ; 
mower, $60 ; horse rake, $25 ; seeder combined, 
$70 ; jilow and harrows, $25 ; gang Jilow, $18 ; 
roller, $25 ; scuttler, $12 ; wagon and rack, $75; 
fanning mill, $25 ; sleighs, $25 ; harness $50 ; 
straw cutter and jiower, $100 ; horse fork and 
tackling, $25 ; incidentals, $25 ; total, $10,245. 
The farm is divided as follows : Orchard, 2 
acres ; yard, garden and roots, 3 acres ; bush, 10 
acres ; hay, 10 acres ; jiasture, 45 acres ; crop, 
30 acres.

This estimate is jiuLlished meanwhile
other farmers’ clubs to send

deal of money out of molasses, but otherwise he
W

«
>

ner,

X

as a
guide to encourage 
in similar rejiorts. The rejiorts will all be gone 
over,and criticised by members of the Council 
and a general average struck, the object being to 
arrive, as near as possible, at the average capital 
invested in a stock farm, a dairy farm, and a 
mixed husbandry farm. This wUl form a basis 
of calculation for arriving at the cost of jiroduc- 
iug the various farm crops, stock, dairy products, 

It is hoped that other readers of the pro
ceedings of the Council, as well as amalgamated 
clubs, will also send in rejiorts, for the larger the 
number of rejioits the more accurate will the 
estimates be as averages for the Province, or the 
Dominion, as the case may he. The figures will 
be published in book-keeping form, so that the 

be concentrated into a

i

vantage in being near a creamery or cheese

etc.

tagesof a
capital than he could have in any other way.
Then, it is better for both landlord and tenant 
that the farm should be well stocked, so that the London and St. Thomas, stated that $300 was

t dTSThLk" ÏTÏÏ
reasons that might he given why this “share and money at that figure at present prices for farm 
share alike ” system has much to recommend it. I products. Unimproved farms brought about
moTÎhto a ™in°statl,en™eo^ Imw this I *70 per acre, and improved land ranged between

cost of jiroduction can
Those who have not time to sendsmall sjiace.

in full estimates would greatly oblige by sending 
criticisms of the estimates as published from time 

Thu estimates of the cost of tillageto time.
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iltoii, was elected President, and Mr. Thos. jiendent farmer who could discuss the question 
Shaw, of the same place, Secretary. The meet- from an agricultural standpoint. As many of 
ing was called by Mr. Fuller, and he took the the members of the Council had not given much 
most active jiart in the work of organization, consideration to the subject, it was decided that 
The Government granted $250 to defray the ex- a farmer should be selected, and the Secretary 
1 lenses of the representatives, and one of the M. "as instructed to write to Mr. John Waters, M. 
P. P. speakers stated that the Government was 1 ’ * for ^ort*1 Middlessex, asking him to pre-

7»»^ r* ,n 1 swcaSif c'oiâr r^sïîshould like to present a few points to the Council that the subject was of immense importance to 
and ask if this Institute proposes to do necessary 1fur farmers.
work which this Council or other organizations is until tlle third Tliurs-
neglecting. It would also lie well for you to in- 
quire whether this Institute is a representative 
body so far as the farmers of the Province

$80 and $90, but investments at these figures did 
not pay good interest ; the desire for having a 
home was "the cause" of these high prices.

OUR MORTGAGE DEBT.
The discussion drifted on the farm mortgage 

question, a member having stated that this topic 
was being voluminously written up in the politi
cal press.

President Lkitch said he had also read these 
discussions, but did not see much sense in them. 
4t was all nonsense to contend that the country 
was going to the dogs simply because the files in 
the registry office were filled with farm mortgages. 
Farmers made money by purchasing land and 
giving mortgages until they could pay them off ; 
both the borrower and the lender made 
by these transactions, and what was good for 
these people was good for the country. He had 
bought farms himself in this way, and made 
money out of the transactions.

A member here suggested that the cry against 
farm mortgage debt might have been raised 

to create a government office for somebody who 
thought he might gather statistics about farm 
mortgages in order to prove that Canadian farmers 
were becoming bankrupt.

Mr. Hawkshaw contended that where a tenant 
could pay rent an owner should be able to 
off his mortgages.

W. W eld said a good deal depended iqion the 
section of the country referred to. They 
speaking of favorite localities. In some places 
the farmers were badly off, owing to inferior soil 
and other drawbacks, and the farmers could not 
pay off their mortgages.

John O’Brien said that was the fault of the 
farmers and not of the localities, for the land 
should be cheaper in the less favored localities, 
so that the profits in farming should be about 
the same. The farmers must be bad calculators 
where they could not pay off their mortgages. 
The trouble was that such farmers had a mania 
for speculating in novelties, etc., instead of at
tending to their legitimate business, which often 
brought them to grief.

The question was asked if many foreclosures of 
mortgages were personally known to the 
bets, but very few of such misfortunes 
related.

‘tShe ;$|)airy<
are

concerned. It was decided at the meeting that 
the President and the Secretary with a third 
jiarty should have the power to choose the ex
ecutive committee, which virtually throws the 
control into the hands of the President and the 
Secretary. Would it not be well to inquire who 
these men are ? The President is largely inter
ested in the Jersey breed of cattle, and the Secre
tary is also largely concerned in stock. Do 
think that these facts bear the impress of another 
live stock boom ? The President is also a dairy
man, and no doubt considéra that every farmer 
should patronize his favorite breed. He spoke 
on dairy matters, but twodairymen from the east 
contradicted an assertion of his by stating that 
the milk which brought 10 cents for cheese in 
their locality only brought 8 cents for butter, 
and the farmers

Testing Milk and Cream.

No. VI.
Whether the jiereentage of butter or butter fat 

should lie adopted as the standard depends 
the object aimed at. If the object is to breed 
cows that produce milk of high quality, the fat 
standard of the milk should be introduced, 
percentage of fat in the cream is neither a guide 
to the quality of the milk nor the quantity or 
quality of the the butter obtained from the milk 

The percentage of butter is not a guide 
to the quality of the milk ; for the 
water in the butter

money

Oil

our
you

The

or cream.
pay

percentage of 
may vary from 8 to 18 per? 

cent, and is very liable to swing between 11 and 
la jierceut, so that the farmer who complains of 

that produces watery milk should be the 
first to complain of watery butter. There is no 
greater justice in paying for watery butter than 
for watery milk, and when it is also 
as I have shown, that there 
cal methods for

were
were therefore leaving the 

creamery and patronizing the cheese factory, to 
which the President answered that the lacking t 
cents were found in the manure. Would it not 
be well to inquire if these statements are true ? 
A proposition was made to the effect that the 
proceedings of the Institute be published by the 
Government. How would it do to inquire into 
the value of the Government literature already 
published, and ask if further exjienditures in this 
direction be judicious ? Are not other Govern
ment organizations going over the same ground 
as that projiosed by the Central Institute ! It 

also projiosed to have a farmer apjiointed 
Commissiqper of Agriculture, and Mr. John 

Dryden was mentioned as the most suitable 
for that jiosition. Mr. D. is an extensive Short
horn breeder, and is President of the Dominion 
Shorthorn Herd Book Association. After the 
meeting was over, an intelligent representative 
informed me that he regarded the concern as the 
germ of another Jersey boom.
Mr. Erastus Wiman, of New York, which 
published in the daily press of the same day, 
created quite a stir, and a farmer told 
that the Institute

a cow

wo

considered, 
are easy and practi- 

aseertaining the percentage of 
fat-which cannot be said with reference to the 
butter yield also the object in breeding can only 
have a practical basis in the 
the milk, there can be

Jiercentage of fat in 
no question as to the

... . standard,
although it may be urged that absolute justice 
cannot be easily secured to jiroducers 
sumere by any known standard, 
approach to justice should be our aim

The percentage of butter from the milk is de-
peudent ujion four factors, viz., (1) the jiercent- 
age ol fat in the whole milk ; (2) the co-efficient 
of cream ; (3) the co-efficient of butter • (4) the 
composition of the butter. When butter is made 
from the milk, instead of the cream, the second 
factor, of course, must be dismissed. What is 
meant by the cream co-efficient is the jiercentage 
of the fat the milk which finds its way Jo 

the cream, and butter co-efficient means the ner- 
centage of fat m the cream which finds its lav 
into the butter. For example, if the milk con
tains tj,erect of butter fat, 3 of which finds its 
nay into the cream, the cream co-efficient would 
be to percent, three-fourths of the fat in the 
milk being m the cream. But if say 3.2 jiereent
xriU bef808CtS i"n°1,hyream- the coefficient
>uU bc 80> as will be found by the 
statement in proportion :

greater practicability of the fat

and con- 
The nearest

was
as

mem man
were

A vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. Fr 
for his instructive

eeman
paper.

CENTRAL farmers’ INSTITUTE.
A Member —I wish to ask our President if he 

attended the meeting of the Central Farmers’ 
Institute held in Toronto, on the 28th of Ajiril, 
in accordance with 
Council.

A letter from
M-as

meresolution jiassed by the put-uji job by Messrs.M as a
Fuller and Wiman for the jiurjiose of securing,, 
commercial union betueen Canada and the United"
States for the supposed benefit of the farmers.
This is another question worthy of inquiry, and 
it would bc well to know whether our farmers 
Mould derive the same advantages from 
cial union as our stock speculators. I make 
these as mere suggestions, and I don’t wish to 
influence your action in any May.

These questions Mere discussed in an amicable 
spirit, and the tendency seemed to be in favor of 
further inquiry. No member jironounced 
l'hatic ojiinion on the subject.

A member juojiosed to have a paiier read before 
the Coiineil on the subject of our commercial re- 

... name ol Per lation with the U. S. and other countries and it
thZ^Si rUVal1,,8titU? giu‘ t0 W1^l>ate'l whether» popular authority should he «

b . . ancej E. lullei, Ham- | asked to prepare a jiajier, or an intelligent inde- I f buUjer

President Leitch—The resolution 
that I was to attend, providing the Council re
ceived an invitation, 
invitation Mas received, and so I didn’t go.

Some of the members sjioke of having read the 
reports of the meeting of the Central Farmers’ 
Institute, and a short discussion ensued.

W. W ELD—I was in Toronto on the day of the 
meeting of the Institute, and availed myself of the 
ojijiortunity to attend it; but as I had no authority 
tosjieak or act for the Council, I said nothing, but 
only listened and took notes. There were between 
100 and 200 jieojilc present, comjiosed of intelli
gent fanners from different parts of the l’rovin 
including three M. P. P's. The

stated

I am not aware that an

comnier-

follouing

4 : 3.2 : ; 100 : 80
Let us 

milk contains 3.4
«ou- sujqiose that a given samjilc of 

Jiereent of fat, that the 
co efficient is SO, the butter co efficient 
that the worked but unsalted butt 
percent of butter fat, then 
statement :

cream 
9t>, and 

er contains 82 
we get the following

an em-

ce,

equal to ai.nS .2.72 ^ 
■2.6Ï
3.181bs.butter

i
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By this statement it will be seen that milk 

which contains 3.4 percent of fat will produce 
3.18 percent of butter, that it requires 31.44 
pounds of milk to produce a pound of butter, and 
the price can, with equal justice to all the 
patrons of the creamery, be attached to the but
ter, the butter fat, or to the milk. In the above 
example, the percentage of butter is obtained by 
the following statement :

3.4 x 80 x 96

ever been able to give a sensible reason why but
ter should be salted.

Our dairy authorities are very inconsistent in 
their talk about the keeping qualities of butter. 
They want a long keeping butter and t^fey want 
everybody to go more extensively into winter 
dairying. When butter is made in direct con
formity with the demands, it is not necessary 
that it should keep long ; for if it is well made 
under any of the leading systems, it will keep 
long enough to reach the consumers. We prefer 
advocating a more extensive winter dairy—in 
fact, making butter at all seasons of the year— 
leaving the keeping qualities of the gutter to 
look after themselves. What is really wanted is 
the best butter, fresh at all seasons of the year, 
and this alone should absorb all our present 
energies.

Butter Making.
The exercise of rigid cleanliness in all the oper

ations of butter making has so often been en
forced in our columns that we shall make no 
repetitions hero. Not less important is it that 
the milk should come from healthy cows fed on 
clean, wholesome, sweet and nutritious foods, 
and the water drunk should not fail to be pure.

Revolutionary changes have recently been 
made in dairy practice, owing partly to the ad
vancement of science and partly to a natural de
sire for change on the part of the consumers of 
butter. It is in place here to note a few of these 
changes, and say which of them are desirable and 
which are undesirable. When the butter is for 
sale, the maker should, by all means, consult the 
tastes of his consumers. It is not our place to 
educate the public as to what they should have 
in preference to what they too often desire ; but 
a few hints in this respect may not be amiss to 
our readers. The fanner should endeavor to 
combine the wholesome with the luxurious, when 
manufacturing articles for his own consumption. 
For family use, we need not discuss the keeping 
qualities of butter made after the different 
fashions, for the fariqer can always have it fresh; 
besides, with reference to the keeping qualities, 
it is our way of thinking to consider that sour 
cream butter possesses the better keeping quali. 
ties, while in Europe attempts have been made 
to prove that sour-cream butter has at least 
as good keeping qualities as that made from 
sweet cream. Authorities also do not agree as to 
the effects of salt on the keeping qualities, and 
this question is difficult to determine, for when 
butter begins to get rancid, salt hides the ran
cidity from the taste, so that the unsalted butter 
appears to have the worse flavor.

One of the latest novelties is the salting of 
butter with brine. We have encouraged this 
tendency, not because we believe in salting with 
brine, but because it is an important step in the 
direction of doing away with salting butter alto
gether. When butter is made as it should be, 
no system of salting can improve its flavor, but salt 
improves the flavor of average butter by disguising 
all the little sins perpetrated in the making. It 
is better to learn the science of making butter 
that impels no salt than the science of salting but
ter. Butter salted with brine is sufficiently 
tasty for a majority of consumers in the present 
state of the fashion, and we therefore recommend 
our farmers to adopt the practice, using unsalted 
butter for the family table, made entirely from 
sweet cream. Butter being a luxury, mostly de
void of nutritive properties, it is the creamy 
flavor that makes it a luxury ; it cannot be the 
salt, which might as well be used on lard or oleo
margarine—neither can it be the sharp flavor of 
sour cream butter, which can be obtained in 
pickles at a much less expense, and nobody can 
conscientiously contend that pickly flavors 
are wholesome or in any sense hygienic. Creamy 
flavors cannot be successfully imitated by the 
arts of the druggist ; hence the necessity for 
pure, sweet, creamy flavors in the butter, if a 
real, natural, wholesome luxury is to be enjoyed.
It is the tendency of experts to complicate the 
butter business as much as possible—it is their 
interest to do so; but the straightest load is 
almost invariably the best, and the fare the 
cheapest. The omission of salt saves working 
the butter, makes the grain and quality evener, 
saves the palate and saves money. Nobody has

= 3.18 ;x =
82 x 100

or, for the sake of convenience, a formula may be 
employed. Let f represent the jiercentage of fat 
in the milk, c the cream co-efficient, b the but
ter co-efficient, and F the percent of fat in the but
ter ; then all suoh questions may be worked out 
by the following formula :

f be
x = New Dure for Milk Fever,

The following experiences obtained in the ap
plication of a simple method of treatment for 
milk fever previously mentioned in the Advo
cate, and taken from a German paper, are of 
considerable value :

Out of three cows that 
fever two were very seriously ill. In the treat
ment of one of those that fell sick in the after
noon, applications of ice on the head, frequent 
injections of cold water, four cathartic powders, 
and every two hours a decoction made of one oz. 
of camomile flowers, with the addition of two 
tablespoonfuls of ether, were employed during 
the night. The cow lay on her side for hours 
and looked very miserable. In the morning of 
the next day the loins were covered with 
blankets, and these rubbed, or rather ironed, 
with very hot irons. This process was continued 
for about three hours, after which the cow stood 
up and gave'about 2^ quarts of milk. She was 
restored to health the next day.

One of the other cows was also very seriously 
ill. She was treated in the same way, with the 
exception that the ironipg was continued from 
morning till noon, and again from 2 o’clock to 6 
o’clock p. m. At 5 o’clock she was still on 
her side, but at 8 o’clock she got up without as
sistance and commenced eating straw.

The third cow was not so dangerously affected, 
but still was unable to stand. Her case was re
lieved after a few hours ironing.

100F
Let us now suppose that the market price of 

butter is 20 cents per pound, that the cost of 
manufacture and sale is 5 cents, and it will be 
evident that a corresponding price may be at
tached to the milk, which will be about 48 cents 
per 100 lbs., and justice can be approximated by 
simply making a test of the percentage of fat in 
the milk, and paying each patron accordingly, 
although the cream and butter co-efficients can 
be obtained by also testing the skim and 
butter-milk, and the percentage of water in the 
butter can be ascertained with little difficulty. 
But OUr farmers can hope for little progress or 
justice so long as our creamerymen have little or 
no Interest in these tests, and the same remarks 
apply with equal force to our cheese-makers. 
Farmers, more than any other class of the com
munity, are interested in having reliable tests 
made. The knowledge obtained by this system 
is necessary before breeding dairy herds can meet 
with appreciable success. A cheese or butter 
factory should be a sort of laboratory in which 
any patron can get the milk or butter, skim or 
butter-milk, of bis cows tested at any time in 
order to ascertain their intrinsic merits for breed
ing or dairy purposes. As I pointed out before, 
the milk of some cows has a higher. cream co
efficient than that of others, although the per
centage of fat may be the same, and it is import
ant that each cow should be tested separately for 
the purpose of ascertaining whether she is better 
adapted for butter or cheese production. The 
percentage of water or total solids in the milk 
does not proi>erly decide this question under the 
test system, as is generally supposed.

Before I draw my lecture to a fair and just 
conclusion, it is necessary that I should notice at 
least one other method of testing the butter ca
lamity of milk or cream. I have social reference 
to the oil test which recently originated in the 
United States, and which has been recommended 
so highly, even by some of our best dairy 
authorities.

attacked by thewere

J

Failures in Bu;ter Making.
The main causes of the many failures which 

take place in the making of butter are the fol
lowing :—

1. The Fodder-flavors.—These are too 
well known to require description ; but the feed 
also exercises an influence on the conqtosition of 
the butter, which influences the durability as 
well as the taste.

2. Stable Taints.—Some people call it the 
“ flavor of the cow’s tail.” This failure arises 
from a lack of cleanliness in milking, the neglect 
of cleaning the udder before milking, and im
perfect straining of the milk. Without doubt, 
it is the effete matter from the body of the cow 
that gives the butter this peculiar flavor, which 
is intensified by allowing the milk to remain in 
the stable atmosphere for an unnecessary length 
of time.

3. Smoky, Musty Flavor.—This condition has 
its origin in the setting of the milk or cream in 
an impure atmosphere, principally allowing, the - 
cream to sour in dwelling rooms, where all sorts

(To be concluded in our next issue.)

Hoard’s Dairyman says that it is computed 
that there would be as much nutrition per annum 
in the milk of fifteen million cows in the United 
States, if it was all used for human food, as in 
the eighteen thousand million pounds of boneless 
beef, and that the- average good cow for a year is 
equal in feeding value to the meat of one and a 
half steers, weighing 1,500 pounds each. The 
whole calculation is based on the fact that three 
and one half pounds of milk are equal in feeding 
value to one pound of boneless beefsteak.
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! butter undergoes decomposition, and sooner or 
later propagates itself over the contents of the 
firkin. Keeping the tub moist before and after 
packing is said to be the cause of the failure.

10. Rancid Butter.—This is the most com
monly known of all the failures in butter making. 
The rancidity originates in the butter which is 
in contact with the wood of the tub, and spreads 
into the interior until the whole contents of the 
firkin is spoiled. The progress can easily be 
ascertained from time to time by the butter 
tester. It was at first supposed that the rancidity 
of butter way caused by its coming in contact 
with the staves of tubs, it being believed that the 
butter would absorb some substance from the 
wood that would give it this flavor. The spoiling 
wais therefore attributed entirely to the misman
agement in the preparation of the tubs. Un
doubtedly a bad tub may favor rancidity, but it 
is not the only cause, the quality of the butter 
having considerable to do with it. A good qual
ity either never becomes rancid, or, at any rate, 
is much less liable to do so than an inferior article, 
and therefore here also care in the production is 
,the best way to guard against this failure. The 
fact that the rancidity commences at the outside 
is due to air coming in contact with it there and 
decomposing it, or at any rate causing free but- 
ric aciil to be formed. Carefully soaking and 
dryingthetubs and thoroughly sprinkling thesides 
with salt before packing the butter, and then 
storing it in a dry cool place, are good safeguards 
against this failure.

-• of necessary and unnecessary flavors are given 
off, and in erecting the milk or cream cellars in 
the neighborhood of stables or other places 
where all sorts of miasmatic or other obnoxious 
effluvia are given off, especially in summer.

4. Oily (Sour-oily) Butter.—According to 
all accurately conducted experiments, this mis
take is entirely due to mismanagement in souring 
the cream. It is specially noticeable when, in 
order to sour the cream, old cream or sour butter
milk has been added. In all probability the 
decomposition of milk sugar into lactic acid, in 
such cases, takes place in an abnormal manner. 
Factories in which the above method of souring 
the creffln had been employed produced a very 
oily butter, but this condition disappeared when 
the souring process was changed by using fresh 
soured whole milk.

5. Greasy Butter.—This condition takes 
place after the butter has been stored for some 
time, when it partakes of a tallowy or lardy flavor. 
At the same time the color changes white and 
tallow-like, particularly from the covering into 
the interior, which can also be observed when the 
butter is placed in the sun for some time. The 
cause of this failure probably lies in souring the 
cream toe much, by which the decomposition of 
the casein and the butter fat is already far ad
vanced only to be afterwards still farther increased. 
The white color is probably due to this advanced 
decomposition of free fatty acids, which, in their 
turn, produce a change in the butter fat. Care
ful observation of the souring process, and scru
pulous cleanliness with all the milk vessels, are 
the means of preventing this undesirable result.

6. Fishy, Blubbery Butter is a failure ob
served in old samples. The fodder may play a 
part in the production of such butter, such, for 
example, as the feeding of large quantities of oil 
cake, which changes fine butter into that of a 
blubbery nature ; but it is also very probable 
that this failure is caused chiefly by improper 
handling of the milk and cream, the former not 
being kept fully sweet while the cream is rising, 
or being too strongly soured ; principally, how
ever, on account of faulty methods of souring the 
cream. The same remarks apply here as in the 
case of tallowy butter.

7. Bitter Butter is partly caused by a bitter 
taste in the milk, which is particularly the case 
with the milk from cows a good while after calv
ing ; but it is also caused in part by certain sub
stances in the fodder, such as sometimes found 
in lupine, also by spoiled foods, and by changes 
from stall to pasture feeding, or pasture to stall 
feeding. It is also highly probable that bitter 
butter can be produced by mismanagement of the 
milk and cream.

8. Speckled, Streaky Butter.—In colored 
butter this is caused by the coloring not being 
evenly distributed, the butter being interspersed 
with lighter and darker shades ; but the cause 
also lies in imperfect salting or working. When 
the salt is not worked evenly, the percentage of 
water varies in different parts of the butter, the 
salt drawing moisture from the surrounding 
parts in order to be dissolved. The parts having 
the greatest quantity of water have a darker ap
pearance than those with a lesser quantity, which 
causes the appearance above mentioned.

9. Mouldy Butter.—This takes place 
after the butter is packed, and is caused by a 
fungus, which, however,vcau easily be removed, 
but a disagreeable taste is imparted to the rest of 
flic butter. During the life of the fungus the

‘tShe 55farm,M
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Couch Grass (Triticum repens. )

This hardy and troublesome weed is known 
under a large number of different names, such as 
Quack: Grass, Quick Grass, Quitch Grass, Witch 
Grass and Welch Grass. The head of this plant 
somewhat represents that of rye grass. The 
main difference between the head of the rye grass 
and couch grass is that the former presents a 
flatter appearance than the latter. The couch 
grass may also be very readily detected by its 
roots. They arc jpinted or divided by nodes 
sharply pointed at the end ; from each of the 
nodes or joints roots may grow, and, if broken, 
each one of them may grow and become a separ
ate plant. The roots are creeping and are the 
underground stems of the plants. It spreads very 
rapidly, and, if not checked, will soon occupy 
whole fields and farms.

In some localities where it has taken firm root 
a large number of farmers have allowed it to 
grow, using the infested fields as permanent pas
tures. Some also cut this glass for hay. When 
it is cut early, it is said to be very nutritious and 
well liked by horses and cattle. It is, however, 
a bad plan to allow it to grow on the farm, as it 
will keep spreading continually, and will there
fore require a continual warfare to keep it within 
its limits. A good method of destroying it is to 
smother it out with buckwheat or clover. In 
bad cases it may be necessary to grow' two suc
cessive crops of buckwheat in one season, plow
ing them both under when in blossom, and con
tinue with a hoe crop the next season. All crops 
that are intended to smother this grass should be 
sown thickly, and immediately after the land 
has been plowed and harrowed, in order to give 
them a good start before the grass appears. Hoe 
crops used alone have also been found very effec
tual in overcoming this weed. When this crop 
is to be used it is advisable to manure and plow 
the land in the fall, cross plow it in early spring, 
and again plow it once or twice, according to the 
nature of the crop to be sown later on, the last 
plowing always to be done just before the crop is 
sown. The glass has to be kept down perfectly, 
so that it never sees daylight, even if it would 
require cultivating once every week, 
cess depends largely iqxm the thoroughness with 
which the grass is kept down, but the season and 
soil have their influence. Bare fallow, or rather, 
bare cultivation, is also recommended. For this 
purpose, the soil is plowed early in spring, and 
cultivated as often as the grass appears, or about 
every week, the turned down sod to be torn 
little as possible until about mid-summer, when, 
with a deep cultivation, it is brought to the 
face. F rom here it has to be removed by raking 
it into a heap, or gathering it up. It is, how
ever, better, if possible, to dispense with the 
bare fallow', as it may not do the work so 
thoroughly, and is more expensive.
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Hi Dr. Sturtevant, of the, New York Experiment 

Station, relates the following piece of his experi
ence : The constitutional character of cows dif
fers greatly, and the practice of feeding which 
may be injudicious for the average cow may be 
apparently not productive of harm when applied 
to an animal of strong digestive powers. Thus 
in my own herd, in which a careful record was 
kept of the amount and character of the food for 
a series of years, it was found that while some 
cow's could be led eight quarts daily of cotton
seed meal for a long period without apparent in
jury therefrom, yet the average feeding of this 
material could not be in excess of two quarts 
daily, with other food, without the appearance 
in some animals of ill results, and the feeding of 
four quarts daily to the herd resulted in the 
death of two animals. The feeding of grain or of 
a highly nitrogenous food is always dangerous 
when carried to excess. Thus we all know that 
if a cow gets loose at night and obtains access to 
the grain bin, injurious effects are likely to follow, 
and we never think of calling the meal poisonous 
in these cases. In like manner the over-feeding 
of cotton-seed meal, one of the most valuable 
foods for the dairyman td use" (not to abuse), is 
apt to be followed by injury.
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A Pennsylvania farmer, in the Ohio Farmer, 
says : “We haul out in winter on sleds, spread 
as evenly as we can, the snow making it easier to 
do this. I would not advise spreading on hilly 
lands. Those having level or gently sloping 
fields will save valuable time in the spring by 
hauling on snow ; it is easier to load and one can 
haul larger loads. There is practically no loss if 
hauled every few weeks or oftener, if carrying 
plenty of stock. One of our most successful 
farmers hauls manure every few days, spreading 
as fast as hauled. This saves extra work, and I 
believe gives better returns ; I have had good re
sults from this practice on clover sod for corn.’'

i

I
The best medicine for horses in the spring of 

the year is thorough cleanliness, which keeps 
the skin active, aids perspiration, and thereby 
conduces to the health of the animal.

To get rid of warts on the cow’s teats, cut the 
small ones off with the scissors, and tie a strong 
thread tight around the base of the others, and 
Jet them dry up .and drop off.
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Hay and Haying.
Accurate calculations made now may save a 

great deal of expense and trouble during the re
maining months of the year. Nothing pays 
better than abundance of help in the hay field, 
especially in unpropitious seasons. There are 
always stock on the farm which require delicate 
bites of hay at some period during the winter or 
early spring months, and the early cut, well-cured 
hay should be set aside for them. It is better to 
err in cutting the bulk of the hay too early than 
too late. The early cut is more nutritious and 
digestible than the late cut, and therefore makes 
a daintier bite, as well as being a more profitable 
food for most purposes. When grain or other 
foods arc scarce, stock will thrive on a minimum 
supply of concentrated foods, when early cut hay 
forms the bulky portion of the ration ; and when 
grain is plentiful, large quantities of straw can 
profitably be fed with hay of this quality.

It is a weak argument to contend that a greater 
bulk of hay is obtained by late cutting. What 
is really wanted is the maximum weight of 
digestible nutriment, which bulk has little to do 
with. A large percentage of the food in late cut 
hay is in the form of in
digestible woody fibre, 
which has little value 
either as food or manure.
The stock’s time should 
be more profitably em
ployed than to allow 
them to waste their ener
gies with such indiges
tible material.

The proper curing of 
the hay is of about as 
much importance as the 
early cutting ; for if hay 
is allowed to wash, it 
loses nutriment, especi
ally if this washing takes 
place when the crop is 
nearly dry. If on the 
other hand, the hay, 
particularly clover, is ex- 
j)osed to the burning sun 
without being turned or 
cocked, the leaves will 
become brittle before the stems are dry enough 
to be preserved. When such hay is handled the 
leaves break off and are left on the fields, and with 
them the most nutritive portion of the plant. 
The aim in curing hay should be to dry it as 
evenly as possible, and to preserve it from the 
washing of rain. In the preservation of clover, 
it is necessary to gather it into heaps after the 
leaves have become dry, but before they are 
brittle ; by doing this the dry leaves and 
outside of the stems will draw out the moisture 
from the inside and the whole will then have an 
even percentage of moisture. This is especially 
necessary forclovers, yet grasses willalso be greatly 
benefited by such treatment. Do not cut too large 
a piece at once, that is to say, so large that it can
not be properly attended to. If the crop is heavy, 
it is beneficial to turn it several times to aid even
ness of drying.

tage in early cutting relates to 
the aftermath. If the hay field is to be plowed, the 
second growth, particularly if the soil is deficient 
in vegetable matter, will be of immense advant
age as green manuring ; and even as food, it will 
make up for the lesser bulk of the first crop.

Our system of farming must undergo rapid 
changes in the near future ; so be prepared to 
get out of the old ruts.

Corny on. the Agricultural 
Situation.

Dear Advocate—I regret that my last letter 
to you, which I wrote confidentially and as a 
great secret, must have got abroad 
At any rate, I have received circulars from 
doctors or quacks from all over—in fact, from 
“Dan to Beersheba,” and from “Greenland's 
icy mountain to India’s coral strand,” so to speak, 
as it were ; also private letters giving remedies for 
my Susie. Some of my humane correspondents 
offered to send prescriptions without money and 
without price, guaranteed to cure, without fail ; 
they were devoting their precious lives to the 
cause of Christianity and humanity, and would 
do nothing so sordid as to charge farmers, or other 
poor people, for saving the life of a fellow being. 
But when I got the prescriptions, one of the drugs 
mentioned in it could not be got in Canada, so I 
had to send all the way to California for it, and 
it cost me just $125.

Now, Mr. Advocate, I don’t want you to put 
me to any more expense just now by telling 
the matter is with my Susie ; I can't afford 
present, but I want to tell you again, privately 
and confidentially, as before, how she is getting 
along with the dreaming business. It struck me 
at first that the free drugs which I expected to 
receive from those Christian gentlemen would 
only be worth their cost, so I felt somewhat re
lieved when I found I had to pay $125, for I con-

“ A very, very fanny tiring with a man in it, 
and a dial on the top, the finger pointing to 
“ foul odors.” A stout gentleman stood in the 
rear, and both men were looking at tire dial in
dications. They were dressed like workingmen, 
for I was told that they were working in the 
farmers’ interests. They held their noses with 
their fingers, for I saw clouds of bad odors issu
ing from cisterns a little way off. Occasionally I 
saw some men running over the cisterns and at
tempting to nail down the lids, but they would 
immediately burst open again, and I saw you, 
Corny dear, at a distance shouting to the 
telling them that they could never get the lids 
down that way—that they should go down into 
the cisterns and clean them out, and then the 
lids would drop of their own accord ; but the men 
never heeded.your shouting.

“ Did the man in the instrument look like a 
dude ?” inquired I.

somehow.

men

“ Yes.”
“0, that is the Honorable the Commissioner of 

Agriculture, whom we appoint to look after our 
agricultural interests, and he is supported by his 
lawyer chief whom we elect to look after him. 
Had the stout gentleman a red nose, and did he 
look like a fat stock show ?"

“ He grasped his nose so tight that I could not • 
sèe its color, but he looked like a fat stock show."

“ O, that is the Honorable the Minister of 
Agriculture, whom our Federal Government sent 

as a Royal Commissioner 
to take a pattern of the 
instrument which you 
saw in the hands of the 
little fellow. You saw 
the instrument tested 
in your dream ; and, Oh, 
how lucky that it worked 
so well, else you would 
have had cause fbralarm. 
Yours confidentially, 

Corny Sparkins, 
Rack tax Farm.
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ornct Weeds./ |
When we consider the 

productiveness of some 
weeds, the vitality of 
their seeds, the many 
ways in which they are 
conveyed from place to 
place, the negligence of 
the authorities to enforce 
the laws bqpring on noxi- 

ious weeds, and the indifference of a large number 
of farmers, it is no wonder that the weeds are 
making rapid progress. ,

One of the most important points to guard 
against in the successful battling against weeds 
is to prevent the introduction of new seeds into 
the soil. To avoid this, care should be taken to 
sow only seeds that are perfectly clean. A sam
ple of all seeds sown should be carefully ex
amined on a piece of paper, where all impurities 
may be easily detected. Care should also bo 
taken not to allow weed seeds to come on the 
farm by threshing machines, bought manures, 
etc. But above all, weeds should be prevented 
from going to seed, either in the fields, fence- 
corners, roadsides, or any other place where they 
may chance to grow. This is necessary, as well 
for the destruction of the plant itself as it is for 
preventing fresh seeds to be formed. If, how
ever, it should chance that weeds mature their 
seeds, care should be taken, first, not to bury 
these seeds deeply, as would be the case if they 
were plowed under, and secondly, to prevent 
them from entering the manure pile. In the first 
case, when buried deeply, they would remain 
there ready to germinate whenever, by subse.
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A NEWLY-PATENTED SELF-ADJUSTABLE INSTRUMENT FOR TESTING 
THE STRENGTH OF CISTERNS.

eluded that the nostrums would then surely stop 
Susie’s dreaming, and I assure you that I felt a 
great relief on going to bed the evening which 
Susie took her first dose. The consciousness that 
I would enjoy one night’s rest caused me to fall 
fast asleep as soon as, if not sooner than, I closed 
my eyelids. Midnight came—

“Oh ! Oh!! Oh!!! O-O-O-OH ! ! ! !—Corny ! ! 
C-o-r-n-y ! ! !—A dream ! ! A dr-e-a-m ! ! !

Such imploring language falling upon my ears 
in the depth of the night, like a thunder racket, 
naturally woke me up, as usual ; but I quaked 

than ever, because the exclamations were 
louder than on any previous occasion, and because 
I had made up my mind to get a night’s rest for 
once. After the shock had completely oozed out 
of my nervous system, and when Susie got able to 
contain herself, she mustered sufficient courage 
to relate her dream, and I was prepared for any
thing of the most sensational character, not know
ing what breed of dreams drugs and nostrums 
might generate.

In a low and quivering voice, Susie related her 
dream as follows : “I saw a stout little man 
with a funny-looking instrument in his hand—.”

“ Did he wear spectacles and a big, stiff upper 
lip," interrupted I.

Yes.” ..
0, that is the Honorable Attorney-General 

Mowat," said I. “ What sort of an instrument 
had he in his hand ?”

worse

Another advan
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tcrmining the space that should be left between 
the plants or rows.

The New York Agricultural Experimental 
Station has made a large number of very valu
able experiments as to the rooting habits of 
plants, some of which we present herewith. The 
soil was a fertile clay loam 6 to 10 inches deep, 
resting on a tenacious subsoil of gravelly clay.

The Pea.—The plant examined was a P.ritish 
Queen, about 4A feet high. The tap root ex
tended nearly perpendicularly downwards to the 
depth of 39 inches, branches separating from it 
through its whole length. These branches were 
most numerous between 4 and 8 inches in depth 
where they seemed to nearly fill the soil for a dis
tance of about 8 inches on either side, some ex
tending as far as 18 inches from the tap root. 
They gradually became shorter as the depth in
creased, but were still 4 in. to 6 in. long at a 
depth of 2J feet. An American Wonder Pea, the 
stem of which was only 6 "in. high, had nearly 
the same extent of root. The deep rooting char
acter of the pea may explain the slight influence 
that fertilizers seem to have upon it, as seen in 
some experiments.

The Bean.—In a plant of the Scarlet Runner 
bean in full bloom the vertical roots extended to 
the depth of 2A feet, and the horizontal ones 
were as least 4 feet long. Some roots were with
in 1 in. of the surface, but the great majority of 
them where between 2 and 8 iti. deep. A Boston 
Dwarf Bean was found to have roots at 2 feet 
depth. The lateral ones extended to the same 
distance on both sides.

The Tvknip.—The roots of a Purple-Top 
Globe Turnip, weighing 3 pounds, extended to a 
depth of 18 inches, and the horizontals reached 
no farther. The plant on the whole had very 
few roots, and even these did not divide as much 
as those in other plants.

The Beet.—The main root of the Extra Dark 
Blood Beet divided, at-about a depth of 8 inches, 
into several branches, some of which extended 2 
feet downward. The horizontal branches, which 
were mostly shallow in the soil, extended a dis
tance of 2 h feet.

The Carrot.—The tap root of the Long Red 
A1 trieban variety 
inches. The horizontal roots extended about a 
foot, and were found throughout the whole 
length of the tap root, some coming nearly to the 
surface.

The Cabbace.—The tap root of the Very 
Early Etamps Cabbage was found to extend 20 
inches deep, and the horizontal roots reached a 
distance of about 18 in. from the stem. The 
fibrous roots were chiefly found in the upper 
layers of soil.

The Onion.—The roots of a Large Red Onion 
were found to grow to the depth of ltj to 18 
inches, while the horizontals were traced further 
than one foot. The roots grew from the base of 
the onion in all directions. The laterals 
short and never subdivided. Some roots 
within an inch of the surface. A bulb of this 
onion planted out the second year was found to 
have made, as far as ascertainable, about 400 feet 
of roots in 40 days. The roots of a young plant, 
the leaves of which were only 8 in. long, and the 
bulb only the size of a cherry pit, had roots of 
the same length as the mature plant.

The Siji asii.— In a plant of the Yellow Scal
lop Bush Si push, examined Sept. 8, a horizontal 
root was traced for a distance of 8h feet without 
reaching the end. This root grew almost its

tire length within 3 in. of the surface. The run
ners of this plant were about 4 feet long. A 
root of the Hubbard Squash was traced 10 feet 
from the plant, where its diameter was about J of 
that it had at its starting point. Here the root 
was evidently broken. In this distance the 
root had 385 branches. .

The Musk-Melon.—The tap root of the Mon 
treal Nutmeg went down 4 inches, where it turned 
at right angles, running almost horizontal with 
the surface. The main horizontals lay 2 to 3 
inches below the surface, some reaching the length 
of 5 feet. One of the horizontals grew in this 
direction for 15 in., then suddenly turned down 
and grew to a depth oi fully 2 feet.

Strange to say, the reports have omitted to 
state whether the soil on which these vegetables 
grew was drained or not.

quent cultivation, they would be brought nearer 
the surface. Thus the troublesome effect would _ 
be spread over a number of years. However, if 
they germinate before the close of the season, 
they may be destroyed by cultivation late in the 
fall, or, in some cases, by the winter’s frost. 
The germination of these seeds would be best 
aided by harrowing, cultivating, or a very shal
low gang plowing immediately after the crop is 
taken off, and a subsequent fall plowing after 
the weeds have sprouted would destroy them.

The weed seeds may be returned to the soil by 
the manure, into which they may enter either by 
being in the bedding given the animal, or by 
seeds that have passed through the animal sys
tem. The vitality of these seeds is rarely if ever 
destroyed by passing through the animal, if their 
covering is not broken either by the animal’s 
teeth or by some machinery before it enters the 
stomach. The heat in the manure pile, if not 
overheated, whiph will deteriorate the value of 
the manure very materially, is insufficient to de
stroy the vitality of most weed seeds. This 
clearly shows that weed seeds in the manure heap 
may be as vital as those left in the fields the pre
vious autumn, and will germinate whenever con
ditions are favorable.

The destruction of most weeds is an easy mat
ter if the growth of new plants is prevented, and 
is generally most effectually accomplished by 
thorough cultivation. If the weeds arc in the 
hay field, it is better to cut the hay when the 
weeds are in blossom, or before going to seed, if 
there are many in the field, otherwise they 
should be spudded.

With respect to thistles, when grown in dense 
]>atches, they are frequently destroyed most eco
nomically by cutting when in bloom. If not en
tirely destroyed, they will be materially lessened 
—all depending iq>on the soil and season. By 
this method of destruction, the advantage of a 
green manuring crop is obtained. No inflexible 
rule can be given for their destruction in all 
cases, for much depends ui>on the character of 
the soil, so that each farmer should study the 
question for himself.

More about the Soil Exhaustion 
Question—“Subscriber" vs. Shaw.

The Editor Farmer's Advocate:
Sir,—I avail myself of the opportunity you 

give to write a few lines in reply to Mr. Shaw’s 
letter in your May issue, in which he complains 
of my criticism of his pa[>er on “Robbing the 
Land."

Mr. S. takes exception to the title given to my 
communication, but, as you point out, I am in no 
way responsible for that, neither am I responsible 
for the rejiort of what Mr. S. said at the meeting 
referred to. I was not present at the meeting 
and never saw either Mr. Shaw or Prof. Robert
son, nor do I know anything of them but from 
the public reports. I quoted from the report 
given in the newsjiaper mentioned, and the 
rcctness of that report is confirmed by a rejiort 
of the same meeting given in the April issue of 
the Journal of Agriculture by the associate edi
tor, thus :

cor-

I lately attended a Dairymen’s Convention at 
Huntingdon. The editor of an Ontario stock 
journal informed us that by dairying and stock 
raising, Where [nantir.: was properly saved and 
employed, the land grew constantly richer and in 
no way needed additional fertilizers. A professor 
of dairying, also of Ontario, supported the fer
tilizing theory of the soil by dairying. Unfor
tunately such erroneous doctrines seemed to pre
vail with most, if not all, of the audience.

If, then, Mr. Shaw’s lecture has been incor
rectly reported, it must be from want of perspi
cuity on his jiart, a too common fault—in fact, 
the great fault of lecturers at farmers’ meetings.

Mr. S. says he still believes that the fertility 
of a farm can be maintained from its

Rooting Habits of Plants. traced to the depth of 16was
A knowledge of this subject aids us very con

siderably in the profitable tillage of land. 
Thereby we can be guided to determine the 
depth of cultivation most suitable for each [ar
ticular plant, the distance that should be left be
tween each plant or rows of [liants, the condition 
in which, and the depth of which to apply 
nures or

own re-
ma- while selling beef only or dairy products, 

and that in that way lie had doubled the 
dneinu power of his farm in eight years, and he 
believes that even an exhausted farm can lie re- 
stoied in this

sources
fertilizers. We do not intend to convey 

the impression that all these operations are solely 
dependent upon the rooting properties of plants, 
for besides this, numerous other factors have to 
be taken into consideration, such as the condi
tion, kind and texture of the soil, the kind and 
solubility of the fertilizer, etc. But the rooting 
properties of [liants is one important factor, for if 
a plant is a deep-rooted one, or one that has the 
majority ol its fibrous roots extending to a dis
tance of 8 or 10 inches below the surface of the 
soil, as in the ease of the onion and pea, it is evi
dent that a cultivation to that depth would be 
desirable for the thorough preparation of the soil. 
If, however, a large number of the main roots 
within a short distance of the surface, say 2 to 4 
inches, as in the

pro-

way, only it will require longer 
. time, and challenges any licimj man to a discus
sion of the subject.

Mr. S. may have doubled the produce of his 
farm in eight years while feeding cattle and sell
ing beef, but that cattle raising was the means by 
which it was done I do not believe, 
thousands of farms in Canada the produce of 
which could for a time be largely increased, if 
not quite doubled, by thorough cultivation, 
draining, etc., without the help which Mr. S. 
claims for cattle raising, but would that indicate 
increase of fertility ? By 
verse would be the case, as the larger the crops, 
or the more cattle raised and sold off, the quicker 
the exhaustion. If a farmer grows say 100 tons 
of hay and 500 bushels grain, etc., and sells that

were
grew

There are

arc

no means. The roof the squash, it shows 
that when hoeing cultivating this crop it 
should never be to this depth. The distance to 
which the roots extend latterly aids us in de-
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was not the case, as the wheat which followed 
the clover took out more than seventeen pounds 
of that substance ; whileiffte turnips which fol
lowed the wheat fared even worse than the clover, 
for they could only obtain one and one-half 
pounds, but the barley which followed the turnips 
took out ten pounds, and in 1883—after thirty- 
six unmannred crops had been carried off—the 
wheat removed twenty pounds of phosphoric acid 
per acre.

We get in these results some clue to the con
clusions derived from practical experience in all 
countries, that mineral manures are much more 
beneficial to some crops than they are to others. 
It is evident that the cereal crops possess a 
greater capacity for obtaining their food from 
poor soil than any other of the crops generally 
grown. It is fortunate for the human race that 
such is the case, as nations must have bread to 
eat without having to be dependent for it upon 
the aid of science.

artificial fertilizers, and cotton seed meal, and 
com from the western and southern regions, are 
specially used.

How is it that the experienced farmers of the 
old world have never thought of Mr. Shaw's 
theory ! It would save them millions of money 
if they could get on without buying artificial 
manures, and I would like Mr. S. to show where 
they are in error. If he can explain that away 
he will go so far in establishing his theory.

Yours truly,

off straight, every one will say his farm is so 
much poorer ; hot what difference would it make 
if he fed that hay and grain to cattle and sold 
the beef, or to milk cows awl sold the produce ! 
He would simply save the excrement of the 
cattle, and of that a considerable quantity would 
be lost even under the most careful management. 
A portion, the*, of the hay awl grain—in other 
words, ~ so ntoeh of the fertility of the soil- - 
would go off in the beef or dairy produce, and 
part would remain as manure, and this portion 
which goes back to the land as manure, will, 
weording to his theory, not only make up for 
what went off in beet milk or other products, 
but increase the Fertility over what it originally 
was. llr. Shaw's argument is that a part is not 
only as great as the whole, but very much 
greater. If by any means confined to the farm 
itself, and the cultivation of it, the quantity of 
produee sold is increased, the exhaustion is 
respondingly increased. awl if Mr. S. sells double 
the produce off his firm now that he del eight 
years ago, and has brought nothing to it from 
outside sources, as food or manure, he is simply 
“robbing the land'* twice as fast as he did 
before. * .. . . V _

Subscriber,

How Plants Vary In Selecting 
Food.

The following article on this subject from the 
pen of Sir J. H. Lawes is worthy of attention, 
especially in connection with the article on the 
rooting habits of plants which wo publish in 
another column. It should be closely studied by 
farmers who use salt upon their land, because, 
being a chloride of sodium, supplies soda to the 
plant, and, as Sir John shows, some plants take 
up soda instead of potash. His experiments ex
plain the reason why salt is beneficial to mangels.
The article reads thus ; ______  ,

quoted as saying that sodium suppli 
the place of potassium when the latter is deficient 
in the soil, but I certainly do not wish it to be 
understood that sodium can perform all the func
tions of potash. In some of our experiments 
soda has been used without potash, and in others 
potash without soda, for twenty years in succes
sion, and yet soda is hardly to be found in either 
the grain or the straw. The ash of pasture grass 
shows, however, that when it is supplied with a 
sufficient amount of both potash and soda, it will 
always select the former ; if it is supplied with 
soda'alone, it will take up such a large amount 
of that substance that more soda than potash is 
found iu the ash.

These facts may be thoroughly relied upon, as 
they are based upon the most exhaustive and 
complete series of ash analyses which have ever 
been carried out. Mangels supplied with soda 
will take up large amounts of that substance, 
while potatoes under similar circumstances do not 
take up any. The juice of potatoes—where we 
should expect to find any soluble salts taken up 
by the plant—contain hardly any soda, even 
when manured with nitrate of soda. The juice 
of mangels, on the other hand, under similar cir
cumstances of manuring, contain almost as much 
soda as potash. It is these special properties of 
different classes of plants that make our attempts 
to give any exact explanation of the economy de
rived from a rotation of crops so exceedingly 
difficult.

There

According to Mr. T. II. Terry, the celebrated 
Ohio potato grower, who digs with the fork, a 
man can dig five-eights of an acre per day, or 
180 bushels. One of his men dug 220 bushels 
in nine hours. He says the average potato crop 
in Ohio is 77 bushels i>er acre. He has ascer
tained that it takes 80 hours to cultivate six acres 
when the field is square, while the same area can 
be cultivated in 10 hours when the rows are 60 
rods long.

The following estimate of waste from a hill-side 
barnyard is by Prof. Roberts, of Cornell Univer
sity: At Cornell there were 32 inches of rainfall 
in the year. The barnyard is 100x100 feet, about 
one-quarter of an acre. Every inch of rain would 
make 100 tons for an acre, or 3,200 for the year 
to an acre, or 800 tons for the barnyard. If one- 
half was leached out, it would be 400 tons. Each 
ton of water leached out would carry off 60 cents 
worth of plant food, or $240 worth from the barn
yard. 'Tis true, the inky streams running from 
the barnyard down the road, into the creek or on 
the neighbor’s lot, is the best part of the manure. 
It is money running away.

eor-

I am esMr. S. says he believes that even an rxkaMstni 
farm can be nahraf by dairying and cattle rais
ing, only it would take a longer time. There are 
a great many fanners in our own and other 
countries who would like to be shown how this 
can be done, ami if Mr. & can instruct them he 
will rank as the gr atest henefartor of mankind 
in modern times. Hut why del not Mr. S. 
explain how it could be done when the question 
was asked at the meeting in Huntingdon !

Mr. S. says he will discuss the question with 
any living man. Why then does he ignore Prof. 
Tanner, from whom I quoted in my former 
letter.

If Mr. Shaw's views on the restoration and 
fertility are correct, why is it. that farmers in the 
old world and in the Eastern States find it 
necessary to import such large quantities of 
fertilizing materials, besides the immense quan
tities of food both for man ami beast from all 
parts of the globe ! The imports of wheat and 
Hour alone into Britain are equal to over two 
hundred million bushels of wheat—seven times

\

Prof. Henry, in an article on cooking foods, 
“The softening, moistening and breakingsays :

up of the food by heat and water are really of no 
aid to digestion. If there is any advantage from 
all this it seems to be overcome by the better 
mastication necessitated by the dry food before it 
can be swallowed. Our experiments must be re
peated again and again with all classes of food 
articles and pigs in all stages. Vegetables (pota
toes for example) can hardly be fed without cook
ing, but here the cooking is essential to get the 
potato into edible condition. Many farmers 
think they cannot feed shorts, for example, dry, 
but must cither wet or cook them. I would ad
vise all such to try for a week or two feeding 
them dry, mixed or not with other feed, giving 
plenty of water to drink in a separate trough, or 
both in the same trough as that in which the 
feed was given.”

the whole average crop of Ontario ' As every 
Canadian farmer knows, mostly all our cheese, 
suiydus cattle, butter, linseed cake and oil, too, 

Immense quantities of corn and
is another peculiar property of plants 

which requires to be thoroughly studied. I 
allude to the different capacity possessed by dif
ferent plants for taking food out of a soil. With
out at all arguing that red clover derives its nit
rogen from nitric acid, I have pointed out that it 
has greater advantages than any of the other

rSS? T„.„ ,m „r opinion no to

through the soil. It has a longer life, ami the manure or fertilizers should be placed in the dnll 
plant grows very close together on the soil ; the or SprCad broadcast, cither as a top-dressing or to 
roots penetrate deep into the subsoil, and the plowed under. When it is desired to manure
^Tbfah,toref,dti^gên ^ssession^'f the crop, drill manuring may sometimes do, but
these properties, it might be supposed that they broadcasting manures the land and comes good 
would have enabled it also to collect more min- for several successive crops. Quicker returns arc 
eral food. I should certainly have imagined that tQ be expecte(1 from drill fertilizing ; but, as a
,X.i,rll'ZnX'S.rVrim.n. Ml. «. -1,, for —e „t .lying, looting i. ft.
At Rothamstead, between 1850 and 1873, wheat, preferable method, although more manure may 
turnips, barley and beans were grown upon an be required at the outset to produce the same re- 
uumanured soil. In 1874, red clover was sown suits. However, for planting trees or small 
ami the plant was very good, although the crop fruits, no plan can supercede a paitial s> stem at 

small. Between 1873, when the seed was least, of fertilizing in the hills or drills. Bone 
sown, amt June, 1874, when the crop was cut, dust and ashes should be placed under the trees 
all the phosphoric acid which it could pick up or bushes, but not near the sm lace, for this will 
out of an acre of land only amounted to two and cause some o the roots to grow upwards, where 
one-half rounds. It may be said that after the they will be lacerated by tillage and exposed to 
removal of so large'an amount of crops the soil drouths. l op dressings of barnyard 

exhausted of its phosphoric acid, hut such should also be given from time to time.

go there.
cotton seed mead for cattle food go there from 
the States, ami all kinds of food are got from 
mostly every country under the sun. Of this 
immense quantity of stuff, a great proportion is 
imported especially for cattle food, and the 
manure made is all carefully saved and put ou 
the land, ami from the material consumed as
human food, a large quantity of manure is avail
able for use on farms. Yet, notwithstanding 
the immense imputation of fertility from other 
people's farms, the whole world lias been ran
sacked feu artificial fertilizers of every deacrip-

The imputations for the year 1885-6tion.
amounted to 514.000 tous, consisting of guano, 
nitrate of soda, fish guano, bones and phosphates 
of all kimls. besides which there were home sup
plies of phosphatie minerals ami great quantities 
of sulphate of ammonia from iron and gas works. 
In the Eastern ami older States the consumption

|
I

was

of artificial fertilizers is estimated at some 
It is in the very districts 1manure500,000 toes a year, 

where dairying is most practiced that the use o
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i i
force pump. For this purpose place a barrel of 
water, to which half a lb. of Paris green has been 
added and thoroughly mixed, on a light wagon 
or cart, and to it attach a force pump with hose 
and nozzle. The spraying should be done just 
after the apple has commenced to set, and should 
be applied with considerable force, so that the 
poison reaches the fruit which is more or less 
protected by foliage. It is very important to 
mix the poison thoroughly with the water, so 
that every drop of it is poisonous. No fear of 
poisoning anything but the insects need be enter
tained, if care is taken not to come in direct con
tact with it, and if animals are kept out of the 
orchard until a rain has washed off all the poison.

The Tent Caterpillar (ClMocampa 
Americana).

The moth of this caterpillar deposits her eggs 
during the first half of July on the small twigs 
of the apple tree, and with them completely en
circles the branch. But the young larva* do not 
make their appearance before' the next spring. 
They are voracious eaters, and a mature cater
pillar is said to consume two leaves a day. Their 
jieculiarity is to spin a web to which they always 
return after feeding; generally they leave it all 
at the same time, once in the morning and once 
in the afternoon.

Remedies.—The best remedy is to destroy the 
nest early in the morning or late at night, before 
they have left or after they have returned to it. 
This is easiest accomplished by pulling it down 
with the hand and trampling upon it. Spraying, 
as recommended for the codling moth, will also 
destroy the tent caterpillar.

times adhere to the apple ; by this the presence 
of the enemy may be detected. The larva or 
worm has a fleshy color and is covered with 
minute hairs. It reaches full growth about three 
or four weeks after it has left the egg, and then 
leaves the apple to spin its cocoon, generally in 
some crevice or crack on the trunk of the tree. 
The apples generally fall prematurely to the 
ground, sometimes with the insect still harboring 
in them, and sometimes after it has left them. If 
the insect leaves the apple before it drops, it either 
climbs down the branches to the trunk, or de
scends to the ground by means of a silk thread 
which it is able to spin at will, and then climbs 
up the trunk again. The cocoon is constructed 
out of white silk, but is frequently covered with 
bits of bark or other foreign matter to conceal it. 
In this cocoon the larva is transformed into a 
pale brown pupa or chrysalis, from which the 
fall grown moth emerges about two weeks later. 
This brood of moths again lay their eggs on the 
apple, which again produce the larvæ —a second 
brood—but these do not leave the apple uiitil the 
fall or winter. Sometimes they leave it before it 
is harvested, and then spin their cocoons outside 
in some sheltered place ; but more frequently 
they are carried with the apples into the storing 
rooms, and then their favorite spot to spin their 
cocoons is between the hoops and staves of the 
apple barrels. They pupate early in spring and 
tlie moth appears again the following season.

harden anb Orchard.
■

for Pruning the Orchard.
I. Prune at or near the outside, to let in the 

light on the large thrifty leaves. 2. Do not 
pnma in the interior, leaving the foliage thick on 
the outside. 8. Pruning may be done at almost 
any time of the year if sparingly performed. 
Heavy pruning, to make trees more vigorous, 
should be done early in spring. 4. But if the 

are quite hardy and the winters usually 
mild, it may be done in winter. 5. Heavy prun
ing of growing trees will check growth. 6. 
large wounds at any time should be covered with 
paint, tar or grafting wax. 7. If done often and 
moderately, it is better than heavily and rarely- 
8. It is better if done so often that no limbs need 
removal which may not be done with a pocket 
knife. 9. For pruning a large orchard and.em
ploying hired men, the owner should precede 
them and mark with chalk a line for every saw- 
cut, and* allow no other. 10. If the heads of 
hearing trees have become too thick and brush
like, thin out at equal distances all over, and 
particularly toward the outside. —{Country Gen-
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Crape Rot and Mildew.
The American and English Consuls in France, 

in recent reports, make it appear that there is 
reason to believe a partial remedy, at last, has 
been found for grape rot and mildew. Applica
tions made last season on vines near Panulæ, the 
Commune of St. Julien and other districts of 
France, of sulphate of copper and lime in solution, 
were, it seems, attended with satisfactory results. 
M. Prillcux, Inspector-general of Instruction in 
Agriculture, after inspecting vineyards in the 
Medoc district, reports as follows:

"It appears to me to be established by the facts 
that I have verified in the Medoc district that 
the sprinkling of vines with a liquid composed 
of about 8 per cent, sulphate of copper, mixed 
with slacked lime, arrests the progress of mildew 
and permits the complete maturity of the grapes 
on the affected vines. This treatment is simple 
and inexpensive, and it is to be hoped that next 
year all viticulturists will use it. 
the remedy is applied the better the results will

;i- f
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The White Grub ( LachtSsterna fuse a ).a"7
5 The white grub is the larval form of the May 

beetle, a chestnut-brown, thick beetle, about 
three-quarters of an inch in length. The larva, 
the white grub, is of various sizes, sometimes 
growing to an inch and a half in length. It has 
three jiair of legs and a soft white body, the 
I>osterior end of which is enlarged and usually 
curved under. It feeds on nearly all tender roots 
that come within its reach, but is especially fond 
of those of the grass and strawberry.

Remedies.—Swine and insectivorous birds are

I )
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CODLING MOTH.

1, larva ; 2, section of infested apple ; 3, moth 
at repose ; 4, hole where worm enters ; 5, cocoon : 
6, magnified head of larva ; 7, pupa; 8, moth with 
wings expanded.

y- •

ip -3 114
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be." especially fond of them, and will consume them 
when within their reach.Prof. Millordct recommends that the remedy 

lie applied as soon as mildew is discovered, as it 
is more efficacious than when used later, although 
lienefieial at any stage of the disease.

Another remedy, 
lately been tested with the strawberry plants 
that are attacked by the white grub, 
a decoction prepared by cutting burdocks 
into small pieces, pounding them and soaking 
them over night. The roots of plants tt> which 
this liquid has been applied are said to be 
“ white grub proof.” This is also supposed to 
be an excellent remedy for the onion and cabbage 
root maggot.

I
Remedies.—A very effectual remedy is to 

bind strips of old cloth, four to six inches wide, 
or even paper or straw, tightly around the trunks 
or stems of the trees.

- iwas

The larvæ seeking for 
a sheltered and concealed spot to spin their 

in, will find what they look for under 
these strips. They should be put on about the 
commencement of June, and examined about 
every week, care being taken to remove all larvæ 
and cocoons.

1The Codling Moth ( Carjx>capsa 
jxtmonella.j

cocoons
This moth is represented in our cut at figure 3 

in its natural size. It is a small, dark colored 
moth with a copper-color spot, somewhat

I
aI repre-

wilting tin* shape of a horse-shoe on its anterior 
or front pair of wings. The moth flies only at 
night, and, as

The Flat-headed Apple-tree Borer
(Chrysobothrix femorata).

This insect is the larva of a shining greenish- 
black beetle, which may be seen running about 
on the trees on a sunny day in June or July. The 
beetle is about half an inch in length and marked 
on the wings with two raised lines, 
lays her eggs, which 
in crevices or under loose pieces of bark. These 
eggs soon hatch, and the larva or borer bores into 
the sap wood of the tree.

The bandages should be left 
the trees until all the apples liayç been harvested. 
It is not necessary, however, to examine them 
after the end of August, for all the larva* 
cealing themselves after that time remain there 
during the winter months, and ifiay be destroyed 
any time in the late fall.

on

it is not attracted much by light, 
it is but rarely seen.

The moth ap|>cars when the apple is in bloom, 
ami lays her yellow eggs singly on the flower just 
when the young fruit is forming; sometimes, 
when too late for the flower, she deposits her 
eggs on the calyx or flower end of the apple, and 
very rarely on its side, 
eggs are laid the young larva* are hatched out. 
and immediately bore their way to the core of 
the apple. The Castings are pushed out of the 
hole which the larva entered in at, and

con-

;The female
Pasturing the orchards with sheep or swine is 

also a good plau, for these animals will 
all the apples that they can find, and with them 
destroy the larvæ they may contain. The best 
remedy for large orchards is, however, the

very small and yellow,are
! consumeAbout a week after the 13

§The borer has an
renormously large and flat head, and is a pale yel

low footless grub, having the appearance of being 
half starved.

spray
ing with Paris green or London purple, and the 
best manner of application is by the means of
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Sickly trees suffer most from it,a if
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tion, however, should be practiced, as crops of 
the same nature taken from the land year after 
year would be apt to exhaust it of some of the 
elements necessary to the healthy growth of the 
tree, unless some stimulating artificial manure is 
applied to supply the deficiency. Whatever sys
tem is adopted, however, the land should receive 
every year a liberal dressing of well rotted 
manure.

But while the foregoing directions may be 
benefit to those who have the care of the orchard 
from its infancy, with many others the case is 
different. Many of the present owners hate 
probably but recently come into possession of 
their orchards, While but very few have had any
thing to do with their planting and early treat
ment, and they find their orchards a mass of 
brush twenty-five or thirty years old, dead limbs, 
barkless trunks and scanty foliage ; fruit, if any, 
is borne small, scrubby and wormy, and the 
question is asked, what shall I do with my or
chard ! In this case there are three methods of 
procedure, and which of the three to choose 
must depend upon the particular state of the 
orchard and the purpose for which fruit is re
quired :

1. To out down the trees, grub out the stumps 
.and plant a new orchard. 2. To graft the trees 
with scions from a vigorous stock. 3. To trim 
the trees and adopt a system of renovation.

If the case is an extreme one, as the one men
tioned above, the fruit of an inferior kind, or the 
conditions of soil or location are unfavorable, 
probably the best plan to adopt would be the 
cutting down plan. But if the trees are young 
and vigorous, but with fruit of an inferior kind, 
and good fruit is wanted for market, I would 
adopt the grafting plan. If, however, the 
natural conditions for fine fruit are favorable, but 
the orchard, through neglect or improper treat
ment, has fallen into a state of unprofitableness,
I would by all means endeavor to make the most 

by adopting the third plan.
We will suppose the time of year to be Juno, 

and the orchard in grass. First, remove all dead 
limbs, then scrape and wash the trees, then plow 
the land rather shallow and cultivate the surface 
at intervals during the season. Of manures it is 
doubtful if anything is better, if it can be had in 
sufficient quantities, than the refuse matter of 
the farm, such as decayed chips, yard scrapings, 
ashes, etc., not forgetting a good dressing of well 
rotted manure in the fall. The following sum
mer cultivate some low hoed crops between the 
trees, after which seed down to grass to be used 

pasture for hogs, sheep, calves, etc. By 
pasturing the orchard the grass is kept short and 
the land kept in good condition by the droppings 
of the animals. The hogs especially are of great 
service m devouring the worms in the fallen 
fruit.

Until our farmers can be .induced to inquire 
into the chemical constituents of their soil and 
become acquainted with the elements which 
enter into the composition of their different 
crops, noting the requirements of each and 
adapting the crop to the soil, or supply the de
ficiencies by artificial manures, then, and not till 
then, will the application of these manures be 
attended with benefit, and the profession of 
farming, instead of being a thing of uncertainty 
and variable gains, will be an occupation the 
pursuit of which will prove a field for the exercise 
of our-intelligcncc, and will render the farmer 
what he ought to be, the happiest and most in
dependent of mankind.
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A correspondent of the Homestead gives a 
edy for the onion maggot, which can be found 

abundantly about the homes of many farmers: 
Take green burdock leaves and stalks, run them 
through hay cutter, put them in a large kettle or 
tub, ami mash them with an old axe or mall, 
adding water and i>ounding them to a pulp. Let 
it stand over night, have the decoction strong, ami 
when you see the first sign of the maggot use this, 
and you will find it a dead shot for the maggot. 
Put it on all the onions as a preventive ; I have 
used it for forty years on onions. I use a sprinkler, 
taking off the nose, and pour the solution along 
the rows; I seldom have to apply it the second 
time.

rein

’

So much of the success in after years depends 
on the manner in which it is first planted, that I 
think I would M neglecting an important part 
did I not give a few directions for setting the 
orchard.

Select a site, if possible, sloping to the south, 
although perhaps the advantage of one slope 
over another, everything being taken into con
sideration, is very slight. For instance, although 
a southern slope will produce larger and earlier 
fruit than a slope to the north, fruit on the north 
side of a hill is less liable to be damaged by late 
frosts in spring. On the whole, I think the 
nature of the soil Should be considered as of more 
importance, than the slope.

In choosing a spot for the orchard, avoid a soil 
with a hard clay subsoil, for not even the best of 
cultivation and thorough drainage can render it 
fit for the reception of the far-reaching roots of 
the trees. A deep, dry, sandy loam should be 
selected to give the best results.

Having selected a site, the next thing will be 
to drain, manure and subsoil the land. The dis
tance which trees should be planted apart will 
depend on the amount of land at your disposal, 
and the kind of trees to be planted, a spread
ing tree such as the Greening requiring more 
room than one of close growth, such as the 
Northern Spy. However, as the farmer will 
want to plant more than one variety, it is best to 
adopt a distance which will meet the require
ments of all kinds. If the trees are given plenty 
of room they will require less manure to sustain 
them in good condition. From thirty to forty 
feet is better than a shorter distance. Select 
trees of medium size, set in large round holes, 
carefully spreading the small fibres and reserving 
the top soil to be pressed firmly around the roots. 
Next, stake and prune "the trees, leaving alxmt 
four of the main branches evenly balanced on the 
trunk of the tree.

especially when they have been newly trans
planted. The presence of the insect may be de
tected by small heaps of sawdust at the base of 
the tree, thrown out by the burrowing worm ; 
secondly, by the bark covering the borer being 
soft or yielding to the touch ; thirdly, the bark 
becomes discolored and dried in places ; fourthly, 
the tree appears to be unhealthy.

Remedies.—Wherever a borer is suspected, 
cut into the bark and kill him. As a preventa
tive apply to the trunk and larger branches of 
the tree soft soap made to the consistency of thick 
paint by the addition of a strong solution of 
washing soda. Apply this mixture with a paint 
brush on a sunny morning early in June, and re
peat it about the first of July. Keep the ground 
clean for about two feet around the base of the 
tree. ______

The Apple tree Bark Louse (Mytil-
aspis pomorum).

This insect is protected the greater part of its 
life by a scale. It only leaves this covering when 
hatched out, to seek a new place to become fas
tened to the tree. This usually occurs towards 
the end of May or commencement of June, and 
this is the best time to destroy them.

Remedies.—When the young lice have left 
their scales, brush the trees with soft soap, or 
spray with strong soft soap suds. A solution of 
kerosene and soap may be applied with good re
sults at any time during spring or summer. It 
has also been recommended to scrape off the 
scales and collect them on a sheet placed Pilow, 
and then bum them. But the best remedy is to 
examine the young trees before planting them, 
and to remove all scales then if any should be 
found. As the female is wingless, and can only 
travel a short distance, there is little danger of 
an orchard becoming infested if the above pre
caution has been taken.

The future management of the orchard will 
ist in preserving a well shaped top, in cleanPRIZE ESSAY. 

Management of the Orchard.
cons
cultivation, and in applying to the land, in the 
shape of manures, such elements of plant food as 
will at once increase and retain the fertility ol 
the soil and supply to the trees the essentials for

ONT.BY KENNETH SUTHERLAND, INGERSOLL,
There is no department of the farm the

ent of which is so little understood by the 
age farmer as the orchard ; not that it does 

not receive as much attention as the other 
branches, nor that the profits from it are less, as com
pared with the other departments, but the habits 
of the trees and the requisites for maintaining 
them in a healthy and fruit bearing condition, is 
a subject to which the majority of our farmers 
devote very little of their attention. The de
plorable condition of many of our orchards on 
farms otherwise well and intelligently managed, 
is a proof of the truth of these statements. Why 
this is so it is rather difficult to say, unless the 
idea is prevalent at the beginning that an orchard 
when once planted will take care of itself without 

or assistance from its owner. But this I 
The scientific 

and care for an

man-
agem
aver fruit and wood growth.

By carefully going-over the orchard once a 
year, anil removing the objectionable branches in 
the first stage of their growth, it will not be 
necessary to mutilate the tree when it has arrived 
at maturity by sawing off large limbs, and leav
ing large openings and half rotten stubs too 
often seen in the farmer’s orchard. Of branches 
which cross one another, or- have a tendency to 

too close together, the less vigorous should 
not Jo interfere with the

grow
be cut off, taking care 
natural spreading or upward tendency of the 
tree. In fact, the more we strive to conform to 
Nature’s ways in the management of the orchard 
the greater the chance of success. If asked when 
is the best time to trim, I would say whenever 

have time to do it well, giving the preferenceany care 
think an extreme deduction. you

to the early spring.
But it is to the soil that the attention of the 

orcliardist should be most assiduously directed, 
for however much we prune and trim the 
branches we cannot expect success if we do not 
feed the roots. As well might we expect to pro
duce a brilliant light in our lamps by constantly 
trimming the wick while we neglected to keep 
up the supplv of oil. If tin- orchard is cropped, 
the object should be not to utilize all the fertility 
of the soil for fear it will he wasted, for the trees 
will need it all, and more too, but to keep the 
land clean, ami for the purpose of working in 
the manure applied. For this purpose nothing 
is better than low, hoed crops. A judicious rota-

knowledge necessary to rear 
orchard properly is not more than is required to 
raise a good crop of grain, or any other product 
of the farm, but the period of its growth extends 

much greater length of time, and, 
quently, the care which it rçceives is not apt to 
be so constant and timely as would be given to a 
crop occupying but one short season. This, 
coupled with the fact that farmers think they 
must get a crop between the trees, I think, ex
plains why our orchards do not flourish and 
bring forth fruit in abundance.

conse-over a
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abroad simply because exporters had to pay 
freight by the head or stall room, and, of course, 
wanted to get as much weight as possible.

There has been an immense over-production of 
cattle in the States and Territories.

Notwithstanding the enormous losses of cattle 
in Montana last winter, it is said that Territory 
will turn off more beeves this year than last, as 
the winter losses were among cows and calves 
and bulls, and more beef cattle were held over 
from last year than usual, on account of low 
prices last fall.

Texas has lately been sending cattle into Chi
cago at a lively rate, selling partly corn-fed stock 
at $3.75@$4.50, and grasses at $3@$3.50. One 
big shipment of 300 to j00-lb. Texas yearling 
“runts" from the Gulf coast sold here at $5.40 
per head, not enough to more than pay freight. 
They would have been fine for grazing, but as 
they were covered with ticks they probably 
would have communicated fever to other cattle.

During May hogs sold at $4.50<6.$5.50, or 
about 80c. higher than last year. The spring 
and summer crop of hogs is larger than expected, 
as prices have been good and the weather for fat
tening was never more favorable. It is astonish
ing how the farmers take care of the pigs when 
prices are good.

Owing to heavy losses of bulls on the range last 
winter and the somewhat more encouraging out
look for the business this spring, there is an im
proved demand for choice breeding stock at low 
price* Many ranchmen, however, seem to 
think that it will pay them better to decrease 
than to increase production, and are not as anxi- 

to buy bulls as they were five years ago. The 
spaying knife is being used very freely on the 
ranges among the heifers, while cows are being 
fattened and marketed at a rapid rate. Ranch
men seem to have become convinced of the error 
of the old theory that babies were coming faster 
than calves, and are evidently disposed to give 
the babies a chance to catch up.

Trial of Insecticides.
The following conclusions ÿave been arrived at 

by Prof. Riley, Entomologist of the Department 
of Agriculture at Washington, after repeated ex
periments :

The Cabbage Worm.—The only remedy which 
proved distinctly effectual was pyrethrum powder, 
a mixture of one part of the powder to three parts 
of flour dusted on the plants with Woodason’s 
bellows, introducing the mixture thoroughly 
among leaves and eaten cavities, 
fourths of the lame were killed. The strength 
of the pyrethrum had been preserved in a closely 
corked jar.

Ants, which had excavated burrows, were 
repelled with a tablespoonful of 1 part of carbolic 
acid in 60 of water, but with a solution half as 
strong the remedy failed. Tar water partly 
succeeded ; copperas water and ammonia water 
produced no effect.

For PofATO Beetles, tar lime appears to 
have been quite successful. It was composed of 
half an ounce of tar to one pound of powdered 
gas lime. It appears to have thoroughly cleaned 
the plants of the beetles. No Paris green had 
come near them. If this remedy proves always 
as effectual, it may be used by those who are 
afraid of Paris green on potatoes.

Stock.

the States.A Chatty Letter lire
l From our Chicago Correspondent.]

The railroads are making the Inter-State Com-
As someBill as obnoxious as they can.merce

one aptly puts it, “ they are trying to make the 
new law commit suicide.” Instead of reducing 
the short haul rates, they are raising the long 
haul rates to such an extent as to seriously inter
fere with business. One of the main provisions 
of the law is that all charges must be reasonable 
and just, and the commissioners have not hail 
time to get to this clause yet.

Through the action of the Grand Trunk Rail- 
dressed mutton, from Chicago to New \ ork,

Fully three-

way,
is now carried at 65c. per cwt., the same as beef, 
the old rate being 90c. No one could ever see 
the equity in charging more for hauling mutton 
than beef.

The latest scheme of some of the Colorado and
Wyoming ranchmen is to form a gigantic 
bination by which they will slaughter and 
ket their own cattle through their own agents. 
The plans of the concern are not yet fully known, 
but one of the largest slaughterers in Chicago is 
to devote his plant to the uses of this “American 
Cattle Trust," as it is called. The affair is 
looked upon as a gigantic monopoly, one on the 
plan of the notorious “ Cotton Trust,” and one 
that may become as dangerous as the oil 
monopoly.

Mr. T. Crawford was here recently and bought 
a boat load of cattle for England, at $4.60<«$5. 
He was attracted hither by the abundance and 
comparatively low prices of good cattle:

Lately the prices for cattle in London have 
been about Je. per lb. lower than a year ago. 
Prices at Chicago are $c. to j*c. per lb. lower

com-
mar-

Seasonablc Hints for Amateur Fruit 
Growers.

Raspberries.—There are two important kinds 
of raspberries, one is the red and the other the 
black. The latter is frequently called Black 
Cape. The red raspberry is propagated by 
suckers or root cuttings, and the Blaek Caps are 
multiplied by the tops of the canes or branches 
turning down to the ground and taking root. 
The raspberry may be pruned either in fall or in 
summer. The summer pruning is, however, 
much the better method, and the fall pruning 
should only be done when the summer pruning, 
or pinching back, has been neglected. The fall 
pruning consists in cutting back the young canes 
to two or four feet, according to the strength of 
the cane, and removing the old canes that have 
borne fruit: In the summer pruning three or 
four canes are allowed to grow near the parent 
plant to bare fruit the next season, 
of the suckers have to be removed when quite 
young, as they weaken the plant more than 
weeds would do. Pinch back the tops of the re
served canes when they are about two to three 
feet high. This strengthens the plant and causes 
it to send out side shoots or branches. These are 
again pinched back when about a foot long. 
When the raspberry has been so pruned it re
quires no stakes or wires to siqqiort it.

Strawberries.—When strong plants are de
sired on a bed newly planted out, it is necessary 
to pinch out all the blossoms as soon as they ap- 
pear. This is especially necessary when matted 
rows are intended to be grown, for all the ener
gies of the plant are then required to produce 
strong plants to till up the si>aves.

Cv it rants an n Gooseberries.—The best 
method for pruning these bushes is very similar 
to that of the apple and [tear. The stem of these 
bushes should be very short. Two or three 
inches from the surface ol the soil it should 
divide into three or four branches, and these 
should again divide into two about three or four 
inches from the trunk or stem.

All the fruits should be kept free from weeds 
and should lie thoroughly Cultivated. This in
creases both the quality and quantity ol the 
fruits.

ous

than last year.
Goldsmith, the live cattle exporter, recently 

bought, in Chicago, 90 head of 1,337-lb. cattle, 
at $4.25. They were rather light, but surely 
ought to make money at that price.

An Illinois feeder brought to market two cars of 
choice, high-grade, Shorthorn beeves, averaging 
1,597 lbs., which sold at $4.75, while fat, little 
steers, averaging 300 to 500 lbs. less, soM within 
20c. of that price. The feeder who has* always 
taken a pride in making prime, heavy beeves, 
remarked that he guessed he'd go home and 
hereafter raise “little scrubs," as he called them.

Since the diminution of the live cattle ex|iort 
trade, and the bulk of the American cattle go to 
England in refrigerators, there is much less de
mand for heavy cattle than there used to lie. 
When it used to cost no more to ship a 1,600-lb. 
steer than one which weighed 300 Itis. less, and 
there were but few feeders producing these ri[ie, 
heavy cattle, there was a high premium on all 
that came to market. Now, it is very common 
to see hundreds of big cattle here every day- 
cattle that would have been deemed lit for a fat 
stock show S or 10 years ago. Then tallow was 
worth considerable, and now it is not worth as 
much as the beef. There is more risk in hand
ling lug cattle than little ones, and so the big, 
heavy cattle are growing into disfavor more than 
ever.

Horses that should he Rejected.
Rules have been issued for the guidance of 

those who select horses for cavalry purposes in 
the Imperial army. There being an active de
mand for Canadian horses for the English army, 
these rules will be of great interest to our farmers, 
not only in the breeding of horses for such pur- 
1 loses, but also for various other demands. The 
following are the rules above mentioned :

1. Size.—Four-year-olds, i. e., three off after 
October 1st, should not be less than 15 hands 04 
inch nor exceed 15.1* for light cavalry.

For medium they should not be less than 15.1 
nor over 15.2.

For heavy cavalry not less than 15.2 nor over 
15.34.

N. B.—In measuring a horse or judging of his 
height and size by sight, take care that he stands 
Oil a level with yourself. Dealers generally stand 
a horse, if undersized, on higher ground, or if 
over size, on lower ground than the intending 
purchaser.

2. Want of a fair amount of breeding should 
be an absolute bar.

3. Reject a horse with a big coarse head.
4. Reject a horse with a small sunken eve. 

They are generally obstinate and sulky.
5. Reject a horse of a color light of the sort.
6. Reject a horse with a long slack back. It 

will not carry weight.
7. Reject a horse with a hollow back. The 

formation is weak.
8. Reject a horse with Hat sides. They will 

not do work or look well.
9. Reject a horse with a slack loin, i. e., un

due length between the last ribs and hind quar-

All the rest

A well informed cattleman, who for many 
years was a butcher in London, declares that the 
Londoners never did care for extremely heavy 
cattle, except at the Christmas holidays ; that 
Americans came to think big cattle were wanted
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•■f
win SuTligh^tlfwork1611 t>ad feeders. and | the fore legs too much under the horse, and 

in nZ l "!,r . . makes him unsafe to ride.
of br^th over «ir loins ‘ Si rT> , Yo« may have a plain ho.se, even if all the
with work. • y 11 UI* light above very apparent defects are absent, but you

never £Sft to^eedirm , T r Z , 4 1,orse should * rejected for any one really
slack S’ I,art,CUlarly lf a,so h»d. hu t- The greatest strength of a horse is

77 ’ “■» sts:safaavjas
V\ ith a clumsy neck the head is in consequence is needed in rejecting as well as in buying SLtA^reak wdl ^ a horse wiU Having first'of afl kept clear oHl Loi,,te 

15 Reieet a linr«o i i defects such as the above, then select your hoises
saddle wib be â»rj wn^ryf ^therSl, T :e for the presence of good, serviceable, and hand-

age for the muscles of the forehand is defective.
16. Reject a horse if very short. There is not 

room enough for the kit.
N- B.—To see the above points (1-16) stand on

the side and form your opinion before the horse I ject, but little is as yet definitely known, some 
moves off.

17. Reject a horse with a' narrow or shallow 
chest. There is not sufficient capacity for the 
lungs.

18. Reject a horse with fore legs very close to- | of the progeny, 
pther. This, and the former defect generally go I The Milch Zeitung, in summing up the

•tf^nara? <**.—-*. **<-, -
straight. Tliey will not stand wear. Stand be- I on ^is subject, says :
vm,dJm ii0rti “* he walks away^from you and “The sex of the young is, in a general manner, 
you will be able to notice these defects, if they influenced by the nutriment it receives in the
e*oo . . , , „ I womb ; good nourishment favoring the develop-

20. Reject a horse which is light below the ment of a female offspring, while poorer foods 
knee, especially if immediately below the knee. favor that of the male The age of the dam in- 
The «mfonnafaon is essentially weak fluences the sex of her young; first born and

a uorse with long, or with short or young dams generally producing females, while 
with upright pasterns. Long pasterns are subject old dams generally produce males. This is, 
to sprains. Short or upright pasterns make a however, due to the fact that young mothers 
horse unpleasant to nde, and, on account of extra I nourish their young better. The age of the sire 
concussion, are apt to cause ossifie deposits. has no influence over the sex ofnis offspring.

22. Reject a horse with toes turned in or out The season of the year in which domestic animals 
The twist generally occurs at the fetlock. Toes are produced influences their sex, winter favoring 
turaed out are more objectionable than toes the development of females and summer the de- 
turned in. When toes are turned out, the I velopment of males. This is due to the fact 
fetlocks are generally turned in, and animals so | that the dam consumes more in the colder than 
formed are very apt to cut or brush. Both, how- the warmer seasons of the year. There must, 
eToo a«r>e .weak formations. however, besides the nourishment of the young,
. 28. Reject a horse w iose hind legs are too far I tie other unknown circumstances influencing the 
behind, (mod propelling power will be wanting, sex ; for, when a female produces twins, they are 
and disease as a result may be expected in the not always of the same sex, and the nutriment 
nocks. | must have been the same for both.”

. Reject a horse which goes either v*ry wide 
or very close behind.

labor eased, the probable result being that he will 
regain his natural standard of vigor and 

strength. By gradually inuring him, on the 
other hand, to his new occupation, increasing it 
in severity from week to week, the horse will 
ultimately acquire greater capability for endur
ance and strength than he ever before possessed.

It is a matter of surprise how widely practical 
men differ in opinion upon the amount of work a 
horse of average strength is able to perform. 
Such diversity is probably attributable to several 

1st. No equally important subject ap
pertaining to the management of draft hoises 
seems to have engaged so little attention from 
farmers and team-owners. 2nd. Hastily formed 
and dogmatically expressed opinions are often 
based solely upon the quantity of work that cun- 
be accomplished under one set of conditions, no 
latitude being allowed for the numerous circum
stances which may and do entirely alter results. 
3rd. When the subject of horse work forms the 
theme of discussion, the general tendency is to 
relate instances of the possession of more than 
ordinary powers of endurance possessed by certain 
animals, the result of whose capabilities may be 
invariably taken as exceptions, rather than ex
amples of what should constitute a fair day's 
work. 4th. Work is estimated sometimes by tne 
number of hours employed, often by the distance 
traveled ; and again by the weight transported, 
or the resistance overcome. The two latter items 
only should be considered, but they must be 
taken collectively when an estimate is made—the ' 
time occupied in the work, as will be subsequent
ly shown, is to regarded as an influencing condi
tion, and one of the utmost importance.

The circumstances which conduce to variations 
in the results of horse-work are so numerous that 
it is impracticable to deal with them in detail ; 
they will, however, become evident to every ex
perienced owner when his individual requirements 
are reviewed.

“It’s the pace that kills,” is the proverb of 
the hunting man, race-horse owner, and four-in- 
hand coachman, and although not generally so 
considered, the aphorism is equally applicable to 
farm and road teams. It may be accepted as a 
fact that in proportion as pace is increased, so 
must the hours of labor and the weight to be 
moved be decreased. From tables of calculation 
founded upon experiment, it has been ascertained 
that the greatest advantage in the employment 
of horse-power is obtained when the hours of 
labor are increased and the pace correspondingly 
diminished. My personal observations tend to

French investigator have come to the same
25. Reject a horse with very straight or very I conclusions with regard to the nutriment sup- an eminent railway authority (Tredgold) who 

hocks. The former cause undue concussion, plied to the fœtus, but differ with respect to the considère that the amount of work ordinarily
26 1“ snlit nn” i P Uge of the sire. They claim that a young sire accomplished in eight hours mav frequedtly 

a t dejecta horse which is split up —i.e., performed in six hours with advantage to the
shows much daylight between his thighs. Pro- produces females and an old sire males, and an Ç)rse8 Draft horees <*„ work fong hours, and
polling power comes from behind, and must be English writer endorses this view. draw very heavy loads, if they are not over
deficient in horses without due muscular develop- --------- paced, but to demand from them quick movement,
y. SST.tîfe flat fee. Working Yo„„« Ü d.“

feet, also with very small feet. Medium size are We take the following excellent article from a materially shorten their periods of useful existence. 
thol)eS^‘ • . , . ,, , work on “The Breeding and Management of In illustration I submit, the following problem,

*“ «■»* «O,»" b. Dr. R. a Roynold, »„ich ^£ « ÆTpK JSJ)

Action must be light, easy, free, and straight, he gives the results of Ins personal observations : equal in every particular, to transport twenty- 
Reject a horse that crosses his legs in walking or I Perhaps there is no element of successful horse- four tons of merchandise a distance of two miles 
trotting. He will be unsafe. Freedom, power management that requires more careful attention from a given place. The one jiair is occupied 
to move easily along, is the great point in a young than the arrangement of the work of a young only six hours in drawing three four-ton loads, 
horse. ^ Knee-action is not essential ; it will come | horse just purchased from a farmer for town pur- and returning with the lightened dray. The

---- with the bit and breaking. ]roses. It must be conceded that the entire other jiair, similarly loaded, is two or three hours
A good walk is absolutely essential. Reject a change of food, stabling, work, and general treat- longer doing the same distance. The effects of 

horse that does not walk well ; he is never pleas- ment and surroundings, renders this period one of the two arrangements will become perceptible in 
ant to ride. If a horse walks wejl, he will pro- the most critical of the animal’s existence, and one a few months. Although the first pair will rest 
bably trot well ; but a horse may trot well with- when the greatest watchfulness and care arc re- in the stable at least two hours of the twenty- 
out walking well. quired from his attendant ; he may be plump, four more than the second pair, the latter will

To ascertain whether the action is true and gay> blooming, and in fair working condition, exhibit less fatigue, maintain better condition, 
straight, stand behind the horse as he walks and an(l perform a full day’s work at once to his new and wear the longest. I hold a strong opinion
trots away from you. You cannot ascertain this master’s entire satisfaction, but on the morrow that the individual qualifications of each animal
important point by standing on the side. he will most probably come out stiff, and sore, must be taken into account, and that if his

Never omit to stand behind a horse as he walks | anj dull. An indiscreet horse-keeper thinks all natural jiaee is three miles an hour he may, if 
away. | these conditions are of little inqKirtance, and that not overloaded, be permitted to cover his fourteen

A good sloping shoulder is an ini]>ortant item a. continuance at the same labor will remove or sixteen miles in from five to six hours ; but to
in a riding horse, but bail action may co-exist them ; but this is rarely ever so. If an equally force a horse whose natural |>ace is only two or
with a good ; and, vice versa, good, free action severe exertion is re-exacted for several succeeding two and a half miles an hour to accomplish the 
may co-exist with a somewhat straight shoulder. dayS) the appetite diminishes, the horse loses distance in the same time, is a certain means of 

Reject a horse which is straight in the shoul- flesh, and should no acute disease supervene, he very greatly abridging his life ; while if allowed 
der and long from the point of the shoulder to the will almost certainly gradually become unfitted to work for ten hours if necessary, he will last as 
upper part of the fore arm. This formation places | for work, and have to be entirely rested or his | long and probably longer than his more active

never

"V

causes.

Breediug Sex at Will.
Much has been said and written upon this sub

advancing one theory and others aonther ; but 
one point agreed upon more than others is that 
the nourishment of the foetus influences the sex
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animals, and yoke them in accordance therewith. ü t is not quite mature at two years old must he is so because he dare not be any-

occnpiedby ^ ^ ual b™t t.atthe together with the characteristics of her sire and J, t j objectionable in the very emergency when
2SE Z, .nil ... by h„ „ighb mgb M. grod Ah.™;...v, t
taking four three-ton loads, wouldbc more fatigued, not ote maturity, but rather retards the lus muter. -JJ?* y P 1
less easily conserve condition and be ^rfect and hannonious development of all the St>^ ma„ wan ts an “educated” horse he should
^*“ei%ourWtonmb.mlcns: but diminished parts. Feed liberally, neither stuffing nor starv- ^ by winning his

:ntr All conditions should be normal, so as to I babyhood, the sooner the better. . •
In an equal degree with underfeeding, long- her j good health, causing her usefulness much matter what t e y°unK^ J j thoroughly

» «Wrd o.T. longer ,r,ti«l of Tb, », «"

tire kvmJb of true economy ;^rt can trot foil to be length of use is lost sight of by roost bnredenr. fo.ing handled freely (tirongb always bind v in 
attended with deterioration of phytie.1 strength ,, „ „ p„8t,ble to raiae a core »t til, the longer eeith gentione»)^ J.I^Si’ttawuTOHriorrd.

be, |>eriod of rwefnl.c^he cheaper ah. will bo.
Itd”1" ^'.i“in;5»Sy''»“ •• Breaking” CIU. _ “*"^,?it£tSfXdrieb he Ira^-
shortens their lives of usefulness. I “Educating" is a better word than “breaking to lu' Ïmistomw/to the bit, to the

Horses employed upon any kind of work are when apviied to colts reared by intelligent and hu Ï* and to other appliances to be used when
benefited by periodical lntef^°f| t "tty when mane horseman. Though many a colt is really he shaU* haVe arrived at a proper age to go into 

2^U^£,ti.Si.SXr.~.l»g. “barken” in lining, there isaeld.n,, iio.or, any breinete. I.
To workth.irr, and to hold tiroir provender for . for such . course. Take . sucker intoJ”bLk, to be mourrterl,
longer period than six houra, ismconsiste.it with when he is too young to have any very pronounced and un’hanlessed, all without any pain-
a proper appreciation of the functions- of tl ofhis 0Wn, and there will be found but fu, Q|. un,deasant process. He grows up to be,
•^rSKfrmrhd... errampl, o, type of Me tar.ld, in m.king him rmdcfohrnd tb.t hi, no, Ur.^djU™, “ d^
a fair day’s labor, suited to the powers of average master is really his best fnend. AVhen this I f^doMn^m ^ short> he is an
farm horses, and one that could be continued ^ lK,en accomplished no further trouble need t< , dlnot a « broken” one.—{Farming
affiï.terT^TSS be anticipated, so far as an intelligent colt is | wSP*______________ ______ __________ _

h stance the plowing of an acre of land of average concerned. Unfortunately, occasionally it hap 
strength in furrows ot 9 inches width, the I .)ens that a horse is met with that has been a
numerical strength of the team proportioned to I ^ amj 0f such an animal it is difficult if not
£ i-F- <« «'*•» ■ ta
field. The distance to be travelled would not handled with any degree of safety. It often hap- . natural method of increase.
Z££ “* T l V b «. l.uLd, b- usutily swarm doting »,

bo. such a « h.diHicnlticwhicb of May » » W

consistent with the maintenance of good condi- nQ matter how strongly unfounded pre- be populous and crowd the inside of the hive
tion, vigor, and health, if prosecuted daily I ’ . . , , . M tlian 99 i>ercent the Vx-es will prepare for swarming by starting
throughout the year. When an excessive, but jud.ee may mislead him. More than 99 percent ^ shortly afterwards they are sup-
temporary, increase of team-work must be under- 0f the foals that are dropped have quite enough 1 ^ wjth which the
taken, the owner in arranging lus operations will intelligence to enable them to get through the Plied ">th =gs i J i > times
do well to fully appreciate tie effects of pace, ,ld^lea8antl and ^tisfactorUy, but the reason queen brood is fed. These cells are sometimes 
mileage, hours of service, and food supply. | d l horses are addicted to troublesome buUt to the number of a dozen or more, and

anÏ dan remus vices is to be found in faulty sometimes only three or four. Good queen cell 
aim uan0crous 1 something the shape of a large [>ea nut, and

instead of being horizontal, are more inclined to 
When these cells are nearly
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: At what Age should a Heifer Calve? education
This question has been frequently asked and Too often the system of handling colts is some-

velopment of the mUk secretory organs, and that knows about boys and men is that whenever they s"»rm <*ve h beeg have k,en
thereby the flow of milk is increased. Actual I caI1 get near him they hit him with a whip or I 1 ’ j , n , , Manual of
experiments, however, tend to disprove this state- make some (to him) horrid noise that thoroughly ll0W'1 ,° eave a ^ j • b *n.

1 In painstaking experiments conducted in terrifies him. He very quickly comes to look the Apiary tells of a S^™ ?ar L the Zs 
1 ' the most dangerous and | bffbt on one occasion. Before starting the bees

fill themselves with honey, so that they will be 
prepared for any emergency. It is supposed that 
bees, when nearly ready to swarm, send out 

a I scouts to search for a home, so that they will not 
be long delayed and will not have to cluster 

The old queen leaves

are

5

ment.
Denmark in which heifers having calved when 1 Upon boys and men as 
about two years old competed against some hav- troublesome enemies of the equine race in general 
iug first calved when nearly three, the three-year- and 0f himself in particular. This state of affaire 
olds gave the greater yearly average quantity of | continues till he is two or three years old. Then 

The experiment was continued for more 
than eleven years, and an average of about 150 

tested annually. The two-year-olds

jl r
?t1

day he finds himself being chased aboutmilk.Ï some
fiaddock and worried till he is half dead with fright 
and fatigue,and finally from sheer exhaustion he is 
compelled to allow himself to be handled. He 
does not know what is wanted of him, and all

■ longer than necessary, 
with the swarm, but should the queen by any 
accident not be able to continue with the swarm, 
the bees will return to the hive again. In about 
a week after the swarm has issued, if the parent

! cows were
were especially well taken care of when young, 
and their weight at entry nearly equalled that of A p 

queen 
the b: 
build l 
favora 
the su

i I
that he learns about it comes in the shape of 
bitter experience. After trying every other course 
to escape punishment and fright, with disastrous 
results, he gives himself over in sheer desperation 
to a sort of sullen despair, and allows himself to 
be pushed about by his tormentors or hauled

the tliree-ycar-olds.
If a heifer calves when not mature, she is very

It is colony is strong, you can expect another swarm, 
should there be a number of queen cells and the 
weather favorable, 
after they issue from the hive, but sometimes

liable to become stunted and deformed, 
therefore of importance to have her fully de
veloped before she drops her first call, 
however, does not say that it is not desirable to

Bees usually cluster soonThis,y
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they fly direct to the place appointed for them ■ /r^n r. , r T. _ ,
by the scouts. On the morning when a colony is ^OUltcj. fro™ the P- Rock cockerel and barn-door hens
going to swarm, few bees leave the hive to gather Edited by J. w Bartlett. p p ,by th® ^ay’ "d11 be mostly of 11,6 P-
honey, but cluster on the front of the hives and ~ T* C° °r) and there wl11 ^ uniformity in

some fly aroubd as if waiting for the rest ’ « Good EllOUtth » n P t « dT’ ^ °r Color’ but
I would sav as I have said w™. , ml. . , «nougn. will revert to the motley throng on the mother’svide a sufficient number of hives, so’that ft ^ I ,TUS 'S the expression m-$by farraers make use side at once ; and if those people who have had

_ tbat wben a I °f »n regard to their stock, and especially the sucb grand results from crossing breeds would
swarm comes off you will be ready to hive it In nondescript motley group of fowls thev keen or f?r a moment conai(ier that by mating a hen of
hiving a swarm it should be remembered that I rather that-infest their xr • tbe ,sanic breed as the cock that improved theirbees are usually peaceable bavin» filled them i f Wnyards- Now> ln no «took so much, with that cock, the result would
selves before startin', - f, . I 088613 anything but the very best good enough in have been much more satisfactory than the one

, .... d are in that respect a I the stock line, and when this is remarked they attained. Or, if they will continue introducing
great deal like the human family, better natured I in many—I might say in most—cases rei.lv PUr°, b[,ed ma'e8> year after year, of the same 
after being well filled. „Wp ? , / most-cases, reply ^reed, they will find the result still more satis-

Neveruut a swarm into * hi™ fin C °nly keep them for ^ a“d market fowls.” factory than the first cross.
JNever put a swarm into a hive that has been A young farmer, or, properly speaking, a farmer’s ______

standing in the sun, but on the contrary, use a son, who has the management of the farm, told

.7uZiZaSZLZJ*!Lïr rT7*,7;7,“7,°L‘*k'-mueh “ I ■»«■**«tb.^hb„d,.dM,
and the bees will be very HkelyV.Jy As w! f T r "6 T™ mUSt Uke this question ipto consideration,soon as thev have clustered it is well / h- I ,! / Were kept only for profit- Now, There is no such breed as the common foivls, and

1 ■ .1y ., ’ t.f weR to blve I this is all right, in all cases profit should be the the term is indefinite. As it is generally used it
hurry or extitemeuL Take ^thf hive TlwhZl consideration ; but where there is little interest is comprehensive enough to include all fowls not 
thev have clustered and ni» . I t*^011 m any branch of agriculture the profits pure bred, and of some of the recognized varieties,
ground in front of it If the6 * ** °“ . * )V‘U ^ corresPond‘n81y small, and more particu- Hence the vast difference of opinion of the merits
Ired 1 â f ? u „ ^ baf duS' lar,y 30 “ P0»1^, m which success depends So of thoroughbreds in comparison with commonÏifbo^i aoiicttr ZTy ryt, ’ r krgely °n ,0°king 8fter Ma“y P^c ]**■ farmer’s fowTs are made upT!
the bough a quick jar and shake them into a who would think little of building a house and 1
basket or tin dish, carry them to the hive, and J furnishing feed liberally, would think if the house
l>our them in front of it on the sheet, right near I was cleaned twice a year it was “ good enough,
the entrance; a few will then run in and give the and if the birds got plenty of
rest notice by their joyful hum and

s

:—~ém
m:Ari

- -ti
j*ft

What Is a Common Fowl ?

C'7

of Leghorns, Hamburgs and 
« I Games, they will be very productive and great 

foragers, while for table fowls they will be too 
snow to eat or a small ; on the other hand, his neighbor may 

will all he in The hive «he„m H. i dlrty ,IKo1 of water to driuk from> that R was have a cross of Cochins and Brahmas and per-
on the stand where it i« t • f6”-, P ^ I gGod euou8,l> but very many more think haps a dash of Plymouth Rock blood, which will 
a™™ y toremain for the saison, almost any kind of a house is “good enough.” produce a finfl large table bird, quiet and
lr Tt „ ^ when east exp8cted> a“d The question is, Does it pay to keep fowls at all ? f„l, and produces good supply of eggs in
£ ^ h,V6S 8h°uld always Now, no person who has intelligently experi- winter. So we have two vastly dffferent^ri"

v| , ' . I mented in this line will say no. We know it | ties, both classed as common fowls. Thus it will
nr Hi y.bee ke*l)ere.Practlce„ artificial swaimmg does, and if it pays any one it must certainly pay I be seen that when we have a paying flock of com- 

vidmg, but as tins requires a more extended the farmer. The very circumstances by which mon fowls we are indebted to the breed pre- 
knowledge of bee-culture than many have ac- I he is surrounded make it more profitable to him ponderating in their make-up, and ho better 
quired, it would perhaps be better for this class than any other, and if it pays to keep any fowls Proof « necessary thSt pure bred fowls are the 
orto !«-««- Ml M-h, | it U, p, M tap U,, M 0., .1,; pu„ M M tte. is M.

breed suited to your circumstances. If eggs are a chance for a selection of the variety suited to
the object, get the Leghorn. If a quiet bird our circumstances, that it would seem folly to
that will keep in good health and prove remuner- I keeP any other, or to cross the breeds; as, for in-

The above society held their 4th annual con- I ative in confinement, get the Brahmas, either W^ndotterandp”*!!^; fffor spring and^bm-

vention in the town hall, Parkhill, on March | b8bt or dark (we Prefer the dark); and if meat, mer, Leghorns and Hamburgs ; if for spring
31st. Proceedings opened at 2.30 p. m with early maturity and eggs be the desideratum, chickens for market, the P. Rocks and Wyan- 
President Frank Atkinson in the chair.' The Plymouth Rocks or Wyandottes are the b^t. ^cJ^Untin«

attendance was large, there being 75 members here we might say we have been heretofore op- 1
and many others who were not members, but I &ny such thing as a general purpose j ScUPVy IjCgS
who take a great interest in bee culture. The towI> tbat wa3 ^ible to combine ^ ^ nQ diseage (if auch u * be terme(1)
President opened the meeting by reading his | ™ ™ Production and superior table g() univeraall prevalent ^ Scur ^ It ;

business, parère I blrd3> but "l b 30m3 y3ars exp™ Wltbthe known by the white and scurvy appearance of 
were read by Mr. B. Gott on Bee-keeping >.d la3t “amf b^> ^ ground is going from ^ , an(, ig cau8ed b myr{ada o( parasites

Fruit, and also by Mr. Henry Phippen, of Park- u“der “d ” " T* ft n ' clinging tenaciously to the scales and el get-
hill, on the Best Method of Strengthening a er- wblcb ba3 Proved, with us, the best table ^ J g
Colony for Early Honey Flow. Speeches were blrd we over tried, and almost, if not quite, equal 8 t ^rnl out almost straight

J. B. Aches, Wm. Coleman and othere, giving ^ to take even these if they do not suit your Qn c]ean * * confi^ent, except on
the different modes of handling and wintering fancy« 83 a'ly p"™ hf fowl “ ““h more chicks Jed a „ | d ’mothoP
bees. Much valuable information was imparted profitable tha“ tbese J^c-ugh mongrels. ^ ^ _t ,g arc ^ ^
to all who were fortunate enough to be there, and I Crosslnit Breeds. thus afflicted. There are many remedies recom-
great good feeling prevailed. Meeting adjourned . , , mended for it, but the simplest is to wash with
to meet in Ailsa Craig at the call of the directors. Almost every agricultural paper we see has kerogene oil_wash thoroughly, and one applies- 
The following officers were elected for the current | Son'etblng “y 10 tke “latter of crossing fowls; tion wi„ be suflicient- should the fowl be a 

term : Pi-esident, Frank Atkinson, Ailsa Craig; an 1U“® ou 0 n ® 1recommen 11e prac cbo;ce onej and be wanted for exhibition use, use 
Vice-President, Jos. B. Aches; Secretary, A. W. tlce‘ _No,w’ reaIlty; *t 18 a comPlete fallure a mixtUre of sulphur and lard, or sulphur and
Humphries ; Directors—B. Gott, Arkona ; W. aRer tbe brst cr0S8‘ qake p)r mstancc a yar<l °f goose oil, as the kerosene injures the appearance
Coleman Devizes- H Phinnen ParH.ill • D dunghill or barn-door fowls, and breed them to a of the scales. Fowls thus afflicted never get over
Stewart Nairn ’ ' ’ P. Rock cock ; the result is a much finer flock it without an application of some kind, and in

’ ' 1 of chicks than the mothers, although inferior to ”ldfowla- ,or ca8e,3 .of long landing have a very
0 1 hlthy and repulsive appearance, besides being

very uncomfortable, as the parasite causes an in
queen and a liberal use of comb foundation in I proved by the superior blood introduced, and I tense itching, burning sensation, and there have 
the brood chamber and sections, will rapidly just here is the only gain in crossing breeds, the been cases where the attendant has caught it from

the fowls. There is scarcely a farm yard in the 
. _ jntry where this nuisance does not exist, and

favorable, will store considerable honey during but inferior to the best. But follow on in this there is no excuse for such negligence when the 
the summer.—[American Bee Journal. | line ; mate the chicks above referred to, that is, | remedy is so cheap and simple.
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the centre of the b<xly, in order that the weight 

much as possible by them, 
the fore feet. This iwculiar

the constant pressure upon the nerves occasions
much pain—to account for which pressure, I 
may say that it has been admitted from time im
memorial that su 'ling to a greater or less extent

imation. By way ot 
illustrating how painful Laminitia must be, let us 
cm,.™ i».otod .1» .h. m-
volved in toothache in man, a disease man„ér if required to back up. The pulse has a
familiar to many. Now m toothache » h ^ p]ain throbbing feeling to the finger, is full
a highly sensitive structure, the / ?, bounding and somewhat quickened. An-

ual or sensitive structure of the foot of the ^ l fcU the side of the leg near the
And this MP « enclosed m an unyield „ {J^ ^ J do not kll0W 0f another disease
of bone, the root or fang of the to > where this peculiar condition of the circulation
may be compared to the hoof of the o , « so plainly (exhibited. The breathing will be
inclose their respective sensitive structures , acceleJated often to such a degree as to lead one
when swelling occurs from —^ £ accelerated, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

pulp, the nerve is pressed upon, but 8 derangement of the organs of respiration is
prisoned in the fang it can not aceommo k The muscles in front of the breast ap-to » ». -.ml»' “'Sr, 1, „ J to, ». .ttitod. of ». «.to.1,

of too»ache is ». remit, but in th . The 0f tbe discos, is sometimes so
». to. »«. IX .o1'Ll»* ,..v,„.ir.,..toi,g

of many of the muscles beneath the skill, 
seen cases where animals were lying down when 
first visited, and pawing and groaning to such an 
extent as might easily lead one to suppose that 
they were suffering from colic, or some other en

, teric disease, hence the necessity for getting an 
natvbe of the disease animal upon its feet before forming an opinion

It may be defined to be inflammat M tQ the disease it is suffering from. I might
sensitive lamimc of the footK add that the standing posture is the best one to
volving neighboring structures in bad cases. | r hor5e either in health or disease.

the causes | when the hind feet are the seat of the disease,
of the complaint are widespread and numerous. ^ mptoma wiU be somewhat different ; the 
I have seen more cases of this disease cause iy ^ ge wipj to U8C a common expression, ‘ ‘ stand 
overdriving on a hard road than from any other ^ ^ # h ’ „ the fore feet being extended back-
cause, especially when the weather was hot, aud an(, tlie llind feet carried forwards. If
the animal not accustomed to long journeys, or ^ al’imai is required to walk, it will do so in a
out of condition from a day or two’s rest. peculiar, string-halty, automatic sort of a way.

Driving an animal through cold water when it | bin(j feet are affected animals often lie
(the horse) is hot. will produce it at times. I whieh attitude must afford them great rc-

Allowing an animal to drink immoderately of ^ f ^ haye noticed that when animals assume 
cold water while in a state of perspiration, is ^ recumbent position while suffering from this 
liable to bring on an attack. Overloading the thcy ilivariably make a more rapid and
stomach with certain kinds of grain, is a fertile . \ rccoveryi so of course this attitude

Some of the voist sh()ul(1 aiways be encouraged.

of it may be borne 
and removed from 
attitude often leads tire casual observer to thin 
that the animal is strained across the loins.

If the animal is required to move, it will do so 
less reluctance, stumbling as it goes 

feet in an awkward

asVeterinary

Laminitis.
IBy Prof. Grange, V.S.. Michigan Agricultural 

College.]
A disea* of the foot of the horse, frequently 

occurring in the summer season. 
Laminitis is a disease of the foot of the horse, 

which is often brought directly under the notice 
of owners of these animals, and which m many 

the want of knowledge of the
causeTof ' the’'complaint, unfortunate creatures 

excruciating pain, and 
as well as

are subjected to the most 
their owners to much pecuniary loss, 
other inconvenience.

The disease has from time to time been the 
subject of much difference of opinion as to its 
location, consequently it is known under a 
variety of names, given according to the fancy o 
the observer, but the one which we oftenest hear 
applied to it, by laymen, is chest-founder, which 
term, however, is not altogether appropriate, but 
may perhaps be excused when we take into con
sideration the origin of it, and this can be traced 
to two sources. In the first place it may have 
arisen from the fact that inflammation of the 
lungs is sometimes thought to fly from the chest 
to the feet, but this is of exceedingly rare occur- 

as far as my observation has gone. Secondly, 
from the fact that a large 

notice have

srs 2^7,:».a -h... .«here.
this complaint, the weight of the body thus add
ing “ fuel to the fire," we can form some idea 
what intense agony the unfortunate creature 
must endure.

I have

rence
it may have arisen 
majority of cases brought under 
shown that those large round muscles forming 
the front of the chest or bosom, and situated 
between the forelegs, have suddenly vanished, as 
it were, giving the chest a sunken or hollow ap
pearance, which, to the casual observer, might 
naturally be thought the seat of the disease. This
sunken condition of the chest may be explained
though by the fact that animals, when suffering, 
generally stand up, but throw the weight of the 
body as much as possible upon hind feet (for 
obvious reasons), and the muscles forming the
bosom become relaxed and appear wasted. lo

that removal of the weight of the body

our

prove
from the fore legs will produce this sunken ap
pearance of the chest, we have only to take one 
fore foot of a healthy horse from the ground, and 
holding it in the hand, the muscles on the same 
side of the breast bone will apparently vanish, to 
however regain their round original form 
as the foot is flowed to descend to the ground.

The simple term, founder, is often applied to 
this disease, the origin of which might be traced 
to several sources; a striking one is, in one of the 
meanings of the word, viz.: to fill, or to be filled 
with water, and as it has long been conceded 
that water given at improper times, or allowing 

animal to fill itself too full, is liable to

source of this complaint.
cases I have seen have been the result of animals
getting loose at night, and getting to the corn or , materially depends upon the cause,
oat bin, as the case might be. I have seen i ^ ,f .ha8 bcen produced by spontaneous di- 
follow spontaneous diarrhe a ; the injudicious use ^ ^ the abuse of purgative medicine, any-
of purgative medicine will also cause it. t^i|g wbicb wjH tend to unduly increase the

Keeping animals tied in the stall lor too great | of the bowels sll0Uu be carefully avoided,
a length of time, as is sometimes done during the 
winter, or the constrained position necessitated 
during a long sea voyage, occasionally provoke

THE TREATMENT

as soon

and those remedies which are used to allay pain 
and reduce fever may be given with advantage. 
For these purposes I found great benefit from the

the disease. . I use of tincture of aconite, given in doses of about
That condition called metatasis, which is t ic ^ ^ fiftecn d in a few ou)lces 0f water every 

flying of inflammation from one part to another, ^ h untU four or five doses have bcen
is thought to occur with, and produce this disease. ^ The aconite maybe followed by nitrate

I have seen cases occur with metritis (m am- gh -u twQ drachm doses, dissolved in half
mation of the womb), when the symptoms of the ^ * t Qf watel. evcry four hours, for from two to 
first disease and those of laminitis were plain y ^ Qn the otbcr hand, if the disease is
exhibited. The disease is sometimes produced ,n | ^ Qf ^ overloaded condition of the Rowels,

foot by the careless driving of a nail in slioe-

causean
this disease, may not the term appear appro-
priate '(

The disorder is called ‘ ‘ Laminitis, 
those delicate little plants surrounding the inside 
of the hoof, and called lamina-, are the parts most 
affected, although in bad cases other structures of 
the foot become involved ; I have one specimen in 
my possession which shows that the 
so deep seated as to attack the main bone of the 
foot. This complaint is one of the most painful 
that horse flesh is heir to, but this is little to be 
wondered at when we recognize the fact that so 

structure as the internal

because

thethe superfluous food may be gotton rid of 
aid of laxatives, say twenty-five fluid ounejg of 

linseed oil will generally answer.

one
ing.

THE SYMI'TOMS

5of the disorder are peculiar and characteristic. I raw
In the first place, it may be sai.l that in ninety- animal should not have anything in the shape 
live eases oi.t of a hundred the disease attacks solid food, such as hay or straw, for at leas 
the two front feet, though it sometimes invades twenty-four hours after the oil is given, but tli 
the hind ones, when the symptoms will be very diet ought to be of a laxative nature ; wannbra 
different in certain particulars. mashes and the like have a good effect When

“Wlii'ii both front feet arc affected, the animal the laxative nas done acting, the nitrate of pot
with its back

disease was

highly organized a
part of the foot of the horse is suddenly thrown

stole of inflammation, and being will be generally found standing
yielding box of horn, the hoof | arched, and hind feet carried forward towards

ash may be given as above.
During the last two summers I have had occa-into an acute 
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sion to treat a number of cases, the result of over- 
driving on very hot days, and have found

night. 2. She will be a little more liable to the same 
disease. bottom, and then nail them together in the same 

way. Set the studding plumb, and then stay them. 
Now place 16 feet planks between the studding and 
the future wall. This forms a mould Into which 
the concrete is filled. Now, mix together in their 
dry state 3 parts of gravel and 1 of Akron cement, 
then wet it to the consistence of mortar, and fill It 
Into the forms. Put on this bed of mortar some 
stones, but in such a way that they neither touch 
each other nor the plank ; then put on sotie more 
mixed cement ; keep on in this way till the top edge 
of the plan^ is reached. Whtn'dry, raise the plank 
so that it only laps 2 inches on the dried wall, and 
keep on in this way ; the wider the plank the better 
it is.] ______

Green Manuring Pine Sawdust for Bed* 
ding.—1. I have a twelve-acre field of light, sandy 
soil, which I intend sowing with some crop for 
green manure. What crop will be the cheapest and 
give the best results for barley and seeding down 
next spring? 2. Will pine sawdust which has been 
used for bedding pigs Injure a heavy gravelly soil ? 
—A. C. J4-, Princeton.

[1. Any fast growing crop, such as buckwheat, 
rye or oats, would answer your purpose. If your 
soil is very sandy buckwheat would be the best, but 
jf rye or oats will make a vigorous growth we 
would prefer them, as they are easier plowed down. 
2. No.] ______

Tf she is a favorite cow I would try her 
again, but be sure and not have her in high con iition 
at time of calving.]

very
great benefit from the free use of nitrate of pot- 
ash. I gave 1£ ounces in a pint of water every 
four hours until three doses had been given, then 
stopped for eight hours, when the doses were to 
be repeated. I would repeat a second time if the 
patient was not doing well. Laxative food should 
be given and the animal allowed to drink 
what sparingly.

The local treatment is of great importance and 
consists in the application of moisture, in the 
shape of water, to the feet, which may be applied 
in the manner most convenient, in moderate 
weather. I have found very beneficial effects 
from standing an animal in a stream of water for 
several hours a day, taking care, however, that 
their bodies were well protected from inclement 
weather, or hot sun.

Feeding Brood Mares.—Please let me know 
how to feed a brood mare after having a foal. Is it 
best to give the colt some milk or any other kind of 
food ?—J. A. 8., Kemptvillo, Ont.

[The mare, after foaling, should receive a liberal 
supply of milk-producing food. If she is on grass, a 
feed of bran twice a day will increase the milk sup
ply, wso ne mares, however, give more milk than Is 
necessary for the foal, in which case they should 
not be fed so liberally, and oats are then better 
than bran, if any food is to be added to the grass ; 
but a change in the ration Is desirable. If the mare 
Is gently worked, which she should be, the foal 
should not run with her, and should not suck when 
she Is heated. Cow’s mi*k, in small quantities, may 
be given to the foal if the supply from the dam is 
insufficient, and it should be taught to eat bran and 
oats from the hand as young as possible.]

some.

When animals have a desire to lie down, apply 
wot swabs to their coronets. In other instances 
a puddle made with blue clay and water, about 
the consistence of fresh glazier’s putty, to which 
a few handfuls of salt may be added, has proved 
useful. The puddle should be made so that the 
horse will sink into it for from about four to six 
inches.

Exercise should be given from the first, and 
should be repeated three times a day, being in
creased from say ten minutes to half an hour at 
a time, as the horse gets better. Animals that 
progress favorably from the beginning may be 
driven moderately in about two weeks.

Correcting a Slur on the Ayrshire»- 
Government Expenditures.—Tour correspon
dent N. H. is not the only one who likes your paper; 
but it does not follow that they are justified in using 
rude and very improper language when they write 
about Ayrshires, or other animals owned by other 
subscribers. Evidently that gentleman should 
travel to learn, particularly about Ayrshires. When 
he has three or four days to spare, I invite him 
to travel east, when if he favors me with a call, I 
will be pleased to meet him half way, and with him 
visit several fine herds of genuine Ayrshires that 
give from six to eight thousand pounds of milk each 
per annum, and others that give from ten to twelve 
thousand pounds each in the year, and fill the ey 
as well as the palls. About Government expendi
tures to improve and protect the farming interests, 
let me say that every other industry and Mucational 
enterprise of the people of Canada is in receipt of 
public money to encourage progress and improve
ment, which if left entirely to the people would 
proceed onward so very slowly In comparison with 
what is done In other countries. This Canada of 
ours would not receive the attention it now obtains, 
nor would it make the same progress ; then when 
other industries get It, why not help the agricul
tural industries ? While I say this let me add that I 
am not an advocate of unnecessary extravagance of 
officials; judicious and economical management of 
Governmental agricultural institutions can do good 
service in Improving Canada.—W. R., Plantagenet, 
Ont. ______

Crib-biting.—is there any cure for a “cribbing” 
horse ? He lays hold of anything, wood or metal, 
he can get hold of with his mouth, and then presses 
down on it with his upper teeth, sometimes making 
a kind of groaning noise at such times. He Is a 
valuable four-year-old oolt.-S. G. M., Hopewell 
Cape, N. B.

[Place your animal in a stall where he will be 
unable to get hold of anything. If necessary feed 
him from the floor. A strap about three inches 
wide place 1 tightly around his neck is often fol
lowed by success. If a confirmed crib er he is 
incurable.]

Bun-hearing Currant Bushes.—I have in my 
garden a very fine looking row of Black Naples cur
rant bushes, which are six years old. They have 
borne nothing to speak of, although giving abund
ant promise every spring by being full of blossoms. 
As the berries form they drop off. The soil Is gravel, 
and I have taken good care of them.—P. D., Rom
ney, Ont.

[Drought or starvation, or even too stimulating 
manures, causing a diseased condition of the plant, 
may produce a tendency to this complaint. It is 
time your currants were removed to another place.]

Hols tains.—Kindly allow us a few words in ex
planation of an article published in your April 
issue, entitled, “ The King of Holstein Bulls.” We 
fail to comprehend the relation between the condi
tion of Molly Stork, No. 1681, H. F. H. B., and the 
subject matter of the article ; but we do under
stand the writer’s allusion to ourselves when ho 
saysJ” represented by them to be all right ;” and in 
justice to ourselves, and our many friends and ous- 
omers in the Dominion, will explain that sale, 

h a daughter of the famous bull “ Artis,” No. 
H. B., this heifer gold for $125. in a sale

©orrespondenee.
Nones to Correspondents.—1. Please write 

on one side of the paper only. 2. Give full name, 
Post Office and Province, not necessarily for publica
tion, but as guarantee of good faith and to enable 
us to answer by mail when, for any reason, that 
course seems desirable. If an answer is specially 
requested by mail, a stamp must be enclosed. Un
less of general Interest, no questions will be answer
ed through the Advocate, as our space is very 
limited. 3. Do not expect anonymous communica
tions to be noticed. 4. Matter for publication 
should be marked “Printers’ MS.” on the cover, the 
ends being open, in which case the postage will only 
be lo per 4 ounces. 5. Non-subscribers should not 
expect their communications to be noticed. 6. No 
questions will be answered except those pertaining 
purely to agriculture or agricultural matters.

Correspondents wanting reliable Information re
lating to diseases of stock must not only give the 
symptoms as fully as possible, but also how the 
animal has been fed and otherwise treated or man
aged. In case of suspicion of hereditary diseases. 
It is necessary also to state whether or not the 
ancestors of the affected animal have had the disease 
or any predisposition to it.

In asking quest! ms relating to manures, it is 
necessary to describe the nature of the soil on which 
the intended manures are to be applied ; also the 
nature of the crop.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the views 
of correspondents.

come.
Thong
127, N. — —------ -------- »-----— ------------- ----
where all the other two-year-old heifers, except 
two, brought from $2)0 to $3u0 each, averaging over 
$250 each, simply because—though several times 
served - she was not with calf. Why she has not 
since been In season of course we are unable to tell; 
but evidently Mr. Leys preferred taking the 
chances, for, though otherwise all right. It Was d s- 
tinctly announced from the stand that she was not 
with calf, and a reference to our catalogue of this 
sale. No. 29, page 14, will show that Molly Stork is
not there represented as being with calf. Without 
disparagement to this “King” of Holstein Lulls, we 
wish to remind Mr. Leys of some other members 
of the royal family. “Sir Archibald,” No. 314 
H. H. B , now owned by M. Cook & Sons, of Aults- 
vllle. Ont., one of the test known Holstein bulls in 
Canada ; “ Baruton,” No. 3837, H. H. B., owned by 
Messrs. Bollert; Cassel, Out., and I might ad I many 
more if I had the space. At the Provincial Fair, at 
Guelph, 1886 (referred to in the article), where Mr. 
Leysrbull took first premium In the three-year-old 
class. Sir Archibald was not exhibited, and Mr. 
Leys fails to inform your leaders that I he sweep- 
stakes prize for best Holstein hull of any age was 
won by T. O. & F. W, Bollert’s two-year-old Lu 1 
“Barcton,” No. 3237, H. H. II., who also to >k first 
prize in his class. The Messrs. Bollert also took 
sweepstakes prize oa cow "Sykje,” No. 6247, H. H. 
B„ and first prize in her class, and second prize on 
cow “ Guillemette,” No. 5124, H. H. B., while 
Mr Leys carried off third prize on both cow and 
two-year-old heifer. It should be borne in mind 
that as Mr. Leys’ cattle are not registered In the H. 
F. II. B. of America, neither their offspring cor any 
cross between them and other Holstein cattle 
already registered wilt be eligible to register In any 
herd book. Impor ed cattle can only be registered 
by the importer, who must first become a member 
of the association at an expense of $1 0, and after
wards submit his cattle to a rigid examination by 
an inspector of the association at an expense of $5 
jer head, and then, if accepted, register them at a 
urther exp-ms • of per head. II. B. Lord & Son, 

Sinclairville, (lot
[We publish your rent irks in full in this particular 

instance, although it is notour ̂ practice to give fiea 
advertisements in this way. You surely cannot be 
unfamiliar with our practice In publishing cuts of 
first class stock. Mr. Leys sent us an original cut of 
his bull with a list of prizes taken by him, which we

Coughs In Horses.—What will cure a cough 
that one of our horses has had all winter ? She 
coughs very hard afer being worked or driven.— 
E. L., Braemar, Ont.

[Give her night and morning one dram of iodide 
potassium and half a dram of pulverized digitalis 
in a bran mash. If there is any thickening in the 
throat apply any strong liniment.]

Concrete Wa’ls.—1. I would like to know what 
material mtv be used for the construction of con
crete walls, and in what proportions ? 2. Would 
coarse broken brick be as suitable as stone ? 3. The 
cost of water-lime and where procurable ? 4. The 
thickness of the wall in proportion to the size of 
the building V 5. Directions for use, etc. -Sub
scriber.

[Information has been given, from time to time, 
in the Advocate, and we will continue to do so as 
circumstances demand. 1. A good proportion is to 
mix 1 part of Akron cement, or Canadian w ater- 

with 3 parts of gravel. 2. No. 3. Akron 
cement costs $2.50 per bbl. It may he had in almost 
any town or large village. 4. For a very large barn 
the walls should be two feet thick ; 18 inches will 
support smaller buildings. 5. Set up, in a straight 
line, two inches from where the outside of the wall 
is to’ be, a row of studding 8 feet apart; the stud
ding to be a foot longer than t|to wall is to be high.
Set up also a row 2 inches from the inside of the 
wall to be built, the studding to be opposite to the i iserted free of charg -, and we place all breeders oa

the sa ne footing in this respect, so that none can

Bpra’na -Milk Fever.—1. Have a mare that has 
been sprained in back sinews of hind leg for over 
six months, and have failed to find a cure ; have 
consulted two veterinary surgeons, who have pre
scribed rest and blistering ; have given her rest, and 
have applied a number of blisters, but to no effect. 
She seems to come weak out of the blisters. She 
does not seem to be very lame when walking. 
Soreness seems to be in back part of fetlock joint, 
in the bottom. 2. Will a cow that has had a very 
bad attack of milk fever, and having had a former 
attack, be safe to breed from again ?-G. H. F„ 
South Monaghan.

[1. Make a liniment as follows : Ammonia two 
drams, turpentine 4 drams, laudanum 4 drams, 
alcohol 1 ounce, olive oil 8 ounces. Apply same 
twice a day after bathing with cold water. If the 
liniment should irritate the skin too much, then ap
ply it once a day. Put a bandage on the part every

lime.

outside row. Nail the two opposite studding to
gether with a piece of board; have the studding the complain or raise (he cry of discrimination. Of 
same distance apart at the top as they are at the course, you cannot expect that breeders who send
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June,188$FAÊMËR’S ADVOCATE.THE178 hour or hour of the evening, some religious works, 
other, that our last waking 

lmed with the thought of the
.Sboueeholdo the bible and oneus cuts for publication will advertise other stock I 

with which they come Into competition, ____
TtdhÎisetinTthirïhTbavr: an op^rtunity of HOW tO GfOW »tr»nK.

bringing forward their stock in the same way.] m one can ^w strong, or preserve health, or

riïir «X*’ we «°wi^

•ssü.—

sire the mushrooms; they are seeded and grown all I isonous lnatter that must genera e Lseaf > 
the year round. 4. The limited demand Is conffned causes that most appalling of all

ld,rr^srs-—^ 5.—
air in dark or tight, provided there is a temperature technically called, is becoming daily mor
never exceeding 80 or «degrees, and never lower preValent among us, and insanity aim
than 40 degrees. The best temperature's between ‘ are increasing on every hand to an
50 and to degrees. 1. Mix partially fermented horse nervousness a
manure with H if bulk of loam ; make this into a alarming extent. 8trai„
bed about 10 Inches deep and not wider than 5 feet ; 0ne great cause is the ceaseless ru
break spawn into pieces about the size of walnuts ; thereisformoreimore> making haste to be nch ^ ^
plant these about a foot apart on the bed , in about haste to be famous, making haste svstems Hunger prO-
a week cover the bed with 1 to 2 inches good soil, making nasie oll that this world has to stomachs and nervous systems. n. x i
8. You will find different recipes in cookery books, place, for power, o duces a nervous exhaustion and irritability
9. Never, unless the soil is very dry, and then only offer to its votaries, in the way is opposed to sleep. Food digested and assi-
sparingly with warm water. 10. Depends upon the social life and popular g mi]"ed tends to that quiet and good nature and

r1^*““r,voreW'“

A^^po^e” l^d^uTthe following from a families and friends, or perhaps in | i\ is very important to go to bed early.

British paper :-What is described as a tried remedy the miseries or wrongs of others, i y o are n0 trner adages than “ One hour be-
for this nasty disease was communicated to the n excellent women, good wives and mothers, • , twQ after," and good Dr.
directors of the Highland and Agricultural Society, members 0f society, but perhaps they have fore m'dmght is wo
at their meeting last week. It was sent by Mr. R. I » 1 i:rp 0p obtaining a I Franklin s maxim,
Buchannan a tenant farmer of Fordoun, who des- not had the blessing in ea y “Early to bed, and early to rise, „
bribed it as “ a remedy or prophylactic.” The treat- practical knowledge of physiology. Will make you healthy, wealthy and w .
ment consists of a species of inoculation by which Th may have studied long ago in Natural Also> “Early sleep is beauty sleep, etc. 
the young animal is freed from liability to the dis- , that «action and reaction are equal, This reminds me of one of the stories that the
ease. A preparation of garlic and turpentine is , uttle idea that it has any practical latc Dr. Dio Lewis used to enjoy telling. A
^ntokWti permeate fte^th&wSbln a a plieati0„ to their every day life. They have young lady came into his office one day looking
^CteWr^vXrthrbr^t\Tf1he°animÿ au idea that they must not waste time and so rather grave and troubled
^The artome operation ” says its inventor , is , . and up to the last minute before re << Doctor,” she said, do you not think I am
i^mMlldeBto&oÀmeo^ÿ the L* f the”brain is busy working with all its looking vcry old for twenty, and so thin, too-

as'fresh8^dicMve^when^Vut'ln^“ might, ,-evolving plans, comparing, choosing, re- nothing but skin and bones ?”
Buchannan has long been under the impression that - . se|ectin« remembering, thinking always The doctor admitted that she was right, that

^dsonfasteâPptembeerTeim of the’right thing at the right time, never resting sUe did look rather old for tiyenty
one^of themdîèd* ^weresenUoth^oVcoLt^ a moment, but working, working on, without “ But, doctor, what can I do ? she .asked,
for the winter along with another 3G0, and of these I . .er,nission or repose, during all the waking I << çan you not give me some prescription .
for*etreatment hours. What is the result ? “Would you be willing to take something very

Sf thè tull/one'from the’other « Long, long after the storm has ceased, | bitter ?” asked the doctor,

these again all have to be skinned ; after which take Bolls the wave on the turbulent billow.
Jïïift S K"",-; „d i, i, „ltl, til, overtasked l.raio, it «mot

ST'tin '« , „ 11”V« , ,
for use The animals are inoculated on all the four << Action and reaction are equal, and the bad indeed, and must be taken at night.
?hotWh-to Tie the harder and longer the brain has been used, the “ I don’t care how bad it is, what is it ?”
skin between the finger and the thumb of the left violent the rebound before calm can come “The technical name of it is Bedibus-ninc-hand, make sure and draw it well from the flesh, moie vioieuu
make a horizontal cut with a sharp knife, sufficient 
to admit of your tittle linger, which insert to remove 
the skin from the flesh in the direction of the ani
mal's foot. Put the finger as far down as you can 
get it, making a hole exactly like a pocket. In this 
put one of the sections of the garlic and leave it 
there.” This remedy ought to be tested by the 
society, for it appears that its cost is but little, r or 
sixpence twenty head of cattle could be treated, 
while for half-a-crown sufficient of the îemedy 
could be made for dealing with a hundred sheep.

thoughts may be ca . ,
most exalted subjects, the shortness of time, the 
certainty of death, the infinite love of our 
Heavenly Father in the plan of redemption, and 
kindred topics. Such thoughts are best for gaining 
quiet sleep with all its refreshing results.

That is the first duty, 
do nothing else well.

s-

But now about sleep.
for without that we can 
During sleep the brain recedes to the back of e 
head, the flow of blood is less toward the head, 
and the respiration is slow and regular.

To induce sleep we must first see that the feet 
are warm. It is impossible to sleep soundly with 
cold feet. Next we must see that the air of the 
room is changed by opening the windows as long

A bath is like-as is necessary for that purpose, 
wise a good thing to promote sleep, especially a 
tepid bath. The supper should have been taken 
long enough to be perfectly digested. Of course, 
we must avoid taking at night what is apt to

to bedNeither must we godisagree with us.
hungry, for that will be almost sure 
away sleep. Even a dog or a baby goes to sleep 
quickly and naturally after being fed, and this is 

with wiser heads but similar

to drive

.

i

m
m

1
«

j V

“Yes.”
She would take any thing if it would only ini

tier looks. The doctor told her it was very

I
1o’clockibus.”

“ Bedibns-nine-o’elockibus ! Oh, doctor, what
which precedes sleep.

Resolutely set yourself to do something that 
shall pleasantly occupy your mind. If you once 
loved music go on with it now. How glad your
children will be by and by that you have never I before nine o’clock.” 
forgotten your old songs. Keep up your know
ledge of what is going on in the world, not the | something to take.” 
crimes, the slanders, and odious, sickening details 
that fill our daily papers. They are any thing 
but improving, and certainly not calculated to “ I thought so. 
fill our minds with agreeable impressions just eVery night for six months at nine o’clock with- 
hefore we try to calm ourselves to sleep ; but we 0ut making any change in your habits, you will 

read of the great reforms that stir the hearts gajn ten pounds in weight and look five years
Your skin will become fresh and your

an awful name !”
“Yes, it means you must be in bed every night

“ Oh, that is dreadful ! I thought it was

“ What time do you generally go to bed ?” 
“Generally about twelve o’clock.”

Now, if you will go to bed

' .-!•Post Office Orders.
We have received numerous complaints of late 

regarding money sent by P. O. Order from Ontario 
and the Maritime Provinces, and, upon making in
quiries, find that some people keep the order they 
get from the postmaster as a receipt instead of for
warding it to us. We have known instances where 
orders have been kept in this post office for over 
twelve months, after which they have been re
turned to the parties who procured them, when the 
mistake is explained. When remitting money care 
should be observed in writing the name and post 
office legibly. Please examine the label on your 
paper and see that it is marked '88.

may
of men and women, or of new discoveries made. 
We may read some of the best thoughts of the 
best authors, if not too heavy or deep, and above 
all, let us have always on hand for the last half-

younger, 
spirits improve wonderfully.”

I’ll do it, though, of course, when I have
i
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juNE 186? THE FARMER’S AÛVOCAfÊ
It is regularity that does the business. To I future husband or wife with n»m« ot,h a.L, . ■ .., . t
up till twelve eclock three nights in the marriag,;" ’ ’ ”ou^, would°not?do m’’°Py ™y p,oture’ and’of

week, and then go to bed lour nights at nine one I . _ ff*** Box' llæ-" . I §adie, that people of her sort have

EHEEeHSE MES^SfeSIt is regularity that is vital in the case. Even superstitions fellow, Urilh Ste'^’hMn^lwei^’ I Utah’s »dM ?Vdly a month had passed after 
sitting up one night in the week deranges tj,e t^t^MeTe^VM^SYffiT? ^jafW
nervoüs system. Regularity in sleep is every bit Now he will watch the mails as closely I swee^t terms m oVnlrt*. iW»re pla0t^.0ï thejame

tesffiir:;

üîJi“ai?“* ii b-k* iessf-M sesr-»
Sh. did it, g,i„d sS^T^r'v^ FU &’ <ss

month., nod found h.toJf in ,„y 1», k “djg S'iÏÏf?'. w‘“ *> «kK!'aSK‘T"5Sd“SS"te'K
liealth and spirits, fresh and young looking, and I Sadie tossed the flashy picture sheet aside, and I ^m^J“®®ro®anoe£ thatheoonsulted. And, worse 
quit, delighted with thi. now nod .in.pl. m«lr, StMÇ “f S5.W W M iJî ^i.SS^’%SS
which she recommended enthusiastically to all frÜn^eL?ngtreln white clouda- “TePmntW''
her friends. that waro^fEmmlhèrh^dstrong, fun-lort^lster PTer answer was very brief and decided.

Th, injurions .«toto of ÏÏSofe

occupying the „i„„ tod «11 know,, The SlKfÆÆ?n,“S'5 KS£ ttS5V^“»»,
cases are extremely rare where two persons can I sign myself—dear me. what name shall I give?— I hadnever mediUed with Uriah's affairs.” 
habitually occupy th, ™, tod uigh, .flo, nigh, MSMS.SrhAg-Sr'iKtSS.ffl
0,,,.„„,h,„to„,o,,h,„U,„toingd«id^y ^ .

the loser in vitality, and more often it injures I peace of mind I beg she will return the enclosed I îIîüîîS? i?^h an Îî2nr w,th her mother that af- 
todu Evmy memher ., th, tomU, oh.uld h.,, SiS "ï ^3^”^ ~
a bed to himself or herself, and, if possible, a I day °f December next he will be united in the I tiSu2th»!Sîrï 5n «er flu*hed faoe.
~«m when, ho or du. m.y «timtilTqmit, Sffi5SS2*"" “ =“'• P«*”‘ “» »*“ dl "Md" SlE’ BSS VSVtt SS
uninterrupted .tody iuoditatiou, devotion » jSïïUiSiK r&ttTi: Sff

, , Zôu ,r ,'L'°m ”*, *”"* K,?ïïd «o"3—h“'M »>" roe gSlitioTlS.'^SSS KifTAK? !Sfour. Alone with God, in perfect quiet, and “Hush! Emma, mother is coming up-stairs. She fB° S %f««d *° reoelvej&r.Trombly atone?If
away from all disturbing influences, the mast ,™U8t n^v?rjlear a word about this. She would say lon™ thn nhnLhi^rd’ a*“i,d <e?pl^2 matters and
.....e. . , _ , 8 I it wasn’t lady-like or proper. But there Isn’t a bit I JP, °,toÇrapA *°, that her likeness should
jierfect rest and refreshment will be gained.— I of harm in it, only fun for us and a good punish- I P?4 be bandied about the low fellows who haunted
[Anna H. Howard, in the Household. I SlK^telle^^^ 8U°h tt 80086 as to patron‘ . “And mother say,." and here Sadie’s voice trem-

— I ^?ÎSre *,°°? th® 8reat; white, wooly heap was erect™! s“,dde2ly *row“> very
— I sacked ready for the carding loom and a letter had EIÎS'2“ian2. eacre“ to her, “and mother says, father I slyly been penned to the clairvoyant of lock box I "efd never know a word about this, for it would I 11SB, containing a likeness of Sadie’s bright face; I him, “nd it shall be* little seoret between

a Ukeness so striking, with its arching brows and »nd me. She is quite sure Oscarlong, dark curls, antf so true to life, thit a stranger | ’ll? ”°oi0î5L1,e^t0 but one
would have easily recognized the pretty, country I ;‘V' *v ««v«.u~ umi nungirl by the picture. y I with graolous, lady-like dignity, which roused all

Caleb Danforth little thought that among the bud- lifT *Î!eiTe was in the man, and when ex-
______ l get of mail matter he carried to the office that day, p at°at*<?Vs2'a? £?«“ Riven and he drove away, the

that one letter of his daughter’s was addressed to a 0b?Un.<t(1Sadie her mother held,
“ I’m going to do it, Em.” I vile den of a great city—a trio of black-hearted-men, I t,lew>romise that he would wholly drop the
“Oh, Sadie ! don’t. How dare you ? What If you who under the assumed, innocent sounding title of nSw a.si « . -should get found out !” I Mademoiselle Hortense, solicited correspondence I h„, Sadie suffered in consequence of
“ No danger of that ; nbt a bit. I shan’t give my I from unsophisticated and innocent country boys w ?,oou jfter br?uRht ”

totter^leOh18Em,Danforth^itethe^ichestRtk^Iever ti’‘s Jgg
M SM !&îr ?^eeo8f aM^

gaged to Gertie Perkins. How the poor feUowYwUl 6lrlJ What advantage might they take of its pos- Santedh^r to^ïfZ- nit a °î *h be
rofl his round, white eyes at me, andsigh those bxy I session ? What clues, and deep, hateful schemes I uf.lliMn*' iwïï. °iV ,2 w^S® *!.aît)D'
sighs of his, and fall to studying his tea grounds and I might this trio of bad men track and plot till they I mïïïi^H » wonId ■*oln her and they
magic cards still closer ! Oh, 1 shall---- ” I had this innocent, thoughtless girl netted within I Wo“!1(L mamed.“But Sadie,” interrupted tte younger and more their toils or wrested from her parents their hard- I rr°2?i® J!t?n?n T°fflet She8kft then
cautious sister, “Uriah is sincere, only foolishly su- earned dollars as “ hush money,” till they had fl™ brand^ thankful onSh^^?lr * feîE/ï
perstitious and terribly in earnest just now, trying brought them to poverty and shame! nictura? was tofMnd ennld dn i.n
to wrest from the Fates if this Genie Perkins Is to be The nextfew days were dayB of feverish impati- ^^JoliTnost^MtorR? n£n^.8JL,ïi5^hjt«
his future wife and if she is the right one for him to I ence for Uriah and Sadie. Both eagerly watched f„f??52ap“?t*maaterat Newton Center could havemarry. The feUow means well; wW do you want to every mail, but the great awkward farm hand, who ^U-that haf-a-doz!” m°Llves dto^tSd* to °«Lito 
bother and befool him sill more, when you know he satoppositeSadie at thetableand parted his shock perklns ” waltod delfverv at thîîr allmS^tî  ̂« Shto
» 1'~‘™"or'i*a””“■ aîod&w.ïM,£a^

f=£ar•tt.,îKS&,! r"f&s ’ss^ïvest ..i b..». M-ffaffl-s:.0" —
to marry a girl, what an insult to her, his writing to I covered his astounded senses to conceal the bit of I Helen Aybb.a stranger, and a humbug, too, inquiring if she is the eard-hoanb ___________________________________ ___________
right wife for him ! Wasn’t it fortunate I read that , Oh, Em! wasn’t it fun watching his face when
advertisement this morning ?” I be opened that letter ! Sadie exclaimed, as soon as It is a fact that there has lieen from the first a

.. , The two eirls Emma and Sadie Danforth had the girls were alone. First he turned white, then „, „ . „ , ,, „ .
been set a task of picking and sorting several fleeces red, then purple. He rolled those white eyes of his confident persuasion of the reality of the future 
of washed wool, in the wide, open chamber on their me and kept slytypeeping at the picture of his 
farm home. In the centre of the floor was a great supposed lady-love, between enormous mouthfuls
heap of wool, as light as down, from which the girls of his dinner, till I nearly screamed with the fun of This persuasion of immortality
had nicked every tancrle and dirt sneck for easier I it. I wonder what he will tell Gertie when he next I „ _ , . r . ,and clearer carting into rolls: P visits her. I expect he will keep his sweetest smiles from argument or reasoning. It has been trans-

To reach this work-room, the girls must need pass nP^JPT„ntf until the climax is reached, and then I I m ft ted through the church from the beginning as
UrULhfstevens^^m^pausing^^omen8™ gfance an inheritance into which we are all bom W
over the flashy story paper that lay on his table, as his own, and we trust thal in the future he will grow up from childhood with this implicit con.
Sadie caught sight of this advertisement : 8p8?i.d hls iaaiLdolla!3iT0re wlfsel3jT lah s . viction. Ib has come down from father to son,

“mademoiselle hortense de Paul, your picture baa fome back'allrigbt! but supposing from mother to daughter, as an unquestioned be-
NECROMANCER. Mademoiselle had copies of it taken to distribute lief. The arguments of sceptics produce no

" among silly and wicked young men who write her effect upon us, for the roots of this conviction go
The future unravelled for fifty cents. Send lock fora likeness of their future wife flown the retrion of aremment If of m,rof hair, color of eyes, age, with photograph of self, “I never thought of that, Emma,” Sadie said, sud- l°wn tnc reKlon 01 argument—it is a part of our

and receive by return mail a correct likeness of your I denly checking her merriment. “But the woman | lilc.

F
1 + sit

Circle.

ÎJ® did not. Mrs. Danforth received him alone
which roused allSADIE DANFORTH'S PHOTOGRAPH.

life, quite different from any belief elsewhere.
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Place the two sides together, wrong side in, 

sew firmly together, through and through, 
leaving the points to turn inside the work. Take 
a piece of brown paper six inches across and in 
the form of a half-circle. Put this over the part 
worked in darkest olive, sew the work down to 
the paper so it will set in nice flutes, turn the 
cosy, so the wrong side of the work will be the 
right side of the cosy. Line with wadded satin, 
place a bow over the olive circle, and finish the 
edge with a heavy cord with loops on top to pick 
it up by. ______

Panel of Snow Balls.—Take one sheet of 
white or very pale green tissue paper, cut in 
squares three inches by the same, fold four times, 
cut the edge in three scallops, open it; you will 
have a circular piece surrounded with long nar
row scallops. Twist each one of these near the 
end, which will leave a round piece the size 
of a finger naiL Make ten circles, push fine 
wire through the centre of each, bunch all to
gether. It will round up into a very natural 
snow-ball. Place three on a panel.

1. *0ne double into each of two stitches, three 
double into the next, *; repeat from * to * seven
teen times more, one double into next ten stitches.

In all following rows work into back loop of 
stitch:—

2. With the second shade of red, one double 
into each of three stitches, three double into the

double-.into each of four stitches,

'SMsmrie 'Sltag1»6 IS
i!

Mr Dut Nieces.—If we do not possess a 
«dation for the beauties of nature, we 
the pleasures of living. Let us go forth 

world of delight, and enjoy the 
of one of June’s perfect days, 

mod, and the drooping willows wave in 
the sweet briar is in blossom, 

roses—each one sweeter and more per- 
eyes) than those already gathered, 

of bloom has fallen on the late 
in the orchard ! We close our eyes for a 

listen. The air is vibrating with 
of bees, ringing with the exultant 
as they dart and skim and circle, 

■s are green billows, their crests aflame 
with dever bloom, each nectar-scented blossom 
letely as an amaranth." Yes,

"* Sethis lying in thy summer.
Oh.great Sovereign of the spheres.”

the meadow path, we catch the 
breath of the hawthorn, and pause to gather 
charters of its creamy white buds, 

ps litis e fields are ablaze with round, golden dan
as though a shower of stars had fallen 

A little further and we reach the 
take off our hats to enjoy the de- 

shade of its cool, solemn aisles. Not a 
is sftiwg in the thick green roof high over- 

Hera and there where patches of sunlight 
we fad anemones and wood-sorrel. And

k—fawn in the hollow where so many lilies 
Iks he found, a bird is singing plaintively.

**AE day long, the mania joyous 
His soft song in shadow weaves,

tiie mighty boughs are drooping.
Heavy with their summer leaves.

Tadnn with woodland treasures, we turn home- 
srds. Overhead the sun is shining, not with 

fervor of midsummer, but enfolding 
a mild radiance. Warm airs, “ fitful 

from the chambers on high,” fan 
Soft clouds, like white-wid^ed ships, 
away beyond our vision, as if bound 

the land that is fairer than day—even a June 
fay. And as we pass through the June wonder- 

eyes are opened as if in a rapturous 
If earth is so very fair, what must 

that ether land be like for beauty ? And iinper- 
ujlflly our hearts are lifted in reverent grati
tude to the Author of all goodness and beauty.

** father, we desire to praise thee—
We, the children of this earth,— 

far ray greatness and thy goodness,
Thcmgfc our songs are nothing worth ; 

far the rich and fragrant summer.
Its music and Its mirth.”

V wadi appreciative, grateful hearts, we have 
**6*$'ed the “light and beauty, and joy and 

” that have charmed our way, then we may 
write this down as one of the good days of 
Jawes. And perhaps we may do more. Can we 
Urirçg some of the outdoor breezes and sunshine 
tawny soul deprived by age or illness from en- 
-§«S™îg them abroad ? Our offering of a few 
familiar wayside blossoms will remind the weary 
Smart, in a language more cheering than ours, that 
©ur Father has not forgotten to be gracious.

Minnie May.
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next, * one
three double into the next, *; repeat from * to * 
sixteen times more, one double into each of ten

-L*.

r? %

ti
stitches.

3. With the third shade of red, one double 
into each of four stitches, three double into the 
next, * one double into each of five stitches, 

’three double into the next, *; repeat from * to * 
sixteen times more, one double into each of ten 
stitches.

4. With the fourth shade of red, one double 
into each of five stitches and three into the next 
*; one double into each of six stitches, three into 
the next, *; repeat from * to * sixteen times 
more, one double into each of ten stitches.

5. With the lightest brown, one double into 
each of six stitches, three double into the next, 
* one double into each of seven stitches, three 
double into the next, *; repeat from * to * six
teen times more, one double into each of ten 
stitches.

The work is now continued in rows over the 
Vandykes, but the plain part of the bottom of 
the cosy is not worked upon.

6. With the darkest brown, one double into 
each of five stitches, three into the point of the 
Vandyke, * one double into each of five stitches, 
pass over two stitches in the hollow between two 
of the Vandykes, one double into each of the 
five next stitches, three into the point of the 
Vandyke, * ; repeat from * to * to the end of the 
row, finish the row with one double into each of 
five stitches.
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TheaIri Recipes.

aAngel Cake.—Whites of eleven eggs, beaten 
to a stiff froth in the dish you intend to make 
the cake in, 4 pint of sifted floor and sift it four 
times, and then add one even teaspoonful of 
cream of tartar, and sift all twice more; § of » 
pint of granulated sugar sifted; add two table
spoonfuls vanilla. Have flour and sugar all ready 
before beating the eggs, and then add lightly the 
flour and cream of tartar, then the sugar and 
vanilla; don’t grease the pans. Bake forty 
minutes.

Hanana Cake.—One whole egg and yolks of 
two, 1 cup sugar, piece of butter the size of an 
egg, 1 cup sweet milk, 2| cups of flour, 2 tea* 
spoonfuls baking powder; bake in 2 large-sized 
jelly tins:—Filling—Beat the whites of the two 
eggs stiff with sugar, slice two bananas or enough 
to cover one layer of cake; put part of frosting 
over the bananas, put second layer on top ana 
frost plain.

Chicken Pie.—Boil chickens in water barely 
to cover them 60 minutes; skim the water care
fully; take them out in a dish, and cut them up 
as they should be carved if placed upon the 
table. If the skin is very thick remove it. Have 
ready, lined with a thick paste, a deep dish, of a 
size proportionate to the number of chickens 
you wish to use; put in the pieces with the hearts 
and livers in layers; sprinkle each layer with 
flour, salt and pepper, and put on each piece of 
chicken a thin layer of butter; do this until you 
have laid in all the pieces, and pour in as much 
of the liquor in which the chickens were boiled 
as you can without danger ef its boiling over. 
Lay on the upper crust, and close the edges veiy 
carefully with flour and water; prick the top 
with a knife; cut leaves of crust, and ornament 
it. Bake two hours. The crust for chicken pie 
should be twice as thick as for fruit pies. Use 
mace and nutmeg if you wish. Be veiy careful 
to allow the steam to escape, otherwise it is 
poisonous.
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1All the following rows are worked like the 
sixth row, and the wool is broken off at the end 
of each row.

7. Lightest brown.
8 and 9. Darkest olive.
10 and 11. Second shade of olive.
12 and 13. Third shade of olive.
14 and 15. Lightest olive.
16. Darkest olive.
17. Second shade of olive.
18. Third shade of olive.
19. Fourth shade of olive.
20. Lightest brown.
21. Darkest brown.
22. Lightest brown.
23 and 24. Darkest shade of red.
25 and 26. Second shade of red.
27 and 28. Third shade of red.
29 and 30. Lightest shade of red.
31. Darkest red.
32. Second red.
33. Third red.
34. Lightest red.
To fill the hole made by the chain in the 

ginning:
1. With darkest olive one double into each 

alternate stitch of chain.
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What, is it that makes most people sick ? Eating 
too much and too fast ; drinking too much ; want 
of fresh air ; want of sunlight ; want of exercise ; 
want of cleanliness. Few persons die of starva
tion—many do of gluttony. But you will say, 
“ If I get sick I can’t help it—it’s only bad luck 
that brings fever and rheumatism.” Not so, friend. 
There’s no luck in cutting your fingers if you 
fool with edge tools. More than half the sickness 
in the world is preventable, as any doctor will tell 
jrou. A sick man is a rascal, some one has said, 
jecause he has no business to get sick.

2. One treble into a stitch, miss two stitches,
pass over

Our Work Basket.
one treble into the next, two chain, 
two stitches, one treble into the next; repeat all 
around.

i CROCHETED TEA COSY.
iOne ounce each of four shades of olive, 

■ounce each of four shades of red, one ounce each 
>»lf two shades of brown Berlin wool, and

one
3. One single into two chain, one single into 

next two chain, one chain; rejieat all around.
4. One single into each chain all around.
The other side is made just the same.

-

a me*
•«fern "boue crochet hook. With darkest red make 
a <cbâim of sixty-four stitches, and join in a circle.4
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PRIZE ESSAY. 
Cheerfulness.

drives the young people elsewhere, and too often 
to their ruin.

e in, 
•ugh, 
Take 
id in

A Simple Baby-Basket.
The best way to keep constantly cheerful is to I Among the mysteries of preparation for a little 

Miss Alice iccNAiR, nelson, ont. Ilive for to-day, with hope for the future ; it is in I new"comer> nothing is daintier than the baby- 
Cheerftilness is a trait of character which is ***■ T *** best ***** without being dis- with its contents, ready for the first toil-

the outcome of true goodness within A cheer COUraged at our failures,".that we take a great I 6tte" X ery llttie elPense will serve to drees a

sxtïïssür
It is an unselfishness that will make us enfat, lonSyear8of justsuch difficulties as those . f ™ry little, indeed, no importance,

into the plans proposed by others as heartily as if 7*7. 7h,Ch We now 00ntend » but surely we can “ ! ,M entlrely «-vered by a cambric of pale pink 
they were our own. Cheerfulness is not a pleas- Î7 ^ P^nt-Monedayatatime. Like I °r b, Ue’ whlch a aheer white muslin, dotted 
ant manner put on with our best clothes for *he ^ we ahould siP the sweets from life’s f “ drawn m folds or puffs on the inside,
company. It is daily practising the law of kind- WhUe we.leave the I”ia°n alone. f “d le* faU “ a ful1 ruffle on the outside, the
ness—not doing unto others as they do unto I v^ÜT?11"®88 “ th® compkment of a truly I j'PP®, ed8eof 018 basket being finished by a qnill- 
us, but as we would they should do unto us. It I lfa“tlful character. Beauty is as ever the I ° M “ m color to match the cambric lining, 
is not recklessly throwing our cares aside for a da?*k of ‘“raetions ; but beauty of character Y“un« “«them usually have their fancies about 
brief spell JL,; be, i «, Tpetol H**» *»• 1*7*- ImUj. * ‘f?. " H*'«» . b.,,-
us ’up while we recognize those cares aid Tb —— A , f preparatWy wardrobe,
mate them at their proper value , 0o*rtp’ I A basket hned^ wrth blue would have a small blue

««I, ... d2z°M 417™"“"'of s,6" in6"*8- * I*-, -i —-

we foolishly worry over the mistakes of the Forever and “Sever. Um>n6’ Cleansing a piece of very soft sponge, a square of

=:wri=a:s£ SgiS' £s££“3’“-
Ts mischief makers that remove I For the dressing on top is found a strip of soft
Etoïïrsii,£§Jte?lth°,love- flanhel> to™ fr°“ • Piece, and turned over only

pEEHhiss;

4pd then the’ve such a conning way 
Ofteffin* ill meant tales-they ray.
Don’t mention what I’ve said, I nrav I would not tell it to another.” V 

Straight to your neighbor’s house the

Oh ! that the mischief making crew 
Were all reduced to one or two,
And they were painted red or bine.

That every one might know them.
Then would our villagers forget 
To rage and quarrel,fnme and fret.
Or fall into an angry pet 

With th|ngs so much below them.
For *tis a sad. degrading part 
To make another’s bosom smart.
And plant a dagger in the heart 

We ought to love and cherish.
Then let us evermore be found 
In quietness with all around.

And ST® ab0Und’

Iilfe’s longings.
A child ran laughing on the beach.

The sun shone warm and bright 
Upon he ■ waving golden hair.

Her tiny form so slight.
“1 wonder why the world’s so fair.

So full of sun and song ;
I wonder why big folks don’t laugh 

And play the whole day 1. ng.”
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1, We may have severe trials to face in the 
present, and perhaps we think that we are so 
harrassed that to us cheerfulness is an impossi
bility. We may think that we are so tried that 
the character will become dwarfed

i

the fêj
1and

; and mis
shapen. There is no lot in life in which we 
have been providentially placed where we cannot 
develop a truly grand character.

Do we not know the fierce flame of affliction 
need not destroy the good in us ? The pure gold 
of character will only be cleansed and softened 
into flexibility, to be 
the Divine Hand.

arty wrap
around the little one when it is carried about 

The baby-basket will be found
f j

s of
f an 
tea*
ized

every morning 
I with baby’s toilette articles all ready, and there 
I will not arise confusion in the search for baby’s 
I own soap, sponge, etc. For a baby powder, the 
scented rice powder is not as good as cornstarch 
to which a small quantity of pulverised orris root 
is added ; this is the purest and best In ad- 

I dition we should also suggest that a cotton »«.M|
I apron, furry side out, is a valuable possession for 

nurse and mother, as thiflittle one can be taken 
from the bath on to the lap and rolled up in the 

I apron, which answers at the same time the pur
pose of a soft towel. For wiping of head and face, 
an old white silk handkerchief is a good thing 

I to use at the bath. A dainty wrapper, which is 
I very inexpensive, can be made princess in 
I of cheese cloth and cotton wadding. A layer of 
wadding should be tacked between two of cheese 
cloth, and fastened at intervals of a few inches by 
knots of worsted, as in a comfortable, the worsted 
pale blue or pink. The princess pattern is then 

I laid on and the wrapjier cutout, the seams felled 
on the inside and the edges finished by a button
hole stitch of blue or pink worsted. These little 
wrappers can be worn after the bath during the 
morning, and add warmth as well as save the 
freshness of the slip for afternoon.

y go. 3811 m
two

readily moulded by 
very disap

pointments steps to higher things by meeting 
them cheerfully.

It is not on the smooth sea that a man learns 
to be a good sailor; but it is amid storm and 
darkness and danger that the the skill, prudence 
and courage of the voyager are brought out.

Knowing this, believing and trusting in an all- I 
wise God with whom our best interests are safe, 
is it right to give way to despondency ?

Cheerfulness is a great help to our success in 
life. Worry weakens and unfits us for duty I 
where cheerfulness would strengthen and build I

Æugh more 
We make our
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us up.
We cannot hold ourselves aloof from 

fellow-beings, for every life must come in contact 
with other lives. Should

our

Mwe not try to help 
them ? They too have their burden to bear. 
Your kindness may cost you nothing but an 
effort to be self-forgetful. Even a pleasant greet
ing will sometimes lighten the load of some weary 
one.

A maid was walking on the strand. 
She gazed far out to sea ;

Where o’er the sunlit waters rode 
A bark so gallantly.

“My love is coming over the waves. 
Is coming soon to me,

I wonder how. in this sweet world. 
Old folks such shadows see ”

top
Iient

tie
'so

eful
M. S. H.is

A woman stood upon the shore.
Her eyes with weeping red.

Looked sadly on the cruril sea 
That ne’er gives up its dead.

“I wonder why the world was made 
So dark and fall of care.

No wonder that life’s burden 
Too great for one to bear.”

Near by the window’s ledge they saw 
A grandame, old and gray—

The window looking out to sea 
Where ships at anchor lay.
I wonder when my eyes shall 
Life’s ship at anchor lie,

Within God’s harbr r peacefully 
For all eternity.”

A cheerful Christian is the Bible-Christian, 
which the irreligious will believe ; they will think 
a Christianity genuine that gives the possessors 
more than they have obtained.

This spirit has a great influence for good in the 
home life. It is an oil which makes the domestic 
machinery run smoothly. A belief in the beauti
ful and good is a great safe-guard to the young. 
A home where “ mother always scolds, ” and 
“ you can’t please father no matter how you do,” I

George had proposed, and been accepted. 
“ Well,” she said, “ I can sing, play on the piano 
and harp, can paint, and at the seminary I was 
up in the fine arts and jwlitical economy and 
logic : and I can crochet beautifully, and play 
lawn tennis, and, and—that’s about all, I think. 
Now tell me what are

ing
ant
ise; seems
■va-
»y.
ack

some of your accomplish
ments, George ?” “ I haven’t got any.” “Not
a single one ?” “ Well,” he said with a sigh “if 
the worst should come to the worst, I think 
might be able to cook. ”
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« 4» The Mother-In-Law.

Daisy Dean in the Detroit Free Press :—It is a 
mystery which no one has yet solved why so many 
sad jokes are constantly being perpetrated about 
a man’s mother-in-law. What dreadful crime has 
the unfortunate woman committed in providing 
the man with his wife that he should bear such 
an undying grudge against her !

Now if it was a woman’s mother-in-law who 
was made the butt of these jokes there might be 
a grain of sense in them ; for it is the man’s 
mother who has it in her power to make life a 
burden to the young wife and not half try.

As a matter of fact, a woman is usually proud 
and fond of her son-in-law if he only gives her 
the ghost of a chance.

When the young couple first go to housekeeping 
who is it that comes in and with her good sense and 
practical experience tides them over the rough 
places !

A man’s mother-in-law.
Itisthe woman’s mother-in-law whois most apt 

to criticise, and who exasperates the young wife 
by quoting, all too frequently :—“ My son is used 
to having things thus and so.” “ My son must 
have this or that for his meals.’’ “My son, with 
his small income, should have married a prudent, 
economical woman,” etc.

When the first baby makes its appearance, as 
well as the successive ones, who is it that steps in 
and relieves the husband of his weary vigils and 
takes the load of care and worry off the wife’s 
feeble shoulders and keeps the household machin
ery running smoothly.?

The man’s mother-in-law.
When he and his wife plan to take a little trip 

together, who is it comes in and takes charge of 
the house and the children, so that they can 
peacefully enjoy their holiday, with the restful 
thought, “ Mother is there, and it will be all 
right ”!

The man’s mother-in-law.

people together for a few hours, the earliest 
guests often linger with the latest although the 
tea drinking is not observed by them more than 
once, sometimes twice.

a tea party
ting as thorough as the spring andofaI far that it

with earof rare
Now-a-daya we take the stranger within our

■M Ceapcasatioa,
Through our lives mysterious changes, 
Hirou^i the sorrow haunted years 
Buns a law of compensation 
For our sufferings and our tears;
And the soul that reasons rightly,
All its sad complaining stills,
Till it gains that calm condition, 
Where it wishes not, and wills. *

tea party c—hligg ther, the
f-T

sociability and true 
frequently. The young honse-

Kttie mete
!

■ ‘ if '
or per-

h»!» by “I
fe «ave Mit a Lift.

Give him a lift ! don’t kneel in prayer, 
Nor moral ire with his despair ;
The man is down, and his great need 
Is ready help, not prayer and creed.

the old time 
it ira

to
tthan a year.

To such the tea party about to he described 
Eke a boon, haring the fashion to 

win be disposed to 
which had ao much to

will Tis time when the wounds are washed and
- hoalod - -------i—
That the inward motive be revealed ;
But now, whato’er the spirit be,
Mere winds are but mockery.

4. no
a

it. Thin party tastefully
achieves its end ofhring-
nte as well as the old-time 

party with its Uriah and costly display. I 
a well-fared tittle lady, a clergyman's wife.

One grain of aid just now is more 
To him than tomes of saintly lore ;
Pray, if yon must in your heart,
Bat give him a lift, give him a start.

The world is fall of good advice,
Of prayer, and praise, and preaching nice— 
Bat the générons souls who aid mankind 
Are seance as gold and hard to find.

i

town a sue
:vfH

ofa
of money which would have 
to provide for aa old time

.1 a
Vbeen barely 

tan party of tan gnoata.
Nothing is earner than the giving of an after

noon tea, provided the heetaas observes the sim
plicity which she should, in her bill of fare, and 

guests than she can readily 
entertain, say ten, twelve or more ladies. The 
hours are from three until six, or from four until

Give tike a Christian—speak 
A noble life’s the best of creeds ;
And he shall wear a royal crown,
Who gives them a lift when they are down !

in deeds :
tt

done not ask
! Helpful Mints.

The following hints are from two well-known 
authorities on hygiene :

Kiss the children good night, and let them go 
to bed in a pleasant, happy frame of mind, as 
that condition conduces to refreshing slumber. 
Never scold or deliver lectures, or in any way 
wound a child’s feelings, as it goes to bed.

Children should never wear the ordinary elastic 
garter, as it causes obstruction of the circulation. 
At the bend of the knee the superficial veins of 
the leg unite and pass up deeply in the under 
part of the thigh ; thus a garter worn beneath 
the knee acts as a ligature, and prevents free 
circulation of the blood.

A warm hath early in the day followed by a 
simple douche of cold water, is far preferable to 
the cold bath for young children, or a warm bath 
at night for the sake of cleanliness, and none at 
all in the morning. It may be taken as a rule 
that, in the case of children, sudden changes of 
temperature are dangerous, and that fifty-eight; 
to sixty degrees may be taken as the average 
temperature in which they should be constantly 
kept.

Parents should not allow their children" to be 
waked up in the morning ; let nature wake them - 
she will not do it prematurely. Have 
however, that they go to bed at an early hour. 
Let the hour be earlier and earlier, until it is 
found that they wake naturally iu full time to 
dress for breakfast. Being waked up suddenly 
and early, and allowed to engage iu difficult or 
any study late before retiring, has given many a 
beautiful and promising child brain fever.

six.
A table is placed in the room where the hostess 

receives her guests, and 
doth, a brass kettle for hot water, or a silver um 
each as
with plenty of fresh ten haves, such a number of 
cups and saucers as the hostess may think 
sary, a small pitcher of cream, a sugar bowl, a 
plate of thin ham sandwiches cut in three-cornered 
pieces without crust, on another similar plate 
sponge, lady fingers, sugar wafers or macaroons, 
any form of coke small and dainty to handle.

The hostess wears a simple afternoon dress, 
and her guests do not remove their bonnets or 
gloves; frequently this mistake occurs at a first 
party, and a lady is embarrassed by finding her
self the only guest uncovered.

As it does not often happen when a number of 
ladies are invited for a movable hour that all 
arrive at once, the hostess has no difficulty in 
pouring the tea and handing the sandwiches and 
cake herself to the first arrivals, who should 
assist her by cordially adapting themselves to 
the circumstances. Toward the close of the after- 
noim the room may be quite frill, and the hostess 
will need the aid of some deft hands. Usually 
in households where the maid of all work is not 
trained to wait, one or two tittle girls, children 
of the house or an intimate neighbor, can be of 
more real service in passing caps and cake, re
newing the hot water, etc., than a clumsy adult

In large cities where ladies have a number of 
such teas to attend in one afternoon, they 
only a short time; but in smaller towns, where 
the purpose is more to draw a number of pleasant

this a white table- When there is sickness or trouble in the house, 
who is the faithful nurse, the wise counselor, the 
sympathizing friend ?

The man’s mother-in-law.
And if, in the course of events, the wife dies, 

who is it that usually comes and takes care of 
tile children and keeps up the home till the 
bereaved husband has time to look around and 
find another wife ?

A man’s mother-in-law.
And how does he reward her for all this de

votion ?
By making heartless jokes at her expense, and 

publishing them for other men to snicker over !
Ingratitude, thy name is Man !

on a breakfast table, a tea pot

i neces-
‘
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An Ancient Cemetery ou the Nile.
An ancient Egyptian necropolis has been dis

covered in the Lybian desert, opposite Assuan, 
on the left bank of the Nile. Among the tombs 
already opened are several which date apparently 
from the twelfth dynasty (B. C. 3000). They 
consist of two or more halls or chambers, connect
ed by corridors, the roofs, being supported by 
columns and the walls decorated with colored

;

i !
i

!!
bas-reliefs in brilliant preservation. Several of 
the tombs apjiear to belong to members of a 
noble, if not royal, family. The cemetery is 
apparently of great extent. It was discovered by 
General Grenfell, who is busily clearing out the 
tombs witivthe help of English soldiers. The 
largest tomb, usurped by later comers, was 
found piled to the ceiling with mummies, 
mummy cases, and funeral furniture of Roman 
times.

a cave,!I 1!
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The Black Bear.

Biack bears are found in almost every solitary 
place in North America. They lead a sullen 
lonely life in deserts and forests, and subsist 
upon vegetables and fruit They are t 
fond of honey, and will climb lofty 
quest of it Fish, too, they delight in, 
often found upon the shores of lakes watching 
for any that may drift in or become stranded 
When these resources fail they will attack small 
animals, sheep, pigs, and even a calf. The In- 
dians of the

Hut the snow being deep, and was . __

' ............. k „

æaBSSSF'"- —*
His babies had nothing to eat

Bat alas ! that last squeeze 
piggie,

i , %ve one squeal more and he died 
Un°ax m *°t up close’ struck him hard with the

And down fell the bear at Ms side

. in their orbits,
the bells ring out the day and hour, and the pro- 
cessions of angels and apostles come and 
There is also a similar clock with a number of 
similar curious contrivances at Lyons, in France, 
and, indeed, it seems as if the mechanicians of 
the sixteenth and

particularly 
trees in 
and are

move

go.

the death of poorWH.s

seventeenth centuries
tired of exercising their inventive wits over 

clocks, so many strange and ingenious
Southern States hold the bear in never

strange superstition. A 
bear hunt is preceded by 
many strange ceremon
ials, and followed by 
many more. When they 
succeed in killing a bear, 
they blow smoke into 
his mouth, conjuring the 
spirit of the animal not

contriv
ances in the way of 
timepieces are still found 
in the older cities of 
Europe. Bu t for an amus
ing clock, a laughter- 
provoking clock, a kind 
of negro minstrel of a 
clock, made by a 

some
thing like a century ago, 
certainly takes the palm. 
When it was completed, 
the proud inventor 
carried it to the palace 
of the King of Spain. 
His majesty was pleased 
to examine the clock, 
and when set up ready 
for exhibition it was 
found to consist of a 
dial, beside which sat a 
negro, a shepherd with 
a basket of apples by 
his side, and a dog. 
When the hour struck 
the negro drew his bow 
and played six tunes on 
a violin, after which the 
dog, endowed with a 
taste for music, rose and 
caressed him. “Should 
it please your majesty to 
touch one of the apples 
in the shepherd’s basket?” 
suggested the clock- 
maker. The king put 
out his hand to take an 
apple. Determined to 
protect his master's pro
perty, the dog flew at the 
royal hand, biting and 
barking, until a “really 
truly” dog in the room 
took up the strain and 
began to bark too. The 
king laughed heartily, 
and so, I think, would 
we have done.

one
man named Drozto resent what they are 

about to do to its body. 
As the beast makes no 
reply, they cut its tongue 
but and throw it into 
the fire ; if it crackles 
and shrivels up, as it is 
almost sure to do, they 
accept this as a good 
omen ; if not, they con
sider that the spiritof the 
beast is not appeased, 
and that the chase of 
next year will be unfor-

53

tunate. They were very 
troublesome to early 
settlers, and made night 
attacks upon their houses, 
carrying off pigs, sheep, 
or whatever they could
find.

This is the story of our 
picture :—
Uncle Tom and Aunt 

Bessie lived in a small 
house.

So sn 
con only BessiePdTeep.

And a nice little pig pen 
so close to the door. 

With one little pig fast 
asleep.

Uncle Tom and Aunt 
Bessie thought this 
little pig

Would make a nice 
Thanksgiving roast. 

For though they were 
black they liked to 
live well.

In fact it was Aunt 
Bessie’s boast.

But one cold, bright morn
ing, the end of lest 
month.

When the stars shone so 
bright In the sky.

Uncle Tom and Aunt 
Bessie both heard a 
sad noise,

And out of bed did both of them fly.

Tom opened the door and peeped oat in the dark.
Saw something that made him turn white.

Their dear little piggie was in a bear’s paws.
Being carried away in the night.

And, oh ! how he squealed, as the bear held him fast,
With his claws sunk in poor piggie’s skin,

And the^more piggie struggled, the more piggie
The deeper the big claws went in.

t£; tSMaK mt"" “f

1

They watched from their window and saw the big 
bear

When he staggered again to his feet.
Looked around and saw Tom was away out of 

sight.
So the bear beat a hasty retreat.

Now Aunt Bessie thought it would be no harm.
And she would be a terrible sinner 

To waste the nice pork of their dear little piggie.
So they eat him themselves for their dinner.

While American society people have adopted a 
number of customs from the English which are 
thoroughly bad, because not adapted to our ideas, 
there is one that is now making its way in this 
country which is thoroughly good. It is that of 
inviting a guest to come at a définit 
for a definite time. The indefinite invitation is 
a thing of the past. You are told when to come 
and to go. There isjio coaxing “to stay another 
day,” or “ wait until the next train.” As you 
arrive on invitation time, so do you leave. Th 
old-fashioned idea of hospitality is shocked at 
this, but it is the only proper way either to en
tend or accept the courtesy,

te date and

There are certain manners which, learnt in good 
society are of that force that, if a person have 
them, he or she must be considered everywhere 
welcome, though without beauty, wealth or 
genius.

e
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sortaient of names of great andtf^^oosmen.^

3-Illustrated Rebus.

AZ2C

(K)jOE’

OKvw;
3

4—Cross.
Diagram. 

• *
* *
• *
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* *
* «
* *

1. To endeavor.
2. A kind of fish.
3. Part of a play.
4. A villain.
5. A city In the United States.
6. A mineral.
7. An lnclosure.
8. A boy’s nick-name.
9. Crooked.

*
*
*

Henry Reeve.
4*. 5—Transposition.

Cebensa fo poucaooitn si etn ters, " •' «»*
A mdin tique cavant si a ndlm tressderld.

Tili.te Hbrrett.
6—Charade.

I said unto my little brother,
Whose name will suit my first,

Second ! child, alth ugh It’s very dark,
We must not fear the worst.

We then did third our arms.
And homeward we did flee,

And my total sprang from beneath our feet, 
And flew up In a tree.

Louisa F. Redmond.
7—Charade.

Ireland, rejoice ! First may your hearts now be, 
Nor longer like a second lie in your breast.

Like noble Canada, soon shall you be free.
Like her have liberty the motto on your crest.

To celebrate the Royal Jubilee, who can suggest or 
ask a grander scene ?

Not one ! Then, if it comes to pass, thank total 
and Victoria our Queen. Ada Armand.

8—Transposition.
O, yamn a thafs ta damonr tesn,

Fnids karm het rachre tellit tenam,
Dan naym a rwod ta radmon ksonpe,

Amy tooseh ro dowun a thare shtat korbne.
A. T. Reeve,

9—Cryptogram.
Tp atcwp, icmun yjgg wpa 

Hw hd wpi rjyjg to wpa pjmuw. 
pmw euhljgjdd ejmug tflj gtdw wt wpjj, 
Ft yjmgwp to wphfj lmf uj-hsemuw.

ecuhwa !
W

Fair Brother.
10—Charade.

The poser’s ship along is sailing, 
Bound for puzzledom’s happy sh 

Those who wish to sail total her. 
All are welcome, rich or poor.

ore ;

See the veterans she has landed. 
Now advanced final puzzle lore ; 

Manÿ tyros too are sailing, 
Following those gone on before.

All ye posers, come and welcome, 
Solve the rebus and the square ; 

Then first us you will be happy, 
And of honor reap your share.

Fair Brother.

Answers to May Puzzles.
-’Tis pleasant, sure, to see one’s name in print, 
A book’s a book, although there’s nothing in’t.

2—1 count this thing to be grandly true, 
That a noble deed is a step toward God 
Lifting the soul from the common clod 
To a purer air and a broader view7.

;

3-Deck, dick, dock, duck.
4—The heights by great men reached and kept, 

Were not attained by sudden flight.
But they, while their companions slept,

»
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DtncU <5om’* department.

‘sMt Dear Nephews and Nieces,—If my 
letter to yon in the month of roses savors more of 

than of earnest action, you 
jwvtoe one whose thoughts turn tenderly 

to tiw «Men days, when, a barefooted boy, he 
rambled through the green fields of the old farm 

Which of you has not yielded to the 
■aide influences of gentle May winds, and have 
rolled on the green grass with the blossom leaves 
gently fluttering down upon you—snowflakes of 
n cloudless shy. Have you not heard mysterious 

in your soul speaking to you of a life 
; purer and infinitely higher than this one* 

Have not unsatisfied longings, ungratified aspira- 
fin», filled your mind as you looked upward to 
the blue arch above you, and in this deliciou3 
■tote of “dreamful ease” have forgotten for the 
thuethe many and irksome duties which render 
the spriag-tiroe anything but a delight ! In the 
groat temple of nature have not your hearts 
worshipped, and through nature you have been 
led to think of nature’s God, who “hath made 
everything beautiful in its season.” Has not the 
Mmga day by day, clothing the forest in deeper 
tints of living green, seemed more beautiful than 

before ; the waves on the little brook which 
yen know so well play and dance in the sun* 
light with wonted sheen and ripple ? Do the 

more tempting than any spring 
before, and do you long for some congenial 
spirit, whose whole nature will chord in sympathy 
with yours to go with you to partake of this 
foes* of the gods ! The sunsets are so gorgeous— 
sorely a hand divine upon canvas of vapor would 
broth us by that exquisite coloring and shading 
that it is the touch of One who is the perfection 
ef beauty as well as the infinitude of love !

If such thoughts have come to yon, rejoice that 
ite-js so—cherish and strengthen them, even 
though much of your duty lies where such 
thoughts stem not to harmonize. He who gives 
yen them will in his own time give you oppor
tunity to bring them to glad fruition. Oh, you 
hoys ami girls of the farm, how little you appre
ciate your privileges You youths and maidens, 
how near you are to God, and yet you know it 
not ! In every city there arc thousands who 
in over-crowded rooms know little of the enjoy
ment of your free life in the country. It is true, 
indeed, many of them would not trade places 
with you ; they think life in the country is a sort 
of living deadness, hut they know not of its 
purer pleasures, its trees and blossoms, its quiet 
nooks and lovely walks. They know not that

“ Earth's crammed with heaven 
And every common bush afire with God.”

ami do you, my dear bo vs sud girls, learn that
"Only he who arcs takes off his shoes ;

The others sit round it, and pluck blackberries.”
Uncle Tom.

ERA
AGE
WHOflraamy
SLY6-
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7— Excelsior.
8— Whip-poor-will.
9— Rat, bear, cow, dog, horse, pig, badger.
10— A well there is In the west country.

And a clearer one never was seen,
There Is not a wife in the west country.

But has heard of the well of St. Keyne.
11— Serene will be our days, and bright

And happy will our nature be.
When love Is an unenvying light.

And joy Its own security.

Names of Those who Seal Correct 
Answers to May Panics.

B. Eulalia Farllnger, Arthur T. Reeve, Amos 
Howkins, Mai y Morrison, A. Russell Boss, Robert 
Wilson, Henry Reeve, Annie C. Rothwell, Emma 
Dennee, Helen Connell, Ada Armand, Norris N. 
Broderick, W. B. Anderson. Louisa F. Redmond, 
Beatrice McDonald, TUlle Herrett, Annie M. Laokle, 
Stillman Boot, Emma Waddell, Ivy Wilson, Hugh 
Barrett, Adolphus B. Plokett.
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Song of the Mystic,
I walk down the valley of silence— 

Down the dim, noiseless valley alone, 
And I hear not the fall of a footstep 

Around me, save God’s and my own. 
And the hush of my heart is as holy 

As hovers where angels have flown 1

. i
s
■5

1 Long ago was I weary of 
Whose music my heart could not win ; 

Long ago was I weary of noises 
That fretted my soul with their din ;

Long ago was I weary of places 
Where I found but the human and sin.

I walked In the world with the worldly,
I craved what the world never gave.

And I said, “In the world each ideal,
That shines like a star on Life’s wave.

Is wrecked on the shores of the real 
And sleeps like a dream in the grave.”

And still did I pine for the perfect.
And still found the false with the true ;

I sought ’mid the human for heaven.
But caught a mere glimpse of its blue.

And I wept when the clouds of the mortal 
Veiled even that glimpse from my view.

And I toiled on, heart-tired of the human, 
And I moaned ’mid the mazes of men,

TiU I knelt, long ago, at an altar.
And heard a voice call me : since then 

I walk down the valley of silence 
That lies far beyond mortal ken.

Do you ask what I found in the valley ?
’Tis my trusting place with the divine.

And I fell at the feet of the holy,
And above me a voice said, “ Be Mine,” 

And there rose from the depths of my spirit 
An echo, “My heart shall be thine.”

Do you ask how I live in the valley ?
I weep and I dream and I pray.

But my tears are as sweet as the dewdrops 
That fall on the roses In May,

And my prayer, like a perfume from censers, 
Ascendeth to God night and day.

In the hush of the valley of silence 
1 dream all the songs that 1 sing.

And the music floats down the dim valley 
Till each finds a word for a wing.

That to hearts, like the dove of the deluge,
A message of peace they may bring.

But far on the deep there are billows 
That never shall break on the beach ;

And I have heard songs in the silence 
That never shall float Into speech.

And I have had dreams in the valley 
Too lofty for language to reach.

And I have seen thoughts in the valley—
Ah, me, how my spirit was stirred !

And they wear holy veils on their faces,
I heir footsteps can scarcely be heard,

They pass through the valley like virgins.
Too pure for the touch of a word.

Do you ask me the place of thç valley.
Ye hearts that are harrowed by care?

It Jieth afar between mountains.
And God and his angels are there.

And one Is the dark mount of sorrow.
And one the bright mountain of prayer.

voices
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Puzzles.
1—Drop Vowel Puzzle.

» K-nd h--rts -r- th- g-rd-ns, k-nd th- - gilts -r- th- 
r-As, k-nd w-rds -r- th- bl-ss-ms, k-nd d- -ds -r- the 
IP--Is.

It
Ada Armand.H

No. 2.
The stars denote : iDiagram.\ ♦ ' Before.

To peruse.
Minerals.
To interweave.
To scorch.
A Kuropean.
A consonant and a hand covering. 
A iou , tin.
A suppôt i for a bridge.
A wild animal.
Denoting three.
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The Names of Women.
Give your daughter but one name in baptism. 

She will be perfectly content with it. Her lover 
never requires, never uses but one of her names, 
if she has half a dozen. In the height of his 
tenderness he never exclaims : “Amelia Jane, 
come to my arms !” He simply extends his 
arms and cries : “Amelia!” When the girl 
marries let her always keep her surname. Then 
when ever we see a woman’s name, we shall 
know whether she is married or single, and if 
she is married we shall know what her family 
name is. • If she has earned a reputation as a 
writer or a doctor or an LL. D. as Mary Brown, 
she will carry that with her as Mary Brown 
Johnson ; and in all cases there will be spared 
an infinite amount of talk and inquiry as to who 
she was before she was married. This system 
is essential to the “cause” of woman. It may 
be said that it lacks perfection in two respects ; 
we could not tell from the three names whether 
the bearer of them might not be a widow, and 
it makes no provision for a second marriage. 
These are delicate questions. In regard to the 
first it is nobody’s business to know whether 
the woman is or is not a widow, unless she 
chooses to make that fact prominent, and then 
she has ways enough to emphasize it. And in 
the second place it does not at all matter what 
becomes of the name of the first husband. It is 
the woman’s identity that is to be preserved, 
and she cannot be required to set up milestones 
all along her life.

Annabella is not Annabella, or fair Anna, but 
is the feminine of Hannibal, meaning gift (or 
grace) of Bel. Arabella is not Arabella, or 
beautiful altar, but Orabilla, a praying woman. 
In its Anglicized form of Orabel it was much 
more common in the thirteenth century than at 
present. Maurice has nothing to do with Mau
ritius, or a Moor, but comes from Almaric-him- 
mel-reich, the Kingdom of Heaven. Ellen ig 
the feminine of Alain, Alan or Allan, and has 
possible connection with Helen, which comes 
from a different language, and is older by 1,000 
years at least. Amy is not from amee, but from 
amie. A vice or Avis does not signify advice, as 
some think. It comes from Ædwis, and means 
happy wisdom. Eliza has no connection with 
Elizabeth. It is the sister of Louisa, and both 
are daughters of Heloise, which is Helewis, hid 
den wisdom. There is, indeed, another form of 
Louisa, or rather Louise, which is the feminine 
of Louis, but this was scarcely heard of before 
the sixteenth century. Emily or Amelia are not 
different forms of one name. Emily is from 

—ÆrnylîaTthe name of an Etruscan gens. Amelia 
comes from the Gothic amala, heavenly. Regin
ald is not derived from Regina, and has nothing 
to do with a queen. It is Rem-alt, exalted 
purity. Alice, Adelais, Adelaide, Aliza, Alix, 
Adaline are all forms of one name, the root of 
which is adel, noble. But Annie was never used 
as identical with Annis or Agnes (of which last 
the old Scottish Annas is a variety); nor, as is 
sturdily maintained, was Elizabeth ever synonym
ous with Isabel.—[ATeto Orleans States

| weak or childish, if you please, but it is the admired 
wife, the wife who hears words of praise and receives 
smiles of commendation who is capable, discreet 
and executive. I have seen a timid, meek aelfjj 
distrusting little body, fairly bloom into strong, 
self-reliant womanhood under the tonic and the 
cordial of companionship of a husband who really 
went out of his way to find occasion for showing 
her how fully he trusted her judgment and how 
fully he deferred to her opinion. In home life 
there should be ho jar, no striving for place, no 
insisting on prerogatives, or division of interests. 
The husband and wife are each the complement of 
the other. It is as much his duty to be cheerful 
as it is hers to be patient, his right to bring joy 
into the httdSe asit is here to sweep and garnish the 
interior. A family where the daily walk of the 
father makes life a festival, is filled with some
thing like a heavenly benediction.

Twelve Rules for the Care of Bars.
1. Never put anything into the ear for the relief 

of toothache.
2. Never wear cotton in the ears if they are 

discharging pus.
3. Never attempt to apply a poultice to the in

side of the canal of the ear. v
4. Never drop anything into the ear unless it 

has been previously warmed.
5. Never use anything but a syringe and warm 

water for cleaning the ears from pus.
6. Never strike or box a child’s ears ; this has 

been known to rupture the drum-head, and cause 
incurable deafness.

7. Never wet the hair, if you have any ten
dency to deafness ; wear an oiled-silk cap when 
bathing, and refrain from diving.

8. Never scratch the ears with anything but 
the finger, if they itch. Do not use the head of a 
pin, hair pins, pencil tips or anything of that 
nature.

9. Never let the feet become cold and damp, 
or sit with the back towards the window, as 
these things tend to aggravate any existing hard
ness of hearing.

10» Never put milk; fat or any oily substance 
into the ear for the relief of pain, for they soon be
come rancid and tend to incite inflammation. 
Simple warm water will answer the purpose better 
than anything else.

11. Never be alarmed if a living insect enters 
the ear. Pouring warm water into the canal will 
drown it, when it will generally come to the sur
face, and can be easily removed by the fingers. 
A few puffs of tobbaco smoke blown into the ear 
will stupefy the insect.

12. Never meddle with the ear if a foreign 
body, such as a bead, button or seed enters it ; 
leave it absolutely alone, but have a physician at
tend to it. More damâge has been done by in
judicious attempts at the extraction of a foreign 
body than could ever, come from its presence in 
the ear.—Health and Home.

Valuable Hints to Y<
Clolng Into the Country.

New York Journal : “It ie wall eeeegb le g» 
into the country and play tennis sad ore qost, g» 
on fishing-excursions and picnics, sod sit lo tbs 
hot sun half of the day ; but what shall see da 
with her complexion f ’ lamented a 
young lady the other day.

Some one suggested that it was hshioaabls ta 
return home as brown as an Indian.

“But I do not get brown," aha axel 
“ I turn a horrid red, and then my «Ma 
to come off, and my face gets rough and dosa 
look at all pretty.”

For the benefit of such young ladies the lilkiu 
ing items were given by an old lady of SO, who la 
still considered a beauty, and who retains* 
plexion noted for its delicacy of coloring i

Wear a large white sun hat when outdoors hi 
the daytime, even if sitting in the shade.

The neck should never be permitted to be i 
burned ; and to avoid this wear thin flannel 
derwear, with a lawn or muslin dress, and tie a 
silk handkerchief about the throat when ont 
boating.

A. cheap toilet-water is made out of a half pint 
of water, a small cup of cider-vinegar, and the 
same amount of milk. Put into a jar or bottle 
and apply to the face with a soft sponge. Let it 
remain over night or until perfectly dry, 
then wash it off with warm water. It will re
move tan.

A shining face may be avoided by ladies who 
do not use powder if it is bathed over night with 
warm water, and the eyes only sponged in the 
morning.

A pomade for the face, to remove tan and 
whiten the skin, is made out of an ounce of al
mond paste, the juice of two lemons, and a little 
eau de cologne. It is to be applied at bed-time 
and left on the face until morning.

Gloves should be worn constantly to prevent " 
the hands from tanning. The most serviceable 
are large ones of dog-skin of a dull tan shade, 
and these are suitable for most country pleasures.

Rain water is best for toilet purposes, and keeps 
the skin soft and smooth. Boiled rain water is 
considered as effective as a Turkish bath in re
moving tan.

Masks of white cloth dampened with warm 
water are worn at night by ladies who have the 
courage to stand their unpleasantness, and are 
considered most effective for beautifying the com
plexion.

Dark-colored veils of heavy gauze are e protec
tion against the sun when driving or riding.
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The Ocean’s Bed.—The bed of the ocean ie to 

an enormous extent covered with lava and pumice 
stone. Still more remarkable is it tor find the 
floor of the ocean covered in many parts with the 
dust of the meteorites. These bodies whirl about 
in the heavens like miniature comets, and are 
for the most part broken into innumerable 
fragments. We are all familiar with the heavenly 
visitants as shooting stars, but it has been only 
lately discovered that the cosmic dust forms layers 
at the bottom of the deepest seas. Between Hon
olulu and Talrita, at the depth of 2350 fathoms, 
over two miles and a half, a vast layer of this ma
terial exists. Falling u|>on land, this impalpable 
cust is undistinguishable; but accumulating for 
centuries in the sea depths, it forms a womlerous 
story of continuous bombardment of this plant 
by cometary bodies.

::

■- 1

•If Sleeplessness.—Rise early, exercise freely in 
the open air, and do not sleep in the day time. Eat 
light suppers, and retire at a regular hour. 
Sj>onge the body with tepid water, and rub briskly 
with a coarse towel. Winter night clothes should 
be made of flannel, sufficiently long to cover the 
feet and prevent contact with cold sheets. Do 
not give a child paregoric or soothing syrups, for 
sleeplessness or fretfulness. Sedatives should 

be administered, except by the advice of a

i

A Sunshiny Husband.
A sunshiny husband makes a merry, beautiful 

home worth having, worth working in and 
for. If the man is breezy, cheery, considerate 
and sympathetic, his wife sings in her heart over 
her puddings and her mending basket, and re
news her youth in the security she feels of his 
approbation and admiration. You may think it
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^*T® Kespcct of Children.
If mothers could only realize what a critical I etiquette, should always make the mind put on

period their children are passing through from ite 1)681 dress, and the effort of any one at a ! ' ___
the third to the sixth year, they would exercise I meal should be to make himself or herself as I Messrs. Frank R. Shore & Bros ’ sale f «,
more ttan ordinary care during that time. Not a8reeable 68 Possible- No one should show any oughbred Shorthorns will take nlare
only physically, but mentally and morally, they haste m h6lPod. any displeasure at being Oak, five miles south of this city on T,m„ ■uv
are undergoing a change for better or worse, ac- left until the last. It is always proper at an 7' 7thl
cording to the care and attention they receive informal meal to ask for a second cut ; to say “ , mterest to record that the winner
from their mothers and fathers. A father is no ‘hat rare or undone beef is more to your taste °f,the Grand NationaI last week—“ Gamecock,” 
more exempt from certain duties toward his off- than the more cooked portions ; to ask for I 8 borse wbicb also won the seventh annual 
sjning than a mother. He should always bear in another cup of tea or coffee. But one never asks ste6Plechase on the following day—was sired by 
mind that his assistance in the control of his twice for soup or fish ; one is rarely helped twice 8 horse 681,0(1 “Revolver,” which was some 
children is of more value to his tired wife than at de8S6rt- These dishes, also salad, are sup- ye8rS ag° ^PP6*1 to Toronto by the veteran ex- 
the presentation to her of a costly gift. If is at P°8ed to admit of but one helping. porter, Mr. Simon Beattie. “ Revolver ” un-
this time that the children begin to notice papa’s I --------- I. fortunately died some two years ago. There
and mammas bearing towards one another; let Devotion Of a Parisian Husbard. ““f however> 1)6 86V6ral hundred of his des- 
this always be one of perfect courtesy and re- Not long ago the husband of a lovely little ^Vw8 T Canada> 8nd Canadians may con- 
spect Nothing so quickly destroys respect for woman, whom he had but a few weeks before led “T themselves upon the presence among

CO”St^lt blckering m the presence of to the altar, saw her safe into a carriage in which > the™ °f SUCh excellent blood.—[Can. Gazette.
ta^rfit is ZneJV ^thing * Child 8h°uld 1)0 She W8S settin« out to make some calls. She I „1
taught n, respect for their parents and elders; was the very light of his eyes, and they had Not,Ce&
itisthe„TrMTtrUyWlthmMtchiIdren’ 8nd !pent few hours aPart since the wedding-day. Many of our readers would find it to their 
their Lo^nextto thri,n ^7 °°T°l °f ^7 St8te °f mind when late in the after- interest to examine the harvesters, mowers, reap- 

very little can he is respect, without it noon she was brought home senseless and almost ers> borse rakes, plows, etc., manufactured bv
3 “ ehlld'1 I «... g. b.=k , of Smith’, m* 0* ’

eiiare. l’arcnts should bear this in mind that I little. The horse that drew „ —•
children lose respect very soon upon hearing slipped in rounding a corner the veh.T Attentlon “ dir6cted to the advertisement of
them disagree; using bitter cutting words to each turned,over, and the face of TtTn— t T*' MilIar & Son> of Morrisburg. We
tbher"h.ï1T 18 infliCting tbe first actual pain terribly mutilated with broken glass from the" UnderStand.they have been very busy this season 
«.ese babyhearts have been «called upon to bear, windows. When the crowd whth soon 2 Tf t ^ Dls0 Harrow.
In üic presence of this the chUd experiences con- rounded the carriage extricated the littie T gw ® “ 8° thrOUghout Ontario,
footing emotions, which ends in pity for one prisoner, she was taken insensible into the t, ^lso’.tihe Warner Mower, which is still the favor- 
parent and contempt for the other. O, parent, of the nearest chemis 1havher nimt P T^7 '”**** f“ See d6ta»6d æ-

be ^mTi.”rde”1 J" r T T”* ”* *81,h ,rom mouth t0 ”■ L A N,w ’ri. o,iP rubiM™,,

act, word and deed W0“ T%»“ T 8l°ngpiece ofto™ «esh hung. . The poor J0"*!"* of Toronto, have commenced the pub- 
who are so susceptible^ eyerv creatures, I hemrst seems to have tost his head diT the sight, I bcatj°n of a new monthly periodical, entitled
if you would preserve thei 7 7 lmpreS81on- f°r lnstead of “wing the piece in place again, he Gnp 8 0wn L,brary- The first number is made

____ L ove and respect. | cut it off, and seeing that the patient I "P °f “Good Things from Grip,” being comic

remained unconscious he washed his hands pictures and comic reading selected from the 
of her as quickly as possible, and saw her pag°8 °f Grip' It is printed on the finest calen-

stitution to a En , , “T"" i(‘ physical con" I ,!Ven m„a 68b t0 be taken home. The doctor d°r6d paper- and at the price of ten cents is a J 
goriUa kto th T y' 811 the thU-grown " 'o -s called in breathless haste, exclaims upon Credlt to the Publishers, and will no doubt meet 
the process' of .l ,^ ma“; ^ indk^8 that tbe butehery of the chemist's surgery, and says ™th 8 very Iar86 8al6- The second number will 
ofan77torol deV Tent,.Within th° lifeti™6 thorefla notb)'>g to be done but to take a piece b° entit,ed “ ^bilee Jollities,” to be issued June 
provement , Î “ thC dlrection of ™- °“t °f tbe arm oftbe poor victim to supply the lst’ and a very la>'ge edition is being preparedin 
human tv, i .f,!rther al'Proximation to the place of that which the chemist had antlclPation of an enormous sale. ’ 
fruman type, but ,s ,t in the direction of retro- 80 stupidly cut off. But the half
gression, or further removal from the human frautlc husband will not hear of it i i a ti re
type? “A great chasm,” Professor Hartmann taking his coat and baring his own am!’ f!" fanil°r- says fl% cents worth of awls,
says, “between man and Anthr01x,ids isconstitut “ j° tbti doctor aad bids him cut from that" PU“cbe8’ hnen thread and shoemaker’s wax, will 
ed, as I believe, by the fact thaï the human 2 “ys The bia Æ ” BuV’ ^ 110 “ ha™688 repairs in twelve month!

.scajaible ofrxlu^tiou, and is able to acquire the «™ugl, i„ a family, Ty d^wfelfow T'h « At th.mammoth dairy show recently held in 
highest mental culture, while the most intelli- f Paia would be^horri.de ” Swev^ thé ! k’ at Which a 8eri68 of butter tests were
gent Anthropoid can only receive a certain me- ™d Srt"**" ,StH,ck to hi* point, and i C6nducted’ th" Holstein eclipsed the Jerseys 
chanical trammg. And even to this training a T hTl^TT^kfl' h, °'TT" W,tb a ^ "t™7'
limit is set by the surly temper displayed by toe a11 things in commo,” pai,m TtdTI! ioT ^ P10vided a soiling crop for your
Anthropoids as they get older.” So that it would d66t6r dld Ms work’ dTft^. the tmc'e/ éf Tk C,°W’ d°n t neglect f66d them some timothy or 
ZZ7 r deVe,°Pment °f th0 Anthropoids 4 he Vthattht °ftbo hay-field, if your pastures begin

orally, ,f we may so use the word here, is, like ly be a visible trace oTtlfeT ,7° wU1 's(:arci" t0 nm short> occasioned by drought or keeping 
thenrphysica! development, not one of progress «’Kell, to pTtTbu°rgts-Ttch “Cident- ^ ^ C°W8> or having short pasturage. ? §

apes, therefore! ^ht,/to^kf ^ ^ , T --------- ' talk about breed and too
blances to the human form ara not n ' t, HeIen, Jackso11 116ver wrote truer words than httle about individuality. Individual cows of the
er towards ‘ ,,lov,ng «car- these, which were penned about 8ame breed often
[Chamber’s Jouiual.] “CreyrCmainmaU:like-'~ ““ ^ » piteous thing to see how, to^ttosTfe] I than a^®rage cows of different breeds.

, ® g°nt er and fiucr organized nature is always- $ ‘°UM therefore give greater attention to the 
the one to suffer most, and come off vanquished r'T’ 8 8° making tests if possible, and
toC£T”aUd the coarse-8raMcd, brutal one j bre0dS and pedl«rees-

cate habit of eating, the attention to table '
-Stock QJToteo.
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Man and Monkey.
A baby gorilla is much
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:: vary more in milk production 
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Table Manners. less to
Perhaps the most essential 

quette is care to give the 
able turn.

l’art of table eti- 
conversation a desfr- 

The greatest thought should be 
exercised to talk of only agreeable topics aï 
meals. The mutual forbearance which prompts 
the neat dress, the respectful bearing, the deli-

warm weather advances, watch the
The pleasures of the world are de ■ ,'rr , T 7° °f th® perches for the

promise more than they give Thïv t " T®7 , ‘CrC ^ey 8Wa™ in
in seeking them they do l,Uy trouble «« day and s«ck the life fluid
irosscssin, *r 7 ‘ 8at,sf> 118 when night. Be
losing them. Cm’ 1 ‘Cy '“akc 1,8 desPair in be almost

expect.

1
red mites, as 

myriads during the 
from the birds at 

sure to watch for them, and you will 
sure to find more of them than
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JeMlee Notice. Complimentary Letters.
I am very much pleased with the Advocate; 

would hardly know how to do without it. Have re
ceived a great deal of useful Informât'on from its 
pages In the years I have taken It. 
has put many a dollar in my pocket.—Thomas N. 
Allen, Adolphustown.

-------On the occasion of the Queen’s Jubilee, June 
22nd, we will be in our office in the forenoon, to 
read and receive attestions, and to consider in

«le of thor- F 
ce at White 
June 7th.

israte forThe
rlnoh. No edver- 

Speclal contracts 
on application, 
sd by spool flo ln- 
1 out, and charged

'VheFAjuSsS’s Advocatb it the unrttwlled odeer-

Xitæsz&æMS3SS3L2V%m ■
other dorfouitural publication* tn the Dominion. 
Send for an adeerttsina etreutarand an estimate.

or $8I am satisfied it 36c. per
lesswhat way we can do most good to the Queen’s 

subjects in Canada, or in iff the British posses
sions.
wise from those who desire to devise means for 
doing the greatest good to the greatest number. 
Beneficial thoughts often occur to many of you, 
and should he made known and acted upon.

for iA
I am lost without the Advocatb; It seems as until; the winner J 

Samecock,” 
ith annual 
as sired by 1
was some if

are solicited by mail or other- though I can’t get along without it. I may start 
fanning again some time, and If so I am sure I wont 
lose anything by reading the papers.—Isaac Lb- 
ton^ Pickering.

Please find my aubeortption for the Fabmer’s 
Advocate. I like your Advocatw and Horn 
Magasins well, and so long as yon with yonr manly 
and unexcelled vigor combat the enemies mat——- 
polies organised against the true Internets of the 
farmers of our fair Dominion, so long will the Ad
vocate wield an influence which will tell for the 
future weal of our Canadian farmers. I have re-
titaou^l^oSmmis^JOHwBro^reoN, Sandfield 
P. 0„Manltoulln Island, Ont.

of’a Adveteran ex- 
olver ”

do^,F,, Swiadlleg Poeltry Breeders.
The common supposition is that fancy breeders 

are swindlers, hut this is a delusion, as no class 
of persons are more honorable than the breeders 
of poultry. The majority of the complaints 
come from those who do not understand the

offor
\ N<being of aun-

theto IpiMXtSHFIS!
for themealvea whether

>°- There 
of his des- 
may con-

of
behalf. They mt 
the goods advert 
be furnished for I 
a good tide to heS^bTpa^gfor

gSsSSI■SSrAWSIn

j.^Jgbar-ace among m Bnolosed find my subscription to your excellent 
paper, which has been a welcome visitor In my 
family for many years.—Bouses Wilds, Blen
heim P. O., Kent Co., Ont.

delivery.Gazette. upon
points of the breeds, and who also expect eggs to 
hatch under all conditions simply because the 
prices paid were above those asked at the store. 
Many purchasers do not know that chicks from 
black parents often have white on them at first, 
and the breeder is at once classed as a swindler, 
while others are not aware of the fact that out of 
every one hundred birds raised only one-tenth 
will be fit for the show room. The breeders have 
so many obstacles to contend against that many 
of them will not sell eggs at all, and we venture 
to say that they greatly rejoice whenever a 
swindler is detected and exposed.—[Farm and 
Garden.

In
-----AN-----

“ Oehawa” Agricultural Engine
' ---- -AMO A----

“New Model” Vibrator,

oDgjjm. T«XwftHk

very much pleased with the Advocate, 
thly visit is very welcome as well ad profit
as farmers. I intend to try and get some 

ubeoribers for your paper, as I believe It Is the 
beet agricultural journal published 
MoribTlnkkss, A von more, Ont.

We are
itst to their 

vers, reap, 
ctured by

in America.—

solve measurement 
for -horse power

Otiwiii Ont.

Inclosed please find the sum of $1, btng my sub- 
tor the Farmer’s Advocate for the year 

Please excuse delay ; I lost 
delayed In hopes of finding - ”

consider your paper the best former's paper 
Dominion, and would not do without It for 
the price.—John Forsyth, Jk., Alberton, P.O„P.

scription for the Fabi 
ending 31st Dec., MOT. 
your form and delay

isement of | 
urg. We 
his season 

Harrow,
; Ontario, 
the favor-

it. I 
In the 
twice mm EHiiE-æ-

258-y Address H. W, PETRIE, Brantford, Gail.find inclosed the sum of $1 for my paper 
rear. I would not Hke to be without itfor

8SBS8T"
Please 

another : 
any cons STOCK FARM FOR SALEIt is the best 
that I know of.—J. B. Goforth,The Phosphate Indastry of Canada.

There are at present eight phosphate mines 
carrying on active operations in the neighborhood 
of the Lièvres River, Ottawa Valley. They are 
situated at a distance of from nine to twenty- 
three miles north of the village of Buckingham ; 
and are known as the Emerald mine (American 
company), the Little Rapids mine (Canadian 
owner), Battle Lake mine (Anglo-Canadian Phos
phate Company), McLaren’s mine (Canadian 
owner), the North Star mine (American company), 
High Rock mine (English company), Union mine 
(American company), High Falls mine (Anglo- 
Canadian Phosphate Company). Between 400 
and 500 men in all are employed at these mines. 
Machinery of some kind is used at most of them, 
and air compressors are employed at the High 
Rock, Little Rapids and North Star mines. Be
sides these mines several other phosphate locali
ties on the Lièvres have been worked at various 
times, and with varied success.

The deepest mine on the river, the North Star, 
has already sunk to the distance of almost 450 
feet from the surface. The second deepest is 
Battle Lake mine, which has reached almost 250 
feet in an inclined shaft. The 

osphate Company, the owners 
Lake and High Falls mines, are also working on 
a large scale a mine in North Burgess, five miles 
from Perth, and known as the Otty Lake mine. 
It is one of the very best phosphate mines in 
Canada. An air compressor, capable of working 
seven steam drills, has been nut in, and proves 
very serviceable in working the rich phosphate 
veins on the property. The outpnt of phosphate 
in 1886 was 18,968 tons, as against 23,849 tons 
in 1885, and 20,747 tons in 1884. This falling 
off in product was largely due to the low price 
offered for Canadian phosphate, and is only

-—rgS
tailed ac- IN WARWICK, LAMBTON 00., ONT.

•r 1,000 JLORX1S H

■old In one parcel, or In lots of 300 acres or more to

I am very much pleased with the Advocate: It 
deserves the patronage of every former In the Do
minion. Its independent course tn regard to parties 
Is worthy of the highest words of praise. Ctaumre 
where censure is deserved, and praise .where praise 
Is needed.—P. D. Soott, LowvOle.

ublishing 
the pub- 
entitled ;

• is made J
ng comic 
rom thè 
st calen- 
nts is a 
ibt meet ' 8 
iber will 
led June

Enclosed please find $1. being subscription for the 
Advocate for the year 1887. We could not do 
without tiie Advocate; I prise it above all other 
papers. I am proud of the Independent character 
In which the Advocate always oomee. May Its 
editor long be spared with health and prosperity to 
advocate oar rights.—Norman R Otto, Hassell, 
P. O., Bussell Co., Out.

CHAR #. KINGSTON*.
Warwick, Lambton Co., OntMay 36th, 1887.

87:-—: X
: BUY NOWWe think yours Is a very valuable paper, and we 

consider it*a boon to the country. Enclosed you 
will find $1 for subscription for the present year, 
1887.—Charles Baird, per J. W. R, Motherwell, 
Ont.

For Immediate Shipment.

The Oshawa Mowers.
paredin I have taken your paper since the first issue, and 

admire the steady Improvement from year to year. 
—H. R. Willson, Winona, Ont

Ton win find enclosed my renewal of subscription 
to Advocate. I am much pleased with It repays 
jjriee many times over.—John A. Morrison. Mt

They surpass all other mowers In workmanship, 
quality of material, excellence of construction, and 
performance of work. ............. *>

New Model Threshers.
The best threshing machines In America, 

largest amount of work, and thresh c 
than any other machines can do the work. In excel
lence of construction they are unequalled. They 
are the best made In Canada, and are only equalled 
by their namesakes in the United States.
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I think as much of the Advocate as I did nine 
years ago ; as long as It fills the wants of the 
farmers, as It does at present, you can count me as 
a subscriber.—Angus Morrison, Band Beach, Mich.

Portable Engines.I have been taking the Advocate for ten years, 
and find I cannot do without It. It Is undoubtedly 

In Canada.—William
No better agricultural are made.

the best farmer’s paper 
Clark, North Wiltshire, P. R I.

Please find enclosed $1 for Advocate for 1887. I 
cannot afford to be without It; It is. Indeed, a wel
come visitor each month; have taken it for many 
years, and it Is still profitable and interesting.—Dn. 
A. Elliott, Chantry, South Leeds, Ont.

J Hall Threshing Machines.ir your 
ithy or 
î begin 
eeping

Anglo-Canadian 
s of the Battle

The best In the market for horse-powers. *

Champion Reapers
of well-established repute. Only a few remaining.

WDQDB01Y, 01 mm, «Flora DHB-FOWKU,
now the easiest running and best In the world, 

also the
CUJFOllIi FLUET, AND FITTS HOME-POWERS,

of established repute.

Beta nm ok Hand tor avEBi^f aohiwe made. 
JOHN LIVING8TONR Tmttu,

Ph1

The Farmer's Advocate should find Its way to 
the home of every farmer. It Is a good family 
paper; getting better all the time.—R. Whboh, 
Wfistead, Ont.

I am well pleased with yonr paper, the Farmer’s 
Advocate. It is the agricultural paper for me ; 
Is Independent, and ready to tell the farmer of any 
fraud that comes.—Wm. H. Green, Stirling, Ont.
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8 I like the Advocate, It la just what I need.— 
Robert Dobson, Epsom, Ont. JOSEPH HALL MACHINE WORKS.■

My admiration of the Farmer’s Advocate In
creases with the receipt of each number, and as 
long as I can procure the big dollar I win not do 
without it.—G. H. Haldane, Strathroy, Ont.

The phosphate is shipped down the Lièvre in 
scows in the summer time, and loaded at Buck
ingham on cars for Montreal, whence it is shipped 
to the various markets in Great Britain and 
Europe. The quality of the phosphate is very 
good, some shipments averaging over 85 percent 
phosphate of lime. One shipment from the 
North Star mine averaged 86.48 percent.— 
Ottawa Journal.

358-c
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CHEDDAR CHEESE MAKER ARRIVEDI from the West of England.
Could give Instructions anywhere In the United 
States or Canada; knows all the latest improve
ments, or way other system of make; would take 
a situation In large factory. For references apply » 
to J. O. Snell A Bro., Bdmonton^ Onj.

I consider the Farmer’s Advocate the best 
agricultural paper I have ever read.—J. Doan, 
Drayton, Ont.

I cannot afford to be without your paper on 
account of the many very excellent articles usually 
to be found therein on the subjects of farming, 
stock raising, etc—Wm. Palino, North Seneca. 366-a
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WE WANT ONE «HUNDRED GOOD MEN
gS^rüSS ssismhs7« 5^
pushing man can succeed. Apply for terms to ’

STONE & WELLINGTON,"*'
- TORONTO, ONT.

June. 1887

Is pinrow cftiwDBt11 !h OLIVER CHILLED PLOW anil UNION
1 AGRICULTURAL WORKS.

MACHINE KNIFE | THE J WARRIOR MOWER: I WATBRLOO,CONT°PS
GRINDER.

i ! •3-
257-bi

. ;

: L r
i

■ngxlrtbfirnWhSi*1"«5*1? yxlêtteclied
MANUFACTURERS OF

MOWERS, TWINE BINDERS! t

PITTS HORSE-POWERS258 FARM IMPLEMENT CO., LONDON, ONT
)Mounted and Unmounted

ma, hoot comas,
CHOPPM MILLS, Bias PLOWS 

Lira ROLLERS,
SPH1K8-T00TH CULTlTiTOHS

I
! *

)3
F
S }

AND THE GRAIN THRESHER KNOWN AS THE; 1
slIEIiiE-BBi £”!EF*

ElE^V=eHINE
2sr«r“.?AK5“sx*s2& siMisS'E13S5m~,F
—* «—» -«Z

m. wilson &~coTSF?rES™”SSHSE:
HAMILTON, ONT., ’

Manufacturers of all kinds of ^ journals "wnLlB $

hat tools. pssSSISlSSS=HffiSH
umSSS'jSSiim. ISfc^âSsSs®,--------------------

WŒ.TS®^!08""0'0®®'
S8R6«^ I w°rk- Write M^Ldtr'icer to do ^ | Jgsk (LIMITED.)
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f> WERNER, KILLER & CO.,

WATZKLOO, ONT.\ I257-f■i
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J. F. MILLAR & SON,
257-a

TORONTO, ONTABIOMorrisburo, Ont.!
! BEE-KEEPERS.i
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THE CINADIAN HONEY PRODUCERAitMÆK H?y ^aderwith 
uo grain with short strawAtIt w™l take nn^I ,take 
clean out of the furrow as on thl ri.i™ ?Lcrain as 
necessity of using the hcmse îake IniZ-'o'’111 l5e 
used after the Tedder, and win "take can.f 
swarth without using à horse rake m'-t

:I !
■I

ONLY 40c. A YEAR.

*TuU. °f Practical information on Bee-keenim, 
the latest items of interest from % a,so
world. Send for sample copy free Parts of the 
ReAe!keempenrs’suCte:0f ^ dealers in a>‘ kind

HONEY EXTRACTORS. HONEY KNIVES 
HONEY CANS (ROSS AND SCREW TOP)

SECTION CRATES, FOUNDATION MILLS Wind , c
CHAPMAN HONEY PLANTS LANCSTR0TH HIV^, FEESay?nqDtRS’

INVERTIBLE HIVES, SMOKERS, moJ°& wôon ,
sections, wax extractors. Z° pumps'

«.u.'TJSr* u6ils- M«h T'«, Pm A,d pM,nto| Wato s 
b. t■ Q.orir «_ _ n Materials.

BRANTFORD0^. I "iSSHSSS" ^

Iu

EUREKA■I-
s ofa

J the best Post-hole Digger i„
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PATENT AUTOMATIC
SWING MD HAMMOCK CHAIR.

si

"iie
The best chair ever offered for solid oomfort and 

best suitable for the camp, porch, verandah, tree or 
house, etc. When not in use can be folded up Into a 
space of four inches ; frame is of oak, and strong 
heavy striped canvass for the seat ; will carry a per
son weighing 800 pounds. Price $3.00. Agents 
wanted where not represented.

SOLE MANUKACTURERS.

C. J. DANIELS & CO.,
181 River St., TORONTO.257

1808 - moo; -1887
AS USUAL ATTENDS THE PROGRESS 

OP THE BUSINESS OP THE OLD

London Mutual Fire Insurance Company
os- c-A-isr-Axy-A^

As is shown in their 27th Annual Report. 
JAMBS GRANT, Pres. W. R. VINING, Trees. 

C. 6. CODY, Inspector.
D. C. MACDONALD, Secretary and Manager.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT, JANUARY 1ST, 1887
ASSETS.

Assets—December 81,1888- 
Amount available on premium

notes....... ..................................
Amount due on Assessment No.

24....................................................
Amount due on Assessment No.

26, in course of collection........  18,68162

Balances due by agents ^secured 
by agents’ bonds and members’
due bills).......... t..................  .. . X

Bills receivable...............................
Mortgages......................... ...........
Office Furniture............................
Municipal debentures, deposited 

with Receiver-General for se
curity of policy-holders, city of 
Hamilton-par value $10,820,
market value...............................

City of St. Thomas—par value
$22,800, market value ..............

Town of Tilsonburg-par value 
$6,500, market value...............

$271,467 17
$ 2,241 18

15.8B8 76

9,7» 8» 
626 96 
400 00 
787 66

12,566 00 

24,880 00 

7,483 12
44,001 12 

868 80Accrued Interest on debentures.
Cash in Federal Bank of Canada. 49,310 19 
Cash in Treasurer’s hands (post

age stamps).................................. 1,376 80
60,686 90

$804,788 80
LIABILITIES. 

Losses adjusted during 1886 
falling due until 1887.........

I, not
838 60

________________ ___ $393,960 20

The “ London Mutual ’’ confines its business to 
the insurance of Farm Property, Private Residences 
and their Contents, Churches and School-houses, and 
does the largest business in Canada.

INTENDING INSURERS WILL OBSERVE:
1. -That this Company Is purely MUTUAL, and 

only insures ONE class of property, by which means 
protection is afforded cheaply-at just what it costs, 
no money being paid In dividends, as In the case of 
stock companies.

2. —The conditions of its policies are most liberal, 
extending to its natrons the benefit of Insurance of 
animals in the fields, on the j/ublic highways and 
other places, when In charge of the Insured or his 
help; also on the rood to and from market.

3. —Liberal provisions for ate of steam threshers
INSURE WITH THE GOOD OLD FARMERS' COMPANY
t^Addjess a card to the Manager, or apply to ut of

BELL
Dims

AT THE

COLONIAL EXHIBITION
were patronized by the following 

distinguished persons \
The Marquis of Lome and

H.R.H. Princess Louise, 
Rt. Hon. Sir Robt Bourke,

Governor of Madras.
Lady Douglas, of Victoria, B. C., 
Sir Robert Affleck, and

The British Government
a fine Organ for the use of the 

forces at Aldershot.

These Sales were made after a 
thorough test of all the Organs in 

the Canadian Court

W. BELL & 00., Guelph, Can.
$y CATALOGUE FREE. 258-y

COCKLE’S
ANTIBILIOUS

PILLS
THE CREAT ENGLISH MEDICINE

of purely Vegetable Ingredients, and without mer^

years. Sold by all druggists.
WHOLESALE AGENTS

EVANS SONS & MASON, Ltd.,
256-y MONTREAL.

TheJune, ldst

Walters* Patent Metallic Shingles

CHOICE MANITOBA FARMS
FOR SALE.

Having been called to Ontario to assist my father 
in connection with the Farmer’s Advocate, I now 
offer my homestead and other Manitpba property 
for sale, either for cash in payments to suit the pur
chaser, or would exchange for property near this 
city :

East X Sec. 4, Tp. 18, Range 8 (320 acres.) This 
section is inthe^Qu’Appelle Valley, 4)^ miles from

On it there*!* a good log house, stable°and weil 45 
acres under cultivation ; very deep black loam, clay 
subsoil; every foot of this X section can be culti
vated.

Also, south-east X of Seo. 16, Tp. 7, Range 16, west 
of the 1st principal meridian, Glenboro P. O., a few 
miles from R. R. station on C .P. R. (160 acres), 
which have been cultivated and well fenced. This 
Is a very choice X section, very rich soil, with ex
cellent water from 10 to 16 feet from surface ; a few 
beautiful groves of trees upon the land.

Also, 120 acres of Sec. 17, Tp. 6, Range 2, east of 
the principal meridian, St. Agatha P. O., Man., about 
4 mues from station on C. P. R„ between Winnipeg 
and Gretna. Dominion Land Field Notes: “High 
and dry and land of first quality."

80 of

For further particulars address

JOHN WELD, London, Ont.

JJAIRY SUPPLIES 
LACTOSCOPES, PIOSCOPES, 

THERMOMETERS,
LACTOMETERS, 

ANNATTO, RENNETS,
RENNET EXTRACT,

RENNET TABLETS, 
DAIRY SALT, CHURNS,

BUTTER WORKERS,
OIL TEST CHURNS,

Agents for the celebrated
DeLAVAL

HMD SEPARATORS.

• T ’>

wx

53

I MH i
:| E 1
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I |

l'\ ; I. Send for our Illustrated 
Catalogue,iWF JOHN S. PEARCE & CO.,

SUMMER CREAM TESTER. LONDON, ONTARIO.
256-c

Or* to $8 a Day. Samples and duty FREE. 
Lines not pnder the horses’ feet, write

VU258-y BREWSTER'S SAFETY REIN HOLDER. HOLLY, MICH
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DARVILL & OO.ST ATEST INVENTION 1—TtlE ROSS KNIFE 
SHARPENER—Patented May 7th, 1886.I

aH ------NEW------

PATENT PRESS BRICE MACHINESHTON «

►V

J ;

P s 4^.

s

fl- IHa Bj5lCyKl|S^

ASHTON'S FACTORY-FILLED SALT
and purest of aU the salts that are made. 

The only salt that can be used with safety in making 
butter and cheese. It enhances the value of butter 
-ZT»t'T.°v.to te“ ce”48 Per pound, and In keeping 

no,rlyal. Its perfect solublUty makes 
lWuab f 6alt fer dairymen to use, so much so 

that Ashton’s would be cheap at its present price 
even If other kinds were given for nothing. There 
is an actual gain of from one to four percent from 

in other words, a clear profit of 
from $9 to $96 for every sack used. We do not ask

■K'vrtss:Sarsjvs.’sffsi'sjïïïfiuïïa
rancis B. HODLTON 4 CO, NBW TORI,

General Agents for United States and Canada. 

FOR SALE BY

Knife ihe States,) and Straith’s King I either strong or quick-sand clay: can be driven either

gap out It“SMS**» hee w*th°ut the point, or a I smooth, being pressed on the revolving carrier 
{mint to heel witlmn'i ™ leP^b ot a section from I which extends any length on the yard. The brick 
for the length Ü .Î .I any change after you set it I k equal to any re pressed brick. The bricks aro 
can give <?ifferent8ei»ti0?i,y0ar w?nt, to grind. You I taken from the carrier and put on the achs requir*

î?^eo,wteitS^F^rte- .n
No. if lfifoO^hio? 3 ' 24,000 per

Advocate” o6f m^ahTtu" ^"^«^tto warp, andlro difficuR to cïïî

Orde^X % UMA^FACTU^CbYLAR-JOHff S. PEARCE & CO.,
119 Dundas Street and 9 Market Square,

LOIOOI, ONTARIO256-c
Coh. Kino and 1 hames Sts ,

LONDON, ONTARIO.253-

THE JOHN ABELL ENGINE AND MACHINE WORKS 4

ONTARIO.
Headquarters for

STEAM AID HORSE POWER -----THE ----

THRESHING OUTFITS ENSUE
Fitted with two speeds, is the 
strongest, most simple, the 
most powerful, the liglitest 
and most durable Traction 
Engine on the continent.

THE TORONTO ADVANCE oais the most perfect Threshing 
Machine made.

TH® TORONTO ADVANCE.
V stl un t>l<> Iiii|irovciii('iiiH Pur 1887.

13 GOLD MEDALS AWARDED THE TRIUMPH ENGINE
JOHN ABELL,Send for Catalogue.

258-tf
TORONTO, ONTARIO.

TWO-FURROW GANG PLOW

**• --------------------------------------'SPS
Sj,,»1*. Placed in position in ^ of "bam

iSEHsHEESF-
Address—THOS. Il X 1,1,.

IROQUOIS, ONT.

J. FLEURY’S SONS
Aurora, Ont.

Manufacturers of all styles of

PLOW8
of best materialpSa L- X# and work

manship, and or finest 
tlnish.

258-tf
255-d

._______ ' _____ ■ 7
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THE DAIS! CHUMTJELEj J—

Clatlaa Fanning Mill was awarded the Silver Medal 
and First Prise over til com

petitors.
AGENTS WAKTED

In every town In the Domin
ion. For Price List and Terms 
Address ■
WORTHAM & WARD MFC. CO..
258-e LONDON, ONT.

Over I5.M6 mv le eae.
r Over »,Mt sold le 1886.

o' FARMERS. BOY THIS Mill AND HAVE HO 
OTHER. IT CARROT BE SURPASSED 

IN AMERICA. B. McDougall & Co., Galt-

We are the only manufacturers In Canada of the 
now well-knownThe most reliable Fanning Mill in Can

ada for all kinds of grain. Sold on liberal ,
smses*Marais scientific
1«87 InproTfMrNtR before bortig.
Send for circulars and prices. Address

MA1VSON CAMPBELL, CHATHAM, ,
MESSRS. VAN ALLEN A AG UR, Winnipeg, Agents for Manitoba and the N. W. T.

Ont. IRON358-g

ii
le ■

WOOD, COAL AND STRAW BURNERS, 
PLAIN AND TRACTION. Adapted for Cutting, Pumpingand Grinding, and 

til general power purposes. The late very severe

“ Grain Saver ” § “Peerless” I
I been damaged without the derrick blowing over or

SEPAEATOES. | ^d^WM"L.Puroha,e" bearth,s ,n mlnd
.. MoDOVOA

GALT, ONT.
“Pitta” Sweep-Powers, liar 0,4,6*10 and la Horses. 

Tread Powers, for 1, a and 3 Horses.
iXs‘< Oo

250-y

“ ECLIPSE " LIGHT SEPARATORS. ATTEND BIJB^SkSS
Send fo, nimmiti CW^e ,nd PHe. U.t for 18OT. “

Us ■ “*5KAS£k
more than Is charged for the whole course. Item- 
ploys a larger staff of experienced teachers than 
will be found In any other Commerlcal College In 
Canada. It gives a Diploma In Shorthand as well as 
for the Ruslnem course. Gold and Hiver Medals are 
also given In Shorthand. This College unquestion
ably stands at the head of Canadian Business Col- 

8?nud. lor CaUiogue. W.H. ANGER B A , 
Principal, St. Catharines, Ont 8W-y

2STBW 3LIG-HIT

Steel-Wheel Harvester a Binder
BUNDLE CARRIER ATTACHED.

W. Stahlschmidt & Co., Preston, Ont
—MANVKAOTDRKR8 OP—

OFFICE, SCHOOL, CHECH & LODGE
FURNITURE.

THE “MARVEL” SCHOOL DESK. 
Patented Jan. 14th, 1886. Send for circulars and 
price lists. Name this paper.

T

268-y

BUCKEYE-MOWERS, “DAISY” LIGHT REAPERS, ™ behhbt mmsumg co.
London, Canada."Tiger" Self-Dump and "Ithaca" Horse Hay Mes. /a

June, 1887 THE FARMER'S ADVOCATE.

The most complete line of Harvesting Machines offered by any manufacturers In the Dominion, and 
adapted to the wants of all classes of farmers. Especial attention is invited to our

LIGHT HARVESTER AND BINDER
We also manufacture STEEL PLOWS in large variety, Send for Circular. MANUFACTURERS OF

, SCHOOL. CHURCH, HALL i LODGE
FURNITURE.SMITH’S FALLS, ONT.256-d Send for Illustrated catalogue and price list. 264-y
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192 THE EARMEFVà ADVÔCÀTE.I
jüNÈ. Ibb?

I
>* ly qqq

"Si'SS'.'BH
F»r Piw«4PnNi( >__rilr,

1

BNi X /
::II

1r:iE of ■ad »
plated the courue ofstùdy'tbere6 ï*eanstatetluît the3|n8Siiotionei?raSl!Srt)ni?,l8ineS8 Colleire* having com-

^ Ssuai:
7 8ecd for otamhue, liTTUT * GBIOBB,
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!*I
‘i BAIN WAGON CO.’S• l |;r

--

FARM TRUCKi!I ;
*e J ♦n 256-yili: straightenedsH r : t'

i! m>1

1 ? ? ™Ei£3 BAIN S3 F4PN gT3TRUC«Éiafi i "
'Ll

A m■ &A hmïI F."Ll_
y. sa®l g—- j»

ÏJA>V. iïS

WM-1! Éf ki“ TTib wïj^^8?”®*8, «^y^^MWsbeftS a fann’ beoause 11 is suitable for ail

hr leading farmers in^he United States?*1™111”*1 “ Michtean, V. S., and to now very extensively
tiouiare Mdrypri^|0n made and 80,11 “r»* h, Canada is giving entire satisfaction.

ae-d

! m
iII; J

Il I rli
!f used

d»

É
For further par-

Address BAIN WAGON CO.. Woodstock, Ont. 
COGENT REASONS

:
I f

■
■ ; i

WHY
. -------TÜ 1 W. & l P. CÜBBB & CO.61 IV

100 Orgy ion St., lontreal,f
* l

4 mAJs u FACTUREES OF

SOFA, CHAIR AND BED SPRIGS.
A lakgb stock always on hand.

IMPORTEES OF

w<«on, r::rrz:::r:r:„reSTM,,tKo l***^^^
The intrinsic cost and value of it is at least gin mn

unprejudiced practical man will teU you so and the thon»rj‘nyk°ther Wag°D made in Canada, and any I <W PUOCURE 
it is not only made from the best, careful dieted and re ”OW have them to use say so, beca^ ^
the Stain, used, made only by ns, are slZZr^lTÏ th°r0U»hIy ™*s»ned timber and best of iron ^ 
specially to receive our Climax Trmni ^ wMeh donhies re . °r US8d ™ Ranada- and are constructed 
hubs are pressed, not wedged in, a gnanmtoe ft a °f thc axIe = the boxing of the

0081 “nd «“priority, the Chatham W^n cZbe n ^ Wa*°“’ and “^withstanding
charged for inferior wagons. Bear in mind itTthe renninJL- Paroeased at no neater price than is

CHATHAM MFG. CO. (Limited).
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